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1. Introduction



The first indication of the quantum nature of light came in 1900 when M. Planck discovered he could account for the spectral distribution of thermal light by postulating that the energy of a harmonic oscillator is quantized. Further evidence was added by A. Einstein who showed in 1905 that the photoelectric effect could be explained by the hypothesis that the energy of a light beam was distributed in discrete bundles later known as photons. Einstein also contributed to the understanding of the absorption and emission of light from atoms with his development of a phenomenological theory in 1917. This theory was later shown to be a natural consequence of the quantum theory of electromagnetic radiation. Despite this early connection with quantum theory physical optics has developed more or less independently of quantum theory. The vast majority of physical-optics experiments can adequately be explained using classical theory of electromagnetic radiation based on Maxwell's equations. An early attempt to find quantum effects in an optical interference experiment by G.I. Taylor in 1909 gave a negative result. Taylor's experiment was an attempt to repeat T. Young's famous two slit experiment with one photon incident on the slits. The classical explanation based on the interference of electric field amplitudes and the quantum explanation based on the interference of the probability amplitudes for the photon to pass through either slit coincide in this experiment. Interference experiments of Young's type do not distinguish between the predictions of classical theory and quantum theory. It is only in higher-order interference experiments involving the interference of intensities that differences between the predictions of classical and quantum theory appear. In such an experiment two electric fields are detected on a photomultiplier and their intensities are allowed to interfere. Whereas classical theory treats the interference of intensities, in quantum theory the interference is still at the level of probability amplitudcs. This is one of the most important differences between quantum theory and classical theory. The first experiment in intensity interferometry was the famous experiment of R. Hanbury Brown and R.Q. Twiss. This experiment studied the correlation in the photo-current fluctuations from two detectors. Later experiments were photon counting experiments, and the correlations between photon numbers were studied. The Hanbury-Brown-Twiss experiment observed an enhancement in the two-time intensity correlation function of short time delays for a thermal light
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source known as photon bunching. This was a consequence of the large intensity fluctuations in the thermal source. Such photon bunching phenomena may be adequately explained using a classical theory with a fluctuating electric field amplitude. For a perfectly amplitude stabilized light field such as an ideal laser operating well above threshold there is no photon bunching. A photon counting experiment where the number of photons arriving in an interval T a r e counted, shows that there is still a randomness in the photon arrivals. The photonnumber distribution for an ideal laser is Poissonian. For thermal light a superPoissonian photocount distribution results. While the above results may be derived from both classical and quantum theory, the quantum theory makes additional unique predictions. This was first elucidated by R.J. Glauber in his quantum formulation of optical coherence theory in 1963. One such prediction is photon antibunching where the initial slope of the two-time correlation function is positive. This corresponds to greater than average separations between the photon arrivals or photon antibunching. The photocount statistics may also be sub-Poissonian. A classical theory of fluctuating field amplitudes would require negative probabilities in order to give photon antibunching. In the quantum picture it is easy to visualize photon arrivals more regular than Poissonian. It was not, however, until 1975 when H.J. Carmichael and D.F. Walls predicted that light generated in resonance fluorescence from a two-level atom would exhibit photon antibunching that a physically accessible system exhibiting nonclassical behaviour was identified. Photon antibunching was observed during the next year in this system in an experiment by H.J. Kimble, M. Dagenais and L. Mandel. This was the first nonclassical effect observed in optics and ushered in a new era in quantum optics. The experiments of Kimble et al. used an atomic beam and hence the photon antibunching was convolved with the atomic number fluctuations in the beam. With developments in ion-trap technology it is now possible to trap a single ion for several minutes. H. Walther and coworkers in Munich have studied resonance fluorescence from a single atom in a trap. They have observed both photon antibunching and sub-Poissonian statistics in this system. In the 1960's improvements in photon counting techniques proceeded in tandem with the development of new laser light sources. Light from incoherent (thermal) and coherent (laser) sources could now be distinguished by their photon counting properties. The groups of F.T. Arecchi in Milan, L. Mandel in Rochester and R.E. Pike in Malvern measured the photocount statistics of the laser. They showed that the photocount statistics went from super-Poissonian below threshold to Poissonian far above threshold. Concurrently, the quantum theory of the laser was being developed by H. Haken in Stuttgart, M.O. Scully and W. Lamb at Yale, and M. Lax and W.H. Louise11 in New Jersey. In these theories both the atomic variables and the electromagnetic field were quantized. The result of these calculations were that the laser functioned as an essentially classical device. In fact H. Risken showed that it could be modelled by a van der Pol oscillator.
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It is only quite recently that the role the noise in the pumping process plays in obscuring the quantum aspects of the laser has been understood. If the noise in the pumping process can be suppressed the output of the laser may exhibit sub-Poissonian statistics. In other words, the intensity fluctuations may be reduced below the shot-noise level characteristic of normal lasers. Y. Yamamoto in Tokyo has pioneered experimental developments in the area of semiconductor lasers with suppressed pump noise. In a high impedance constant current driven semiconductor laser the fluctuations in the pumping electrons are reduced below Poissonian. This results in the photon statistics of the emitted photons being sub-Poissonian. It took another nine years after the observation of photon antibunching for another prediction of the quantum theory of light to be observed squeezing of quantum fluctuations. The electric field for a nearly monochromatic plane wave may be decomposed into two quadrature components with the time dependence cos w t and sin ot,respectively. In a coherent state, the closest quantum counterpart to a classical field, the fluctuations in the two quadratures are equal and minimize the uncertainty product given by Heisenberg's uncertainty relation. The quantum fluctuations in a coherent state are equal to the zero-point vacuum fluctuations and are randomly distributed in phase. In a squeezed state the quantum fluctuations are no longer independent of phase. One quadrature phase may have reduced quantum fluctuations at the expense of increased quantum fluctuations in the other quadrature phase such that the product of the fluctuations still obeys Heisenberg's uncertainty relation. Squeezed states offer the possibility of beating the quantum limit in optical measurements by making phase-sensitive measurements which utili~eonly the quadrature with reduced quantum fluctuations. The generation of squeezed states requires a nonlinear phase-dependent interaction. The first observation of squeezed states was achieved by R.E. Slusher in 1985 at the AT&T Bell Laboratories in four-wave mixing in atomic sodium. This was soon followed by demonstrations of squeezing in an optical parametric oscillator by H.J. Kimble and by four-wave mixing in optical fibres by M.D. Levenson. Squeezing-like photon antibunching is a consequence of the quantization of the light field. The usefulness of squeezed light was demonstrated in experiments in optical interferometry by Kimble and Slusher. Following the original suggestion of C.M. Caves at Caltech they injected squeezed light into the empty port of an interferometer. By choosing the phase of the squeezed light so that the quantum fluctuations entering the empty port were reduced below the vacuum level they observed an enhanced visibility of the interference fringes. In the nonlinear process of parametric down conversion a high frequency photon splits into two photons with frequencies such that their sum equals that of the high-energy photon. The two photons (photon twins) produced in this process possess quantum correlations and have identical i~itensityfluctuations. This may be exploited in experiments where the intensity fluctuations in the difference photocurrent for the two beams is measured. The intensity difference fluctuations in the twin beams have been shown to be considerably below the -
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shot-noise level in experiments by E. Giacobino in Paris and P. Kumar in Evanston. The twin beams may also be used in absorption measurements where the sample is placed in one of the beams and the other beam is used as a reference. The driving laser is tuned so that the frequency of the twin beams matches the frequency at which the sample absorbs. When the twin beams are detected and the photocurrents are subtracted, the presence of even very weak absorption can be seen because of the small quantum noise in the difference current. The photon pairs generated in parametric down conversion also carry quantum correlations of the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen type. Intensity correlation experiments to test Bell inequalities were designed using a correlated pair of photons. The initial experiments by A. Aspect in Paris utilized a two photon cascade to generate the correlated photons, however, recent experiments have used parametric down conversion. These experiments have consistently given results in agreement with the predictions of quantum theory and in violation of classical predictions. At the basis of the difference between the two theories is the interference of probability amplitudes which is characteristic of quantum mechanics. In these intensity interference experiments as opposed to interference experiments of the Young's type the two theories yield different predictions. This was strikingly demonstrated in an intensity interference experiment which has only one incident photon but has phase-sensitive detection. In this experiment proposed by S.M. Tan, D.F. Walls and M.J. Collett a single photon may take either path to two homodyne detectors. Nonlocal quantum correlations between the two detectors occur, which are a consequence of the interference of the probability amplitudes for the photon to take either path. The major advances made in quantum optics, in particular the ability to generate and detect light with less quantum fluctuations than the vacuum, makes optics a fertile testing ground for quantum measurement theory. The idea of quantum non-demolition measurements arose in the context of how to detect the change in position of a free mass acted on by a force such as a gravitational wave. However, the concept is general. Basically one wishes to measure the value of an observable without disturbing it so that subsequent measurements can be made with equal accuracy as the first. Demonstrations of quantum non-demolition measurements have been achieved in optics. In experiments by M.D. Levenson and P. Grangier two electromagnetic-field modes have been coupled via a nonlinear interaction. A measurement of the amplitude quadrature of one mode (the probe) allows one to infer the value of the amplitude quadrature of the other mode (the signal) without disturbing it. This quantum non-demolition measurement allows one to evade the back action noise of the measurement by shunting the noise into the phase quadrature which is undetected. The techniques developed in quantum optics include quantum treatments of dissipation. Dissipation has been shown to play a crucial role in the destruction of quantum coherence, which has profound implications for quantum measurement theory. The difficulties in generating a macroscopic superposition of
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quantum states (Schrodingers cat) is due to the fragility of such states to the presence of even small dissipation. Several schemes to generate these superposition states in optics have been proposed but to date there has been no experimental manifestation. Matter-wave interferometry is a well established field, for example, electron and neutron interferometry. More recently, however, such effects have been demonstrated with atoms. Interferometry with atoms offers the advantage of greater mass and therefore greater sensitivity for measurements of changes of gravitational potentials. Using techniques of laser cooling the de Broglie wavelength of atoms may be increased. With slow atoms the passage time in the interferometer is increased thus leading to an increase in sensitivity. Atoms also have internal degrees of freedom which may be used to tag which path an atom took. Thus demonstrations of the principle of complementary using a doubleslit interference experiment with which path detectors may be realized with atoms. Atoms may be diffracted from the periodic potential structure of a standing light wave. A new field of atomic optics is rapidly emerging. In atomic optics the role of the light and atoms are reversed. Optical elements such as mirrors and beam splitters consist of light fields which reflect and split atomic beams. The transmission of an atom by a standing light wave may be state selective (the optical Stern-Gerlach effect) and this property may be used as a beam splitter. The scattering of an atom by a standing light wave may depend on the photon statistics of the light. Hence, measuring the final momentum distribution of the atoms may give information on the photon statistics of the light field. Thus atomic optics may extend the range of quantum measurements possible with quantum optical techniques. For example. the position an atom passes through a standing light wave may be determined by measuring the phase shift it imparts to the light. The field of quantum optics now occupies a central position involving the interaction of atoms with the electromagnetic field. It covers a wide range of topics ranging from fundamental tests of quantum theory to the development of new laser-light sources. In this text we introduce the analytic techniques of quantum optics. These techniques are applied to a number of illustrative examples. While the main emphasis of the book is theoretical, descriptions of the experiments which have played a central role in the development of quantum optics are included. A summary of the topics included in this text book is given as follows: A familiarity with non-relativistic quantum mechanics is assumed. As we will be concerned with the quantum properties of light and its interaction with atoms, the electromagnetic field is quantised in the second chapter. Commonly used basis states for the field, the number states, the coherent states, and the squeezed state are introduced and their properties discussed. A definition of optical coherence is given via a set of field correlation functions in Chap. 3. Various representations for the electromagnetic field are introduced in Chap. 4 using the number states and the coherent states as a basis.
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In Chap. 5 we present a number of simple models which illustrate some of the quantum correlation phenomena we discuss in later chapters. In Chap. 6 a rather lengthy description is given of the quantum theory of damping and the stochastic methods which may be employed to treat problems with damping. In Chap. 7 we present the input-output formulation of interactions in optical cavities. This theory plays a central role in the study of squeezed light generation. In Chap. 8 the input-output theory is applied to several systems in nonlinear optics, which produce squeezed light. Comparison with experiments is included. Applications of squeezed light in the field of optical interferometry are given. Potential use of squeezed light in gravitational wave interferometry is discussed. In Chap. 9 two examples are given where the steady state quantum statistics of a field generated via a nonlinear optical interaction may be found exactly. In the case of parametric subharmonic generation the quantum tunnelling time between two states of a superposition is calculated. In Chap. 10 we introduce atoms for the first time. The atomic energy levels are quantised and the interaction Hamiltonian between a two-level atom and the electromagnetic field derived. The spontaneous decay of an excited atom into a vacuum is treated. The modification of the atomic decay when the vacuum is squeezed, is also studied. In Chap. 11 we treat the classic problem of resonance fluorescence from a coherently driven atom. The resonance fluorescence spectrum is derived as is the photon antibunching of the emitted light. A comparison of theory with experimental results is given. In Chap. 12 the quantum theory of the laser is developed including the theory of pump-noise-suppressed lasers, which give a sub-Poissonian output. In Chap. 13 a full quantum treatment is presented of optical bistability and fourwave mixing. Both systems involve the interaction of an ensemble of two-level atoms with a cavity field. The generation of squeezed light from these systems is analysed. Fundamental questions in quantum mechanics are addressed in Chap. 14. Experimental tests of the Bell inequalities in optics are described. In Chap. 15 quantum non-demolition measurements in optical systems are analysed. Further fundamentals of quantum coherence and the quantum measurement theory are discussed in Chap. 16. In Chap. 17 an introduction to the newly emerging field of atomic optics is given.



2. Quantisation of the Electromagnetic Field



The study of the quantum features of light requires the quantisation of the electromagnetic field. In this chapter we quantise the field and introduce three possible sets of basis states, namely, the Fock or number states, the coherent states and the squeezed states. The properties of these states are discussed. The phase operator and the associated phase states are also introduced.



2.1 Field Quantisation The major emphasis of this text is concerned with the uniquely quantummechanical properties of the electromagnetic field, which are not present in a classical treatment. As such we shall begin immediately by quantizing the electromagnetic field. We shall make use of an expansion of the vector potential for the electromagnetic field in terms of cavity modes. The problem then reduces to the quantization of the harmonic oscillator corresponding to each individual cavity mode. We shall also introduce states of the electromagnetic field appropriate to the description of optical fields. The first set of states we introduce are thc number states corresponding to having a definite number of photons in the field. It turns out that it is extremely difficult to create experimentally a number state of the field, though fields containing a very small number of photons have been generated. A more typical optical field will involve a superposition of number states. One such field is the coherent state of the field which has the minimum uncertainty in amplitude and phase allowed by the uncertainty principle, and hence is the closest possible quantum mechanical state to a classical field. It also possesses a high degree of optical coherence as will be discussed in Chap. 3, hence the name coherent state. The coherent state plays a fundamental role in quantum optics and has a practical significance in that a highly stabilized laser operating well above threshold generates a coherent state. A rather more exotic set of states of the electromagnetic field are the squeezed states. These are also minimum-uncertainty states but unlike the coherent states the quantum noise is not uniformly distributed in phase. Squeezed states may have less noise in one quadrature than the vacuum. As a consequence the noise in the other quadrature is increased. We introduce the
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basic properties of squeezed states in this chapter. In Chap. 8 we describe ways to generate squeezed states and their applications. While states of definite photon number are readily defined as eigenstates of the number operator a corresponding description of states of definite phase is more difficult. This is due to the problems involved in constructing a Hermitian phase operator to describe a bounded physical quantity like phase. How this problem may be resolved together with the properties of phase states is discussed in the final section of this chapter. A convenient starting point for the quantisation of the electromagnetic field is the classical field equations. The free electromagnetic field obeys the source free Maxwell equations.



where B = poH, D = c O E , po and c 0 being the magnetic permeability and electric permittivity of free space, and p O ~=OcC2. Maxwell's equations are gauge invariant when no sources are present. A convenient choice of gauge for problems in quantum optics is the Coulomb gauge. In the Coulomb gauge both B and E may be determined from a vector potential A(r, t ) as follows



with the Coulomb gauge condition



Substituting (2.2a) into (2.ld) we find that A(v, t ) satisfies the wave equation



We separate the vector potential into two complex terms



where A(+)(r,t ) contains all amplitudes which vary as e-'"I for cu > 0 and A(-'(v, t ) contains all amplitudes which vary as ei"' and A(-) = (A(+))*. It is more convenient to deal with a discrete set of variables rather than the whole continuum. We shall therefore describe the field restricted to a certain
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volume of space and expand the vector potential in terms of a discrete set of orthogonal mode functions:



where the Fourier coefficients c k are constant for a free field. The set of vector mode functions u k ( r )which correspond to the frequency okwill satisfy the wave equation



provided the volume contains no refracting material. The mode functions are also required to satisfy the transversality condition,



The mode functions form a complete orthonormal set



The mode functions depend on the boundary conditions of the physical volume under consideration, e.g., periodic boundary conditions corresponding to travelling-wave modes or conditions appropriate to reflecting walls which lead to standing waves. E.g., the plane wave mode functions appropriate to a cubical volume of side L may be written as



where i?".) is the unit polarization vector. The mode index k describes several discrete variables, the polarisation index (i,= 1,2) and the three Cartesian components of the propagation vector k. Each component of the wave vector k takes the values



The polarization vector i?(") is required to be perpendicular to k by the transversality condition (2.8). The vector potential may now be written in the form



The corresponding form for the electric field is
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The normalization factors have been chosen such that the amplitudes u k and 0 ; are dimensionless. In classical electromagnetic theory these Fourier amplitudes are complex numbers. Quantisation of the electromagnetic field is accomplished by choosing U , and ul to be mutually adjoint operators. Since photons are bosons the appropriate commutation relations to choose for the operators uk and u: are the boson commutation relations



The dynamical behaviour of the electric-field amplitudes may then be described by an ensemble of independent harmonic oscillators obeying the above commutation relations. The quantum states of each mode may now be discussed independently of one another. The state in each mode may be described by a state vector I Y ) k of the Hilbert space appropriate to that mode. The states of the entire field are then defined in the tensor product space of the Hilbert spaces for all of the modes. The Hamiltonian for the electromagnetic field is given by



Substituting (2.13) for E and the equivalent expression for H a n d making use of the conditions (2.8) and (2.9), the Hamiltonian may be reduced to the form



This represents the sum of the number of photons in each mode multiplied by the energy of a photon in that mode, plus i h t o k representing the energy of the vacuum fluctuations in each mode. We shall now consider three possible representations of the electromagnetic field.



2.2 Fock or Number States The Hamiltonian (2.15) has the eigenvalues h k ( n k+ $) where nk is an integer ( n , = 0, 1,2, . . . , E ). The eigenstates are written as Ink) and are known as number or Fock states. They are eigenstates of the number operator N k = ULU,



The ground state of the oscillator (or vacuum state of the field mode) is defined by
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From (2.16 and 18) we see that the energy of the ground state is given by



Since there is no upper bound to the frequencies in the sum over electromagnetic field modes, the energy of the ground state is infinite, a conceptual difficulty of quantized radiation field theory. However, since practical experiments measure a change in the total energy of the electromagnetic field the infinite zero-qoint energy does not lead to any divergence in practice. Further discussions on this point may be found in [2.1]. a, and a1 are raising and lowering operators for the harmonic oscillator ladder of eigenstates. In terms of photons they represent the annihilation and creation of a photon with the wave vector k and a polarisation 6,. Hence the terminology, annihilation and creation operators. Application of the creation and annihilation operators to the number states yield



The state vectors for the higher excited states may be obtained from the vacuum by successive application of the creation operator



The number states are orthogonal



and complete



Since the norm of these eigenvectors is finite, they form a complete set of basis vectors for a Hilbert space. While the number states form a useful representation for high-energy photons, e.g. ;, rays where the number of photons is very small, they are not the most suitable representation for optical fields where the total number of photons is large. Experimental difficulties have prevented the generation of photon number states with more than a small number of photons. Most optical fields are either a superposition of number states (pure state) or a mixture of number states (mixed state). Despite this the number states of the electromagnetic field have been used as a basis for several problems in quantum optics including some laser theories.
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2.3 Coherent States A more appropriate basis for many optical fields are the coherent states 12.21. The coherent states have an indefinite number of photons which allows them to have a more precisely defined phase than a number state where the phase is completely random. The product of the uncertainty in amplitude and phase for a coherent state is the minimum allowed by the uncertainty principle. In this sense they are the closest quantum mechanical states to a classical description of the )field. We shall outline the basic properties of the coherent states below. These states are most easily generated using the unitary displacement operator



where x is an arbitrary complex number. Using the operator theorem 12.21



which holds when



The displacement operator D ( x ) has the following properties o t ( x )= D



' ( 2 )=



D(



-



x).



D t ( x ) c l ~ ( x=) a



+x



,



The coherent state 1%)is generated by operating with D ( a ) on the vacuum state



The coherent states are eigenstates of the annihilation operator a. This may be proved as follows:



Multiplying both sides by D(sc) we arrive at the eigenvalue equation aix)



=



xlx)



.



(2.30)



Since u is a non-Hermitian operator its eigenvalues sc are complex Another useful property which follows using (2.25) is



The coherent states contain an indefinite number of photons. This may be made apparent by considering an expansion of the coherent states in the numberstates basis.
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Taking the scalar product of both sides of (2.30) with (n recursion relation (11



+ 1)12(n + 1 1 % )



=



I



r ( n / sc) .
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we find the



(2.32)



It follows that (n 1 sc)



%"



=



---



(n !)'



(01~~)



We may expand I sc) in terms of the number states In) with expansion coefficients ( n 1 % ) as follows



The squared length of the vector



1%)



is thus



Thus I (2 2 ) / = 1 and the coherent states are normalized. The coherent state may then be expanded in terms of the number states as



We note that the probability distribution of photons in a coherent state is a Poisson distribution



where 1xI2 is the mean number of photons (lz = (alutalsc) The scalar product of two coherent states is



(PI.>



=



(OIDt(B)D(x)O) .



=



1%12). (2.39)



Using (2.26) this becomes



(Blsc)



=



exp[



-



i ( / x l 2+ Ip12) + .P*]



.



(2.40)



The absolute magnitude of the scalar product is



l(pla)12



= e-lz-/f12



.



(2.41)



Thus the coherent states are not orthogonal although two states 1 % ) and IP) become approximately orthogonal in the limit Isc - PI $ 1. The coherent states
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form a two-dimensional continuum of states and are, in fact, overcomplete. The completeness relation



may be proved as follows. We use the expansion (2.37) to give



Changing to polar coordinates this becomes



Using



we have



where we let c = r 2 . The integral equals n ! . Hence we have



following from the completeness relation for the number states. An alternative proof of the completeness of the coherent states may be given as follows. Using the relation C2.31 erBAe-'"



=



A



i [ B , [ B , A ] ] + ... + [ [ B , A ] + -2!



it is easy to see that all the operators A such that



are proportional to the identity.



,
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We consider



then



Then using the above result we conclude that



The constant of proportionality is easily seen to be K . The coherent states have a physical significance in that the field generated by a highly stabilized laser operating well above threshold is a coherent state. They form a useful basis for expanding the optical field in problems in laser physics and nonlinear optics. The coherence properties of light fields and the significance of the coherent states will be discussed in Chap. 3.



2.4 Squeezed States A general class of minimum-uncertainty states are known as squeezcd states. In general. a squeezed state may have less noise in one quadrature than a coherent state. To satisfy the requirements of a minimum-uncertainty state the noise in the other quadrature is greater than that of a coherent state. The coherent states are a particular member of this more general class of minimum uncertainty states with equal noise in both quadratures. We shall begin our discussion by defining a family of minimum-uncertainty states. Let us calculate the variances for the position and momentum operators for the harmonic oscillator



The variances are defined by



In a coherent state we obtain



Thus the product of the uncertainties is a minimum



Thus, there exists a sense in which the description of the state of an oscillator by a coherent state represents as close an approach to classical localisation as
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possible. We shall consider the properties of a single-mode field. We may write the annihilation operator a as a linear combination of two Hermitian operators



X I and X,, the real and imaginary parts of the complex amplitude, give dimensionless amplitudes for the modes' two quadrature phases. They obey the following commutation relation



The corresponding uncertainty principle is



This relation with the equals sign defines a family of minimum-uncertainty states. The coherent states are a particular minimum-uncertainty state with AX,



=



AX,



=



1 .



(2.59)



The coherent state 1 % ) has the mean complex amplitude x and it is a minimumuncertainty state for X , and X,, with equal uncertainties in the two quadrature phases. A coherent state may be represented by an "error circle" in a complex amplitude plane whose axes are X I and X 2 (Fig. 2.la). The centre of the error circle lies at ( X I + iX,) = sc and the radius AX = AX, = 1 accounts for the uncertainties in X , and X,. There is obviously a whole family of minimum-uncertainty states defined by AX, AX, = 1. If we plot AX, against AX2 the minimum-uncertainty states lie on a hyperbola (Fig. 2.2). Only points lying to the right of this hyperbola correspond to physical states. The coherent state with AX, = AX, is a special case of a more general class of states which may have reduced unccrtainty in one quadrature at the expense of increased uncertainty in the other (AX, < 1 < AX,). These states correspond to the shaded region in Fig. 2.2. Such states we shall call squeezed states 12.41. They may be generated by using the unitary squeeze operator [2.5]



where c = re2'$. Note the squeeze operator obeys the relations



and has the following useful transformation properties
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Fig. 2.1. Phase-space plot showing the uncertainty in (a) a cohcrcnt state l x ) , and (b) a squeezed state x, r )



Fig. 2.2. Plot of A X , versus A X , for the mmimum-uncertainty states. The dot marks a coherent state while the shaded region corresponds to the squeezed states



where



is a rotated complex amplitude. The squeeze operator attenuales one cotnponent of the (rotated) complex amplitude, and it amplifies the other component. The degree of attenuation and amplification is determined by r = /&I, which will be called the squeeze fuctor. The squeezed state / x , E ) is obtained by first squeezing the vacuum and then displacing it
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A squeezed state has the following expectation values and variances (XI AY,



+ i X 2 ) = (Y, + iy2)ei@= 22 . =



AY2 = e' ,



e-',



( N ) = IxI2 + sinh2r ,



Thus the squeezed state has unequal uncertainties for Y , and Y2 as seen in the error ellipse shown in Fig. 2.lb. The principal axes of the ellipse lie along the Y , and Y2 axes, and the principal radii are AY, and AY,. A more rigorous definition of these error ellipses as contours of the Wigner function is given in Chap. 3.



2.5 Two-Photon Coherent States We may define squeezed states in an alternative but equivalent way 12.61.As this definition is sometimes used in the literature we include it for completeness. Consider the operator



h



=



pu



+ vat



(2.66)



where lp12 - 11'1'



=



1 .



Then h obeys the commutation relation [b, h t ]



=



1 .



We may write (2.66) as



where U is a unitary operator. The eigenstates of b have been called t~vo-photon coherent states and are closely related to the squeezed states. The eigenvalue equation may be written as hlb'),



=



PIP>p .



(2.69)



From (2.68) it follows that



IP>,= where I P )



Ulb>



(2.70)



are the eigenstates of a. The properties of IP), may be proved to parallel those of the coherent states. The state IP), may be obtained by operating on the vacuum



Ib'),



=



D,(P)lO>,



(2.71)
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with the displacement operator



and O),



=



U 10). The two-photon coherent states are complete



and their scalar product is



We now consider the relation between the two-photon coherent states and the squeezed states as previously defined. We first note that



with



,LL



=



cosh r and



Y =



e2'$ sinh r. Thus



with the above relations between ( p , and (r, 0). Using this result in (2.71) and rewriting the displacement operator. D , ( P ) , in terms of a and ut we find 11)



where



Thus we have found the equivalent squeezed state for the given two-photon coherent state. Finally, we note that the two-photon coherent state I b), may be written as



Thus the two-photon coherent state is generated by first displacing the vacuum state, then squeezing. This is the opposite procedure to that which defines the squeezed state la, 8 ) . The two procedures yield the same state if the displacement parameters and p are related as discussed above. The completeness relation for the two-photon coherent states may be employed to derive the completeness relation for the squeezed states. Using the above results we have



The change of variable
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leaves the measure invariant, that is d 2 z = d2p. Thus



2.6 Variance in the Electric Field The electric field for a single mode may be written in terms of the operators X I and X , as ( r t) =



1 J L"



(2) 1 '2



-



-



[ X I sin(mt - k r) - X 2 cos(cut - k r)] .



(2.80)



The variance in the electric field is given by V(E(r, t)) = K { V(X,)sin2(ot - k ' r )



+



V(Xz)cos2(wt- k - r )



where



For a minimum-uncertainty state



Hence (2.81) reduces to V(E(r, t ) ) = K[V(X ,)sin2(cut - k - r ) + V(X2)cos2(wt- k - r ) ] .



(2.83)



The mean and uncertainty of the electric field is exhibited in Figs. 2.3a-c where the line is thickened about a mean sinusoidal curve to represent the uncertainty in the electric field. The variance of the electric field for a coherent state is a constant with time (Fig. 2.3a). This is due to the fact that while the coherent-state-error circle rotates about the origin at frequency w, it has a constant projection on the axis defining the electric field. Whereas for a squeezed state the rotation of the error ellipse leads to a variance that oscillates with frequency 2co. In Fig. 2.3b the coherent excitation appears in. the quadrature that has reduced noise. In ~ coherent excitation appears in the quadrature with increased noise. Fig. 2 . 3 the This situation corresponds to the phase states discussed in 12.71 and in the final section of this chapter.
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Fig. 2.3. Plot of the electric field versus t ~ m eshowing schematically the uncertainty in phase and amplitude for (a) a coherent state. (b) a squeezed state with reduced amplitude fluctuations. and (c) a squeezed state with reduced phase fluctuations



The squeezed state /sc, r ) has the photon number distribution 12.61



where v



=



sinh re2'@,



p = coshr,



P = PC(+ V U *



H,(x) are Hermite polynomials. The photon number distribution for a squeezed state may be broader or narrower than a Poissonian depending on whether the reduced fluctuations occur in the phase ( X , ) or amplitude ( X I )component of the field. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.4a where we plot P(n) for r = 0, r > 0, and r < 0. Note, a squeezed vacuum (a = 0) contains only even numbers of photons since H,(O) = 0 for n odd.
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Fig. 2.4. Photon number distribution for a squeezed state lx, r ) : (a) x = 3, r (b) x = 3. r = 1.0



= 0,



0.5,



-



0.5,



For larger values of the squeeze parameter r, the photon number distribution exhibits oscillations, as depicted in Fig. 2.4b. These oscillations have been interpreted as interference in phase space C2.81.



2.7 Multimode Squeezed States Multimode squeezed states are important since several devices produce light which is correlated at the two frequencies w + and w -. Usually these frequencies are symmetrically placed either side of a carrier frequency. The squeezing exists not in the single modes but in the correlated state formed by the two modes. A two-mode squeezed state may be defined by 12.91



I.+,



x- ) = D+(x+)D-(x-)S(G)IO)



where the displacement operator is
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and the unitary two-mode squeeze operator is S(G) = exp(G*u+a _ - Gat, a t ) . The squeezing operator transforms the annihilation operators as



st(G)a,



S(G) = a, cosh r - a: e i8 sinh r ,



where G = re i8. This gives for the following expectation values



The quadrature operator X is generalized in the two-mode case to



As will be seen in Chap. 5, this definition is a particular case of a more general definition. It corresponds to the degenerate situation in which the frequencies of the two modes are equal. The mean and variance of X in a two-mode squeezed state is



These results for two-mode squeezed states will be used in the analyses of nondegenerate parametric oscillation given in Chaps. 4 and 6.



2.8 Phase Properties of the Field The definition of an Hermitian phase operator corresponding to the physical phase of the field has long been a problem. Initial attempts by P. Dirac led to a non-Hermitian operator with incorrect commutation relations. Many of these difficultieswere made quite explicit in the work of Susskind and Glogower C2.101. Recently, Pegg and Burnett C2.111 showed how to construct an Hermitian phase operator, the eigenstates of which, in an appropriate limit, generate the correct phase statistics for arbitrary states. We will first discuss the Susskind-Glogower (SG) phase operator.
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Let u be the annihilation operator for a harmonic oscillator, representing a single field mode. In analogy with the classical polar decomposition of a complex amplitude we define the SG phase operator,



The operator ei@has the number state expansion



and eigenstates lei+) like 3:



l e i@ ) =



C



e i n d n ) for



- n < 41n



.



n=O



It is easy to see from (2.93) that eid is not unitary,



An equivalent statement is that the SG phase operator is not Hermitian. As an immediate consequence the eigenstates lei@)are not orthogonal. In many ways this is similar to the non-orthogonal eigenstates of the annihilation operator u, i.e. the coherent states. None-the-less these states do provide a resolution of identity



(2.96)



The phase distribution over the window defined by



n



4 I n f o r a n y state I$)isthen



The normalisation integral is



The question arises; does this distribution correspond to the statistics of any physical phase measurement? At the present time there does not appear to be an answer. However, there are'theoretical grounds 12.121 for believing that P ( 4 ) is the correct distribution for optimal phase measurements. If this is accepted then the fact that the SG phase operator is not Hermitian is nothing to be concerned about. However, as we now show, one can define an Hermitian phase operator.
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the measurement statistics of which converge, in an appropriate limit, to the phase distribution of (2.97) C2.131. Consider the state 14,) defined on a finite subspace of the oscillator Hilbert space by



It is easy to demonstrate that the states 14) with the values of 4 differing from cbo by integer multiples of 2x/(s + 1) are orthogonal. Explicitly, these states are



with



Thus (6, I 4 , < 4o + 2n. In fact, these states form a complete orthonormal set on the truncated (s t I ) dimensional Hilbert space. We now construct the Pegg-Banwtt (PB) Hermitian phase operator



For states restricted to the truncated Hilbert space the measurement statistics of 4 are given by the discrete distribution



is any vector of the truncated space. where I*), It would seem natural now to take the limit s + E and recover an Hermitian phase operator on the full Hilbert space. However, in this limit the PB phase operator does not converge to an Hermitian phase operator, but the distribution in (2.102) does converge to the SG phase distribution in (2.97). To see this, choose 4, = 0. Then
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As



4,



are uniformly distributed over 2n we define the probability density by



where



4 = lim s-x



2nm



+ 1,



-



s



and $, is the number state coefficient for any Hilbert space state. This convergence in distribution ensures that the moments of the P B Hermitian phase operator converge, as s + x , to the moments of the phase probability density. The phase distribution provides a useful insight into the structure of fluctuations in quantum states. For example, in the number state In), the mean and variance of the phase distribution are given by



and



respectively. These results are characteristic of a state with random phase. In the case of a coherent state Irei" with r $ 1, we find



(4)



=



4



,



(2.108)



where n = ( u t a ) = r 2 is the mean photon number. Not surprisingly a coherent state has well defined phase in the limit of large amplitude.



Exercises 2.1 If / X , ) is an eigenstate for the operator X 1 find ( X I I $) in the cases (a) I $ > = 1%);('4 I$) = Ix,r) . 2.2 Prove that if I $ ) is a minimum-uncertainty state for the operators X 1 and X,, then V(XI, X 2 )= 0. 2.3 Show that the squeeze operator



may be put in the normally ordered form



Exercises



where
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r = e2'@tanh r.



2.4 Evaluate the mean and variance for the phase operator in the squeezed state I sc, r ) with x real. Show that for I r 1 $ I sc 1 this state has either enhanced or diminished phase uncertainty compared to a coherent state.
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In this chapter correlation functions for the electromagnetic field are introduced from which a definition of optical coherence may be formulated. It is shown that the coherent states possess nlh-order optical coherence. Photon-correlation measurements and the phenomena of photon bunching and antibunching are described. Phase-dependent correlation functions which are accessible via homodyne measurements are introduced. The theory of photon counting measurements is given.



3.1 Field-Correlation Functions We shall now consider the detection of an electromagnetic field. A large-scale macroscopic device is complicated, hence, we shall study a simple device, an ideal photon counter. The most common devices in practice involve a transition where a photon is absorbed. This has important consequences since this type of counter is insensitive to spontaneous emission. A complete theory of detection of light requires a knowledge of the interaction of light with atoms. We shall postpone this until a study of the interaction of light with atoms is made in Chap. 10. At this stage we shall assume we have an ideal detector working on an absorption mechanism which is sensitive to the field E"' (r,t ) at the space-time point (r,t ) . We follow the treatment of Glauher [3.1]. The transition probability of the detector for absorbing a photon a t position r and time t is proportional to



if li) and If) are the initial and final states of the field. We d o not, in fact, measure the final state of the field but only the total counting rate. T o obtain the total count rate we must sum over all states of the field which may be reached from the initial state by an absorption process. We can extend the sum over a complete set of final states since the states which cannot be reached (e.g., states If) which differ from 1 i ) by two or more photons) will not contribute to the result since they are orthogonal to E'+'(r,t)li). The total counting rate or
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average field intensity is



where we have used the completeness relation



The above result assumes that the field is in a pure state / i). The result may be easily generalized to a statistical mixture state by averaging over initial states with the probability Pi, i.e.,



This may be written as I(,*,t ) = ~ r { ~ ~ ( - t' )( ~v(,+ ' ( tr),} ,



(3.5)



where p is the density operator defined by p= Ipi/i)(il. I



If the field is initially in the vacuum state



then the intensity is



The normal ordering of the operators (that is, all annihilation operators are to the right of all creation operators) yields zero intensity for the vacuum. This is a consequence of our choice of an absorption mechanism for the detector. Had we chosen a detector working on a stimulated emission principle, problems would arise with vacuum fluctuations. More generally the correlation between the field at the space-time point x = ( r , t ) and the field at the space-time point x'= (v, t') may be written as the correlation function G(')(x,x') = Tr{pE(-)(x)E(+)(xl)}.



(3.9)



The first-order correlation function of the radiation field is sufficient to account for classical interference experiments. T o describe experiments involving intensity correlations such as the Hanbury-Brown and Twiss experiment, it is necessary to define highek-order correlation functions. We define the n th-order correlation function of the electromagnetic field as G(")(xl .. . x,, x,+, . . . x Z n )= T r ( p E ( ( ). x E(+)(x,+



E)(x,)



. . . E(+)(x2,,)).



(3.10)
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Such an expression follows from a consideration of an n-atom photon detector C3.11. The n-fold delayed coincidence rate is W ( " ' ( t l... t,) = snG("'(rltl... rntn,r,t, ... r l t l ) ,



(3.11 )



where s is the sensitivity of the detector.



3.2 Properties of the Correlation Functions A number of interesting inequalities can be derived from the general expression



which follows from the non-negative character of A t A for any linear operator A. Thus choosing A = E ( + ' ( x )gives



In general, taking



A



=



E ( + ) ( x , )... E ( ' ) ( x l )



yields



Choosing



where i jare an arbitrary set of complex numbers gives



Thus the set of correlation functions G ( " ( x i , x j )forms a matrix of coefficients for a positive definite quadratic form. Such a matrix has a positive determinant, i.e., det [ G ( " ( x , ,x j ) ] r 0 . For n = 1, this is simply (3.13). For n = 2 we find



which is a simple generalisation of the Schwarz inequality. Choosing



(3.18)
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we find the general relation



For two beams we may take



with x



-



-



(r,O) and x'



( r ,t ) . The Cauchy-Schwartz inequality then becomes



G'l2j(0)G E ( 0 ) 2 [G(;i(t)] ,



(3.23)



where ~ f j ' ( t= ) ~r



{



p



~



:



-



J



(



~



)



E j J ( x ' )E ~ + ' ( . x '~) i + ' ( x );J



(3.24)



we have noted explicitly that ~ l f is' time independent. An inequality closely related to (3.23) may be derived by choosing



A



=



/ w l ~ : - ' ( xE\+'(x) ) + i2E$-'(x)E:+'(x) .



This gives



I(E:-~(x)E:+~(s)E~~(x)E',-'(.x))~~ 5 ( [ E ~ ' ( X ) E \ + ' ( X () [] E~')j ' ( x ) E : + ' ( x ) l 2 > .



This inequality will be used in Chap. 5.



3.3 Correlation Functions and Optical Coherence Classical optical interference experiments correspond to a measurement of the first-order correlation function. We shall consider Young's interference experiment as a measurement of the first-order correlation function of the field and show how a definition of first-order optical coherence arises from considerations of the fringe visibility. A schematic sketch of Young's interference experiment is depicted in Fig. 3.1. The field incident on the screen at position r and time t is the superposition of the fields at the two pin holes



where Ej+'(v,t ) is the field produced by pinhole i at the screen with



where



s,



=



lr; - rl
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Fig. 3.1. Schematic representation of Young's interference experiment



and Eji'( r , , t - siJc)is the field at the i t h pinhole and for a spherical wave to



k--=O. C



Therefore (3.27) becomes



For s,



2



s2 = R, we have



where



The intensity observed on the screen is proportional to



Using (3.27) we find



where the R - , factor is absorbed into a normalisation constant. The first two terms on the right-hand side are the intensities from each pinhole in the absence of the other. The third term is the interference term. The
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correlation function for x l # s 2 , in general takes on complex values. Writing this as



we find



The interference fringes arise from the oscillations of the cosine term. The envelope of the fringes is described by the correlation function G(')(xl,x,).



3.4 First-Order Optical Coherence The idea of coherence in optics was first associated with the possibility of producing interference fringes when two fields are superposed. The highest degree of optical coherence was associated with a field which exhibits fringes with maximum visibility. If G(')(xl,x,) was zero there would be no fringes and the fields are then described as incoherent. Thus the larger G(''(xl, x 2 ) the more coherent the field. The magnitude of / G ( ' ) ( x , ,x,) 1 is limited by the relation



The best possible fringe contrast is given by the equality sign. Thus the necessary condition for full coherence is



Introducing the normalized correlation function g"'(xl, x,)



=



G("(xl, x,) [G(')(x,,x,)G"'(x,, x,)]"



the condition (3.36) becomes



The visibility of the fringes is given by



'
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Using (3.27 and 3.31) for the intensity we may write c as



If the fields incident on each pinhole have equal intensities the fringe visibility is equal to lg"'l. Thus the condition for first-order optical coherence 1 l"(y =1 corresponds to the condition for maximum fringe visibility. A more general definition of first-order coherence of the field E ( x ) is that the first-order correlation function factorizes



It is readily seen that this is equivalent to the condition for first-order optical coherence given by (3.38). It is clear that for a field in a left eigenstate of the operator E(+'(x)this factorization holds. The coherent states are an example of such a field. It is precisely this coherence property of the coherent states which led to their names. We may generalize (3.41)to give the condition for nth optical coherence. This requires that the 11th order correlation function factorizes:



Again the coherent states possess nlh-order optical coherence. Photon interference experiments of the kind typified by Young's interference experiment and Michelson's interferometer played a central role in early discussions of the dual wave and corpuscular nature of light. These experiments basically detect the interference pattern resulting from the superposition of two components of a light beam. Classical theory based on the wave nature of light readily explained the observed interference pattern. The quantum-mechanical explanation is based on the interference of the probability amplitudes for the photon to take either of two paths. We shall demonstrate how interference occurs even for a one photon field. For full details of the classical theory and experimental arrangements the reader is referred to the classic text of Born and Wolf C3.21. We consider an interference experiment of the type performed by Young which consists of light from a monochromatic point source S incident on a screen possessing two pinholes PI and P2 which are equidistant from S (see Fig. 3.1). The pinholes act as secondary monochromatic point sources which are in phase and the beams from them are superimposed on a screen at position v and time t. In this region an interference pattern is formed. TO avoid calculating the diffraction pattern for the pinhole, we assume their dimensions are of the order of the wavelength of light in which case they
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effectively act as sources for single modes of spherical radiation in keeping with Huygen's principle. The appropriate mode functions for spherical radiation are



where L is the radius of the normalization volume, and Lk is the unit polarization vector. The field detected on the screen at position v and time t is then the sum of the two spherical modes emitted by the two pinholes E ( + ' ( v , t ) = f (v, t)(a l e ikr l



+ a2eiks2),



(3.44)



with



where s l and s2 are the distances of the pinholes P I and P 2 to the point on the screen, and wc havc sct s, z s2 = R in the denominator of the mode functions. Substituting (3.43) into (3.2) for the intensity we find



where



This expression exhibits the typical interference fringes with the maximum of intensity occurring at



with n an integer. The maximum intensity of the fringes falls off as one moves the point of observation further from the central line by the R 2 factor in (f(u, t)I2. We shall evaluate the intensity for fields which may be generated by a singlemode excitation and hence have first-order coherence. A general representation of such a field is



where 10) denotes the vacuum state of the radiation field and bt is the creation operator for a single mode of the radiation field. The operator ht may be expressed as a linear combination of a: and a: as follows
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where we have assumed equal intensities through each slit. We shall now consider as a special case the field with only one photon incident on the pinholes, i.e., I1 photon)



=



btlO)



=--(I



1



45



1,O)



+ 10,l)) ,



where the notation used for the eigenkets ln,,n,) implies that there are 11, photons present in mode k, and n, photons present in mode k,. This state of the field reflects the fact that we don't know which pinhole the photon goes through. From (3.45) this yiclds thc following cxprcssion for thc mcan intcnsity on thc screen



It is clear from this equation that an interference pattern may be built up from a succession of one-photon interference fringes. The quantum explanation for the interference pattern was first put forward by Dirac [3.3] in his classic text on quantum mechanics. There he argued that the observed intensity pattern results from interference between the probability amplitudcs of a singlc photon to takc cithcr of two possiblc paths. The crux of the quantum mechanical explanation is that the wavefunction gives information about the probability of one photon being in a particular place and not the probable number of photons in that place. Dirac pointed out that the interference between the two beams does not arise because photons of one beam sometimes annihilate photons from the other, and sometimes combine to produce four photons. "This would contradict the conservation of energy. The new theory which connects the wave functions with probabilities for one photon gets over the difficulty by making each photon go partly into each of two components. Each photon then interferes only with itself. Interference between two different photons never occurs". We stress that the above-quoted statement of Dirac was only intended to apply to experiments of the Young's type where the interference pattern is revealed by detecting single photons. It was not intended t o apply to experiments of the type where correlations between different photons are measured. A very early experiment to test if interference would result from a single photon was performed by Taylor [3.4] in 1905. In this experiment the intensity of the source was so low that on average only one photon was incident on the slits a t a time. The photons were detected on a photographic plate so that the detection time was very large. Interference fringes were observed in this experiment. This experiment did not definitively show that the interference fringes resulted from a single photon since the statistical distribution of photons meant that sometimes two photons could be incident on the slits. A definitive experiment was conducted by Grungier et al. [3.5] using a two-photon cascade as
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a source. A coincidence technique which detected one photon of the pair enabled them to prepare a one photon source. We now consider the interference patterns produced by other choices of a field.



3.5 Coherent Field We consider a coherent field as generated by an ideal laser incident on the pinholes. The wavefunction for this coherent field is Icoherent field)



I



I



= x,, x , ) = x , )



1x,) .



(3.51)



Since this wavefunction is a product state, it may wcll rcprcsent two indcpcndcnt light beams. This particular product may, however, be generated by a singlemode excitation in the following manner:



The intensity pattern produced by this coherent field is



The above example demonstrates the possibility of obtaining interference between independent light beams. Experimentally, this requires that the phase relation between the two beams be slowly varying or else the fringe pattern will be washed out. Such experiments have been performed by Pjeegor and Mandel C3.61. Interference between independent light beams is, however, only possible for certain states of the radiation field, for example, the coherent states as demonstrated above. Interference is not generally obtained from independent light beams, as we shall demonstrate in the following example. We consider the two independent light beams to be Fock states, that is, described by the wavefunction



This yields a zero correlation function and consequently no fringes are obtained. The analysis we performed leading to (3.50) bears out Diruc's argument that the interference fringes may be produced by a series of one photon experiments. However, Young's interference fringes may perfectly well be explained by the interference of classical waves. Experiments of this kind which measure the firstorder correlation functions of the electromagnetic field do not distinguish between the quantum and classical theories of light.
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3.6 Photon Correlation Measurements The first experiment performed outside the domain of one photon optics was the intensity correlation experiment of Hanbury-Brow!? and Twiss C3.71. Although the original experiment involved the analogue correlation of photocurrents, later experiments used photon counters and digital correlations and were truly photon correlation measurements. In essence these experiments measure the joint photocount probability of detecting the arrival of a photon at time t and another photon at time t + T . This may be written as an intensity or photon-number correlation function. Using the quantum detection theory devcloped by Glnuher., the measured quantity is the normally ordered correlation function



where : : indicates normal ordering, I ( t ) is the intensity for analogue measurements and n ( t ) is the photon number in photon counting experiments. It is useful to introduce the normalized second-order correlation function defined by



) certain classes of field. For a field which possesses We shall evaluate g ( 2 ) ( ~ for second-order coherence



Hence ( " ( 2 ) = 1. For a fluctuating classical field we may introduce a probability distribution P(c)describing the probability of the field E ( + ' ( Et ,) having the amplitude i: where



For a multimode field we have a multivariate probability distribution P ( { c k ) ) . The second-order correlation function G ( 2 ' ( ~may ) be written as



For zero time delay



T =



0 we may write for a single-mode field
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For classical fields the probability distribution P(c) is positive, hence g")(O) 2 1. For a field obeying Gaussian statistics with zero mean amplitude



=



( E ( ) ( Et,) E ( ) ( Et, + T ) ) ( E ( + ) ( ct, + T ) E(+)(E, t))



+ ( E ( ) ( Et,) E ( +)(c,t ) ) ( E ( ) ( E t, + r)E(+)(e,t + T ) ) For fields with no phase-dependent fluctuations the first term may be neglected. Then



Hence the normalized second-order correlation function is



Now G(')(T)is the Fourier transform of the spectrum of the field



Hence for a field with a Lorentzian spectrum



and for a field with a Gaussian spectrum



where 7 is the spectral linewidth. For a values of T 9 T, the correlation time of the light, the correlation function factorizes and g ' 2 ) ( ~+) 1. The increased value of g ( " ( ~ )for T < T, for chaotic light over coherent light [g(2)(0),h,,,ic= 2y'2'(0)c,h] is due to the increased intensity fluctuations in the chaotic light field. There is a high probability that the photon which triggers the counter occurs during a high intensity fluctuation and hence a high probability that a second photon will be detected arbitrarily soon. This effect known as photon bunching was first detected by Hanbury-Brown and Twiss. Later experiments [3.8] showed excellent agreement with the theoretical predictions for chaotic and coherent light (Fig. 3.2). We note that the above analysis does not rely on any quantisation of the electromagnetic field but may be deduced from a purely classical analysis of the electromagnetic field with fluctuating amplitudes for the modes. Measurement of the second-order correlation function of light with Gaussian statistics has formed the basis of photon correlation spectroscopy [3.10]. Photon correlation spectroscopy may be used to measure very narrow linewidths (1-lo8 Hz) which are outside the range of conventional spectrometers. The second-order correlation function g2(r)is measured using electronic
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L, -laser light, single mode, amplitude stable L, - laser light, single mode near threshold Total counts number



G - gaussian Light L - laser light S - superposed light
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Fig. 3.2. Measured photo-count statistics for (a) Gaussian, laser and superposed fields. Measuring time of a single sample: 10 ps. Coherence time of the Gaussian field; 40 ps. (b) Two laser fields. Measuring time of a single sample: 10 ps



correlators and the linewidth extracted using (3.64 or 3.65). This has found application, for example, in the measurement of the diffusion coefficient of macromolecules where the scattered light has Gaussian statistics. The linewidth of the scattered light contains information on the diffusion coefficient of the macromolecule. This technique has been applied to determine the size of biological molecules such as viruses as well as in studying turbulent flows.



3.7 Quantum Mechanical Fields We shall now evaluate the second-order correlation function for some quantummechanical fields. We shall restrict our attention to a single-mode field and calculate g(2)(0)and the variance in the photon number V ( n )



where V ( n )= ( ( a t a ) 2 ) - ( ~ t a ) ~
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Coherent State For a coherent state



and V(n)= n for a Poisson distribution in photon number. Number state



A number state has zero variance in the photon number ( V ( n )= 0). If .rl(2)(s) < L J ( ~ ) ( Othere ) is a tendency for photons to arrive in pairs. This situation is referred to as photon hunching. The converse situation, y ( 2 ) ( z > ) g(l)(O)is called arztibunclziny. As noted above, however, g(2)(z) + 1 on a sufficiently long time scale. Thus a field for which y ( 2 ) ( 0< ) 1 will always exhibit antibunching on some time scale. A value of y ( 2 ) ( 0less ) than unity could not have been predicted by a classical analysis. Eq. (3.59) always predicts g("(0) 2 1. T o obtain a y(2)(0)< 1 would require the field to have elements of negative probability, which is forbidden for a true probability distribution. This effect known as photon antibunching is a feature peculiar to the quantum mechanical nature of the electromagnetic field. A distinction should be maintained between photon antibunching and sub-Poissonian statistics, although the two phenomena are closely related. For Poisson statistics the variance of the photon number is equal to the mean. Thus a measure of sub-Poissonian statistics is provided by the quantity V ( N ) ( N ) . For a stationary field one may show that [3.14]. -



where T is the counting time interval. If g'2'(z)= 1 the field exhibits Poisson ) 1 for all z will exhibit substatistics. Certainly a field for which g ( 2 ) ( s< Poissonian statistics. However, it is possible to specify fields for which ~ ( ~ ' (>7 g(2)(0) ) but which exhibit super-Poissonian statistics over some time interval.



3.7.1 Squeezed State We consider a squeezed state I r , r) with r defined as positive (Fig. 3.3). We align our axes such that the X , direction is parallel to the minor axis of the error ellipse. The direction (I) is referred to as the direction of squeezing and the direction (2) as the direction of coherent excitation. We then define a by
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1



Fig. 3.3. A phase convention for squeezed states. Direction I is thc direction of squeezing, d~rection 2 is the direction of coherent excitation. The error ellipse is aligned so that the squeezing direction is parallel to the X , d ~ r e c t ~ o n .



2%= ( X I ) + i(X2) with 0 = t a n number for this squeezed state is (



I -



n2



-



I r 12(cosh21.



-



C



((X2)/(X,)). The variance in the photon



sinh 2r cos 20 - 1) + sinh 2 r cosh 2r ( I r l 2 + sinh 2 r)2



(3.70)



When 0 = 74'2, that is the squeezing is out of phase with the complex amplitude



Thus this state with increased amplitude fluctuations has super-Poissonian statistics as expected. When 8 = 0, that is the squeezing is in phase with the complex amplitude V(n) = I x I2eC2'+ 2 sinh 2 rcosh 2 r .



(3.72)



The first term corresponds to the reduction in number fluctuations in the original Poisson distribution. The second term is due to the fluctuations of the additional photons in thc squeezed vacuum. When 1 r l 2 9 2 sinh 2 r cosh 2 r this is an amplitude squeezed state with subPoissonian photon statistics. The maximum reduction in photon number fluctuations one can get in an amplitude squeezed state may be estimated as follows: For r 2 1



The minimum value of V(n) occurs for e hr = 41 xi2 which corresponds to Vmi,(n) % 0.941 xI4l3. Diagrams depicting squeezed states with reduced amplitude and reduced phase fluctuations are shown in Fig. 3.4. In Chap. 5 we will discuss a nonlinear interaction which produces a state with Poisson distribution in photon number, but can also exhibit amplitude squeezing.
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Fig. 3.4. Phase-space of amphtude and phase squeezed states. (a) The quadrature carrying the cohcrcnt excitation is squeezed (0 = 0).(b) The quadrature out of phase with the coherent excitation is q u e e r e d (0 = m 2 )



3.7.2 Squeezed Vacuum For a squeezed vacuum x V ( n )= n(l



=



0



+ cosh 2 r ) .



(3.74)



Hence a squeezed vacuum always exhibits super-Poissonian statistics. We may compare the characteristics of a squeezed state with that of a number state. A number state has reduced photon number fluctuations but has complete uncertainty in phase. Thus a number state will not show any squeezing. For a number state



A number state may be represented in an ( X I ,X,) phase space plot as an ,annulus with radius J n and width = 1.



3.8 Phase-Dependent Correlation Functions The even-ordered correlation functions such as the second-order correlation function G(".")(x)contain no phase information and are a measure of the fluctuations in the photon number. The odd-ordered correlation functions G(".") (x, . .. x,, x,+ .. . .u,,+,,) with n # n~ will contain information about the phase fluctuations of the electromagnetic field. The variances in the quadrature phases AX; and AX: are given by measurements of this type.
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A number of schemes to make quadrature phase measurements have been discussed by Yuen a n d Shapiro C3.121. These schemes involve homodyning the signal field with a reference signal known as the local oscillator before photodetection. Homodyning with a reference signal of fixed phase gives the phase sensitivity necessary to yield the quadrature variances. Consider two fields E , ( r , t ) and E 2 ( r ,t ) of the same frequency, combined on a beam splitter with transmittivity rl, as shown in Fig. 3.5. This configuration is essentially identical to the single field quadrature homodyne detection scheme discussed by Yuet~and Shapiro. We expand the two incident fields into the usual positive and negative frequency components



where a, h are boson operators which characterise the two modes E , and E,, respectively. Both fields are taken to have the same sense of polarization, and are phase locked. The total field after combination is given by



where



We have included a 90' phase shift between the reflected and transmitted beams at the beam splitter. The pholon detector, of course, responds to the moments o l ctc. We thus define the number operator N = c t c.



Fig. 3.5. Schematic representation of homodyne detection of squeezed states
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The mean photo-elcctron currcnt in thc detector is proportional to ( c t c ) which is given by



( c ~ c= ) yl(atu)



+ ( 1 - vl)(btb)



-



i J m ( ( u ) ( b t )



-



( a t ) ( b ) ) . (3.80)



Let us take the field E , to be the local oscillator and assume it to be in a coherent state of large amplitude B. Then we may neglect the first term in (3.80) and write ( c t c ) in the form



(ctc> % (1



-



V ) I B I+~I B IJ ? F Z ( X ~ + ~ ! ~ > 7



(3.81)



where



and 0 is the phase of B. We see that when the contribution from the reflected local-oscillator intensity level is subtracted, the mean photo-current in the detector is proportional to the mean quadrature phase amplitude of the signal field defined with respect to the local oscillator phase. If we change 0 through n/2 we can determine the mean amplitude of the two canonically conjugate quadrature phase operators. We now turn to a consideration of the fluctuations in the photo-current. The rms fluctuation current is determined by the variance of ctc. For an intense local oscillator in a coherent state this variance is



The first term here represents reflected local oscillator intensity fluctuations. If this term is subtracted out, the photo-current fluctuations are determined by the variances in X H + r r ,the Z , measured quadrature phase operator. To subtract out the contribution of the reflected local oscillator field balanced homodyne detection may be used. In this scheme the output from both ports of the beam splitter is directed to a photodetector and the resulting currents combined with appropriate phase shifts before subsequent analysis. Balanced homodyne detection realises a direct measurement of the signal field quadrature phase operators 13.121. Alternatively, the contribution from the local oscillator intensity fluctuations may be reduced by making the transmittivity vl % 1, in which case the dominant contribution to V(n,) comes from the second term in (3.83).



3.9 Photon Counting Measurements 3.9.1 Classical Theory Consider radiation of intensity I ( t ) falling on a photo-electric counter. The probability that a count occurs in a time dt is given by
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The parameter r is a measure of the sensitivity of the detector, and depends on the area of the detector and the spectral range of the incident light. Suppose initially there are no random fluctuations in the intensity I(t). Now 1 - Ap(tl) represents the probability that no counts occur in the time interval dt' at t'. Then assuming the independence of photocounts in different time intervals the joint probability that no counts occur in an entire interval t to t + Tis given by the product



Thus the probability for no counts in the interval t to t + T is P,(T



+ t , t ) = exp



[-



x



1-



I(tt)dtt]



The probability P , ( T + t , t ) that one count occurs between t and t + T is



Hence



Following this reasoning the probability for n counts in the interval t to t Pn(t,T) =



1 n.



I[ x ~ i ( tT)]" , exp [ - xTI(t, T)]



,



where



is the mean intensity during the counting interval.



+ T is (3.89)
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Now since f(t, T ) may vary from one counting interval t o the next, P n ( T )is a time average of Pn(t,T ) over a large number of different starting times



This lormula was first derived by Mundel L3.131. We note a useful generating function for the photon-counting distribution is



The factorial moments of the photon counting distribution may be obtained as follows:



Wc shall now consider some important cases of the photon counting formula (3.89).



3.9.2 Constant Intensity In the simplest case of a constant intensity i ( t , T ) is independent of t and T, hence



T(t, T ) = I .



(3.93)



In this case the averaging ovcr a fluctuating intcnsity I ( t ) is unncccssary and fin



P n ( T )= -exp ( - fi) , n! where



n=



(3.94)



ZIT.



This is a Poisson distribution for which the variance V ( n )= fi.



3.9.3 Fluctuating IntensityShort-Time Limit When the intensity is fluctuating, Eq. (3.89) can be simplified in the limit where the counting time T is short compared to the coherence time z, over which the
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intensity changes. If, during the interval T, I ( t ) remains reasonably constant then



With ergodic hypothesis for a stationary light source we may convert the time average in (3.90) into an ensemble average over the distribution p(F(t)). The photon counting formula may then be written



In the following we replace ?(t) by the stochastic variable I for ease of notation. The mean photon count is



Defining moments of intensity as



we find for the mean square count



Thus the variance is



We note that this is always greater than the mean unless p ( I ) is a Dirac delta function 6 ( 1 - l o ) .This is true for classical fields. For certain quantum mechanical fields we shall see that it is possible to obtain V ( n )< n.
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A thermal light field has the following probability distribution for its intensity



with moments



(I")



=



n! I; .



The mean and variance of the photocount distribution are



The photon-counting distribution is



This power-law distribution for thermal light has been verified in photoncounting experiments. Experiments have also shown that the photon count distribution of highly stabilized lasers is approximated by a Poisson distribution C3.8, 91. We conclude with a comment on the form assumed by i ( t , T) if the depletion of the signal field by the detection process is taken into account. Then



where i is the rate of photon absorption. Then



Thus



We note that for short counting times this has the same form as (3.95).
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3.10 Quantum Mechanical Photon Count Distribution The photon count distribution for a quantum mechanical field may be written in a formally similar way to the classical expression C3.151



where



(3.1OX) and : : denotes normal ordering of the operators. We shall demonstratc thc usc of this formula for a single-mode field, in which case (3.107)may be written as



where p ( T ) is the probability for detecting one photon in time T from a one photon field. The explicit form of p ( T ) depends on the physical situation, e.g., p ( T ) = i T for an open system and p ( T ) = ( 1 - e n ) for a closed system. The photon count distribution may be related to the diagonal matrix elements Pn = (11 1 p 1 n ) of p by



This gives



P(TS Z Pn X ( - , 7 1(



Pm(T)=



n=m



n- m



n! m - /)!



110



The 1 summation is equivalent to a binomial expansion and we may write C3.161



where



This distribution is known as the Bernoulli distribution.
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The photo-count distribution P , ( T ) is only the same as P, in the case of unit quantum efficiency



P m ( T )= P,,



p ( T )= 1 .



(3.113)



In practice, quantum efficiencies are less than unity and the photon-count distribution is only indirectly related to P,,. The following results may be proved:



3.10.1 Coherent Light



nn



P,=-exp(-li) I? !



,



3.10.2 Chaotic Light P,



=



(li) (1



+ ii)l+" '



These results agree with those obtained by semiclassical methods, see (3.94 and 3.103). In these cases P, and P,(T) have the same mathematical form with the mean number m of counted photons related to the mean number ii of photons in the mode by 1fi = ,u(T)fi. No such simple relation holds in general. F o r example, for a photon number state, P , is a delta function 6,,, but the photo-count distribution P,(T) is non zero for all m 5 no. However the normalized second order factorial moments are the same in all cases. F o r a single-mode field



Thus the second-order correlation function L J ( ~ ) ( Ois) directly obtainable from the photo-count distribution without any dependence on the quantum efficiency p ( T ) . For a multimode field a more complicated relation holds.
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3.10.3 Photo-Electron Current Fluctuations We now consider how the photon number statistics determines the statistics of the observed photo-electron current. Each individual photon detection produces a small current pulse, the observed current over a counting interval from t - T t o t is then due to the accumulated electrical pulses over this interval. Thus we write



Here F ( t ' ) is a response function which determines the current resulting from each photon detection event. We assume F(t') is,flat, i.e. independent o f t ,



where r is the electronic charge and G is a gain factor. Then the photo-electron current is given by



where n is the total number of photon detection events over the counting interval. The mean current is then given by



where P,(T,t) is given by (3.89) with



Thus



i(t) = ( x Ge) (: T(t, T):) .



(3.124)



The current power spectrum is directly related to the statistical properties of the current by I



S(o)= n



--



dz cos ( o t ) i(0) i(z) .



0



The two-time correlation function is determined by joint emission probabilities for photo-electrons which are generalisations of the single photon result in
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(3.84). Explicit expressions were given by Carmichael C3.171. The result is, with the definitions of (3.120).



where d ( x )is zero for x



0 and unity otherwise. For multiple time correlations



:: also signifies time ordering (time arguments increasing to the left in products



of annihilation operators). In the case of constant intensity



where [ is a scale factor that converts the intensity operator into a photon-flux operator. For plane waves it is given by



E~CA hoe



[=- -



where A is the transverse area of the field over which the field is measured, and o,the frequency of the field. Using the following result for the delta function



S



1



dt' f ( t 1 ) 6 ( t ' )= - f ( 0 ) , 2



one may show that lim T+O



d(T- t') ( T- t) = 6(t) . T~



Then in the limit of broad-band detector response ( T -+ 0 )



The last term in this expression is the shot noise contribution to the current. It is more convenient to write this expression directly in terms of the normally-ordered correlation function



-



(: I ( O ) , I ( z ) : ) [ 2 [ ( a t ( 0 ) a t ( z ) a ( ~ ) a( ~()a)t ( ~ ) a ( 0 ) ) 2. ]



Then



(3.132)



(i(O)i(z))= (a ~ e [ ) (' a t ( ~ ) a ( 0 ) )+2 cc[(Ge)' ( a t ( 0 ) a ( 0 ) ) 6 ( t )



+ (aGe)'(: I ( O ) , I ( z ) : ).



(3.133)



The first term is a dc term and does not contribute to the spectrum. The second term is the shot-noise contribution. The final term represents intensity fluctuations, which for a coherent field is zero.



Exercises 3.1 Calculate the mean intensity at the screen when the two slits of a Young's interference experiment are illuminated by the two photon state (bt)2lo)/$ where h = (a, + a2)/JZ and u i is the annihilation operator for the mode radiated by slit i. 3.2 Consider a single-mode field prepared in a linear superposition of two coherent states I x) = N(lx,) + / a 2 ) ) where N is the normalisation constant and / x, I = I x2 I . Show that LJ(~'(O)for such a state is zero when a , and a, are n / 2 out of phase, and diverges whcn r , and x2 arc n out of phase. 3.3 In balanced homodyne detection the measured photocurrent is determined by the moments of the photon number difference at the two output ports of the beam splitter. Show that the variance of the photon-number difference for a 50150 beam splitter is



where lP12 is the intensity of the local oscillator. Thus the local oscillator intensity fluctuations do not contribute.



3.4 Show that the probability to detect m photons with unit quantum efficiency in a field which has been transmitted by a beam splitter of transmitivity p, is given by



where P , is the photon number distribution for the field before passing through the beam splitter.



3.5 A beam splitter transforms incoming mode operators ai,hi to the outgoing operators uo, bo where



(a) Show that such a transformation may be generated by the unitary operator



(b) Thus show that if the incoming state is a coherent state Ixi)O 1/3i), the outgoing state is also a coherent state with



4. Representations of the Electromagnetic Field



A full description of the electromagnetic field requires a quantum statistical treatment. The electromagnetic field has an infinite number of modes and each mode requires a statistical description in terms of its allowed quantum states. However, as the modes are described by independent Hilbert spaces, we may form the statistical description of the entire field as the product of the distribution function for each mode. This enables us to confine our description to a single mode without loss of generality. In this chapter we introduce a number of possible representations for the density operator of the electromagnetic field. One representation is to expand the density operator in terms of the number states. Alternatively the coherent states allow a number of possible representations via the P function, the Wigner function and the Q function.



4.1 Expansion in Number States The number or Fock states form a complete set, hence a general expansion of p is



The expansion coefficients Cnmare complex and there is an infinite number of them. This makes the general expansion rather less useful, particularly for problems where the phase-dependent properties of the electromagnetic field are important and hence the full expansion is necessary. However, in certain cases where only the photon number distribution is of interest the reduced expansion



may be used. Here Pn is a probability distribution giving the probability of having n photons in the mode. This is not a general representation for all fields but may prove useful for certain fields. F o r example, a chaotic field, which has
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n o phase information, has the distribution



where fi is the mean number of photons. This is derived by maximising the entropy



subject to the constraint T r { p a i a ) = fi, and is just the usual Planck distribution for black-body radiation with



The second-order correlation function g2(0) may be written according t o (3.66)



where V(n) is the variance of the distribution function P,. Hence, for the power-law distribution V(n) = f i 2 fi we find g'2)(0)= 2. F o r a field with a Poisson distribution of photons



+



the variance V(n) = n, hence 9(2'(0)= 1. A coherent state has a Poisson distribution of photons. However, a measurement of g'2)(0) would not distinguish between a coherent state and a field prepared from a n incoherent mixture with a Poisson distribution. In order to distinguish between these two fields a phase-dependent measurement such as a measurement of A X , , AX2 would need to be made.



4.2 Expansion in Coherent States 4.2.1 P Representation The coherent states Ir) form a complete set of states, in fact, a n overcomplete set of states. They may therefore be used as a basis set despite the fact that they are non-orthogonal. The following diagonal representation in terms of coherent states was introduced independently by Glauher 14.11 and Sudarshan [4.2]



where d 2 x = d(Re(x))d(Im{x)). It has found wide-spread application in quantum optics.



4.2 Expansion in Coherent States
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Now it might be imagined that the function P(x) is analogous to a probability distribution for the values of r. However, in general this is not the case since the projection operator Ix)(xl is on to non-orthogonal states, and hence P(x) cannot be interpreted as a genuine probability distribution. We may note that the coherent states 1 % ) and 1%' ) are approximately orthogonal for Ix - cc'l 1, see (2.41). Hence, if P(cc) is slowly varying over such large ranges of the parameter there is an approximate sense in which P(x) may be interpreted with a classical description. There are, however, certain quantum states of the radiation field where P ( r ) may take on negative values or become highly singular. For these fields there is no classical description and P(x) clearly cannot be interpreted as a classical probability distribution. Let us now consider examples of fields which may be described by the P representation: (i) Coherent state If



then



(ii) Chaotic state For a chaotic state it follows from the central limit theorem that P ( r ) is a Gaussian



That this is equivalent to the result for P, is clear if we take matrix elements



Using the identity ( l ! ! ) 2 1 e x p ( - Clx12)x'(x*)"d2x= 6,,C("+') , which holds for C > 0 and choosing



we find
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F o r a mixture of a coherent and a chaotic state the P function is



which may be derived using the following convolution property of P(a). Consider a field produced by two independent sources. The first source acting constructs the field



Acting alone the second source would produce the field



The second source acting after the first field generates the field



The weight function P ( x ) for the superposed excitations is therefore



We see that the distribution function for the superposition of two fields is the convolution of the distribution functions for each field.



a) Correlation Functions The P ( a ) representation is convenient for evaluating normally-ordered products of operators, for example



This reduces the taking of quantum mechanical expectation values t o a form similar t o classical averaging. Let us express the second-order correlation function in terms of P(a)



This looks functionally identical to the expression for classical fields. However, ) be greater than or equal to unity no longer holds the argument that g ( 2 ) ( 0must since for certain fields as we have mentioned P(a) may take on negative values and allow for a CJ'~'(O) < 1, that is, photon antibunching.



4.2 Expansion in Coherent States
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A similar result may be derived for the squeezing. We may write the variances in X 1 and X 2 as



The condition for squeezing AX: < 1, requires that P ( x ) takes on a negative value along either the real or imaginary axis in the complex plane, but not both simultaneously. Thus squeezing and antibunching are phenomena which are the exclusive property of quantum fields and may not be generated by classical fields. Some ambiguity may arise in the case of squeezing which only has significance for quantum fields. 1f a classical field is assumed from the outset arbitrary squeezing may occur in either quadrature or both simultaneously. Quantised fields for which P(a) is a positive function do not exhibit quantum properties such as photon antibunching and squeezing. Such fields may be simulated by a classical description which treats the complex field amplitude E as a stochastic random variable with the probability distribution P ( E )and hence may be considered as quasiclassical. Coherent and chaotic fields are familiar examples of fields with a positive P representation. Quantum fields exhibiting antibunching and/or squeezing cannot be described in classical terms. For such fields the P representation may be negative and highly singular. The coherent state has a P representation which is a delta function, defining the boundary between quantum and classical behaviour. For fields exhibiting quantum behaviour such as a number state In) or squeezed state l a , ~ no ) representation for P(rx)in terms of tempered distributions exists. Though representations in terms of generalised functions do exist C4.31, such representations are highly singular, for example, derivatives of delta functions. We shall therefore look for alternative representations to describe such quantum fields.



b) Covariance Matrix Gaussian processes which arise, for example, in linearized fluctuation theory may be characterized by a covariance matrix. A covariance matrix may be defined by



C(a,a t ) =



t(aat + ata) - ( a t ) ( n ) ( a 2 )- ( a ) 2 t (at2) - (at)* f (aa t + at a ) - ( a ) ( a )



).



(4.23)



One may also introduce a correlation matrix C ( X l ,X 2 ) for the quadrature phase operators X 1 and X,:



These two correlation matrices are related by
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where



The covariance matrix C J x , r * ) defined by the moments of r and x* over P(x, r * ) is related to the covariance matrix C(a,a t ) by



C(a,a t ) = C,(r, x*) +



-



The distribution can be written in terms of the real variables -Y1 =



r



+ x*,



1 X2 =



( x - x*)



;



I



for which the covariance matrix relation is



+



C ( X , , X z )= C , ( X ~ , X , ) I .



c) Characteristic F~uzction In practice, it proves useful to evaluate the P function through a characteristic function. The density operator /I is uniquely determined by its characteristic function



We may also define normally and antinormally ordered characteristic functions



Using the relation (2.25) the characteristic functions are related by



If the density operator p has a P representation, then z N ( q )is given by



Writing q and x in terms of their real and imaginary parts we find that (4.31) expresses xN(q)as a two-dimensional Fourier transform of P(cc).The solution for P(a) is the inverse Fourier transform



Thus the criterion for the existence of a P representation is the existence of a Fourier transform for the normally-ordered characteristic function xN(q).
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4.2.2 Wigner's Phase-Space Density The first quasi-probability distribution was introduced into quantum mechanics by Wigrzrr C4.41. The Wigner function may be defined as the Fourier transform of the symmetrically ordered characteristic function ~ ( q )



The Wigner distribution always exists but is not necessarily positive. The relationship between the Wigner distribution and the P(x) distribution may be obtained via the characterialic functions. Using (4.30) we may express the Wigner function as



=



I JP(lllexp[q(/j* n



Substituting



i;



S



= tl/



- r*) - q*(/i



x) -



:i i 2 ] d 2 i l d 2 P



.



(4.34)



4 2 leads to



P(P)exp[\;'?i:(fi* , n



m7(z)=



-



-



-



-



r*) - J2c*(P



-



z) - IcI2]d2t:d'/?. (4.35)



The integral may be evaluated using the identity



which holds for Re (21 > 0 and arbitrary p, W(r) =



-



n



S



P(/l)exp( - 218 - x12)d2/l .



1'.



This gives (4.37)



That is, the Wigner function is a Gaussian convolution of the P function. The covariance matrix C , ( x , x*) defined by the moments of cc and cc* over W(x, x*) is related t o the covariance matrix C(u, a t ) defined by (4.23) by



The error areas discussed in Chap. 2 may rigorously be derived as contours of the Wigner function. We shall now study the Wigner functions for several states of this radiation field and their corresponding contours.
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4. Representations of the Electromagnetic Field



For certain states of the radiation field the Wigner function may be written in the Gaussian form



:



(4.39)



W(xl, x 2 )= N exp( - Q) where Q is the quadratic form



(4.40)



Q = ( x - a ) T ~ - l ( a) ~-



and N is the normalization. A contour of the Wigner function is the curve Q = 1. We choose to work in the phase space where x, and x 2 are the c-number variables corresponding to the quadrature phase amplitudes X 1 and X 2 . a) Coherent Stute F o r a coherent state



1%)



=



I:(X,



+ iX2)) the Wigner function is



where xi = xi - X i . The contour of the Wigner function given by Q = 1 is



Thus the error area is a circle with radius 1 centred on the point ( X I , X 2 ) (Fig. 2.la). h ) Squeezed State



The Wigner function for a squeezed state is



The contour of the Wigner function given by Q = 1 is



which is a n ellipse with the length of the major and minor axes given by er and e ' , respectively (Fig. 2.1 b). c) Number State



The Wigner function for a number state In) is m



+



where r 2 = x: x i , and L,(x) is the Laguerre polynomial. This Wigner function is clearly negative.
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The Wigner function gives direct symmetrically-ordered moments such as those arising in the calculation of the variances of quadrature phases.



4.2.3 Q Function An alternative function is the diagonal matrix elements of the density operator in a pure coherent state



This is clearly a non-negative function since the density operator is a positive operator. It is also a bounded function 1 Q(4 


Writing the distribution in terms of the real variables x, = r



+ r*,



x2 =



-



i (x - r * )



the covariance matrix relation is



The Q function may be expressed as the Fourier transform of the antinormally-ordered characteristic function x,(q)



Thus Q(a) is the inverse Fourier transform



The relation between the P(x) and the Q(U)follows from



That is, the Q function like the Wigner function is a Gaussian convolution of the P function. However, it is convoluted with a Gaussian which has times the width of the Wigner function which accounts for the rather more well-behaved properties. The Q function is convenient for evaluating anti-normally-ordered moments
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The covariance matrix CQ(a,x * ) defined by the moments of x and a* over Q(x, x*) is related to the covariance matrix C(u, u +) defined by (4.23) by



The Q function has the advantage of existing for states where no P function exists and unlike the Wigner or P function is always positive. The Q functions for a coherent state and a number state are easily obtained. For a coherent state i[i') the Q function is (4.52)



For a number state In) the Q function is



The Q function for a squeezed state x , r ) is defined as



This is a multivariate Gaussian distribution and may be written in terms of the quadrature phase variables x, and x 2 as Q(.ul,x 2 )=



1 -



47t2 cosh r



exp[



-



f ( x - x,,)~C-'(X - x,)]



where x, = 2 ( R e { r ) ,Im j x } ) , x = (x,,x2)



>



The Q function for a squeezed state is shown in Fig. 4.1.



4.2.4 R Representation Any density operator p may be represented in a unique way by means of a function of two complex variables R(ah,/3) which is analytic throughout the finite x* and planes. The function R is given explicitly as



4.2 Expansion in Coherent States



Fig. 4.1 Q function for a squeezed state with coherent amplitude



1=
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2.0, r. = 1.0



We may express the density operator in terms of R(r*, /3)



The normalization condition Trip]



=1



implies



Interchanging the scalar products and performing the integrations over 7 we arrive at the result



b and



which gives the normalization condition on R LjR(,*, IT ~)e-~~l= ' d 1~ .x



a)



The function R(J*, is analytic in x* and fl (and therefore non-singular) and is by definition non-positive. It has a normalization that includes a Gaussian weight factor. For these reasons it cannot have a Fokker-Planck equation or any direct interpretation as a quasiprobability. Nevertheless, the existence of this representation does demonstrate that a calculation of normally-ordered observables for any p is possible with a non-singular representation.
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4.2.5 Generalized P Representations Another representation which like the R representation uses an expansion in non-diagonal coherent state projection operators was suggested by Drunznzond and Gardirwr c4.51. The representation is defined as follows



where



and d l ( % ,p) is the integration measure which may be chosen to define different classes of possible representations and D is the domain of integration. The projection operator A ( r , 1)is analytic in x and P. It is clear that the normalization condition on p leads to the following normalization condition on P ( r , /l)



Thus, the P ( r , 11') is normalisable and we shall see in Chap. 6 that it gives rise to Fokker Planck equations. The definition given by (4.61) leads to different representations depending on the integration measure. Useful choices of integration measure are 1. Glauber-Sudarshan P Representation



This measure corresponds to the diagonal Glauber-Sudarshan P representation defined in (4.8). 2. Complex P Representation



Here ( 2 , p ) are treated as complex variables which are to be integrated on individual contours C, C'. The conditions for the existence of this representation are discussed in the appendix. This particular representation may take on complex values so in no sense can it have any physical interpretation as a probability distribution. However, as we shall see it is an extremely useful representation giving exact results for certain problems and physical observables such as all the single time correlation functions. We shall now give some examples of the complex P representation.
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(a) Coherent State 17,) Consider a density operator with an expansion in coherent states as



Using the residue theorem



DD'



CC



Exchanging the order of integration we see the complex P function is



Thus for a coherent state ( y o )



Examples of complex P functions for nonclassical fields where the GlauberSudarshan P function would be highly singular are given below. (b) Number State In)



This may be proved as follows. Using = e ~ * ~ - 12-1a12 42



2



and



we may write p as



Substituting (4.69) for P ( r , P ) 1



B-



1 n ' ) (in' 1 d r dB . (4.73)
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Choosing any contour of integration encircling the origin and using Cauchy's theorem



We find



(c) Squeezed State



I;,.



r)



The complex P representation for a squeezed state is



P(r, B) = N exp ( ( r - ;')(p - ;!*)



+ coth r [ ( r : - i,)2 + ( / j - ; , h ) 2 ]



) .



(4.75)



This may be normalized by integrating along the imaginary axis for r real. The resulting normalization for this choice of contour is



N=



1



--------



2n sinh r



As an example of the use of the complex P representation we shall consider the photon counting formula given by (3.107). Using the diagonal coherent-state representation for p we may write the photon counting probability P,,,(T)as



An appealing feature of this equation is that P,(T) is given by an averaged Poisson distribution with P(z) in the role of a probability distribution over the complex field amplitude. It is a close analogue of the classical expression (3.96). We know however that P(z) is not a true probability distribution and may take on negative values, and this may cause some anxiety over the validity of (4.76). In such cases we may consider a simple generalization of (4.76) by using the complex P representation for p. The photocount probability is then given by P,(T)



=



S



dz dz' P(z, 2 ' )



(zz'PC((T))~ exp[ nz!



-



zz'p(T)]



.



(4.77)



CC'



We shall demonstrate the use of this formula to calculate P,(T) for states for which no well behaved diagonal P distribution exists.



4.2 Expansion



In



Cohcrent States
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a ) Nzcildw Strrte For a number state with density operator p



=



ln)(nl we have



and the contours C and C' enclose the origin. Substituting (4.77) for 171 > 11 the integrand contains no poles and P,(T) = 0, while for m < n poles of order rz - m 1 contribute in each integration and we obtain the result of (3.112)



+



b ) Squrcced Stutr



For a squeezed state with density operator p taken to be real, we have P(z, z ' ) =



1 . (smh r ) ' exp ((z 21s



--



+ (z'



- y)2]



1



;')(=I



-



= I;,,



;')



r ) ( ; . , r J where



and r are



; !



+ ~ 0 t rh[ ( z - ;1l2 (4.80)



and the contours C and C' are along the imaginary axes in z and Z' space, respectively. Performing the integration in (4.77) gives the formula, see (3.1 12)



with



where the H , ( s ) are Hermite polynomials. This agrees with the result of a derivation using the number state representation (3.109) when we recognise that P, = 1(111y, / " ) I 2 .



4.2.6 Positive P Representation The integration measure is chosen as



This representation allows x , to vary independently over the whole complex plane. It was proved in 14.51 that P(a, p) always exists for a physical density operator and can always be chosen positive. For this reason we call it the
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positive P representation. P(r, 8)has all the mathematical properties of a genuine probability. Tt may also have an interpretation as a probability distribution [4.6]. It proves a most useful representation, in particular, for problems where the Fokker-Planck equation in other representations may have a non-positive definite diffusion matrix. It may be shown that provided any Fokker-Planck equation exists for the time development in the Glauber-Sudarshan representation, a corresponding Fokker-Planck equation exists with a positive semidefinite diffusion coefficient for the positive P representation.



Exercises 4.1 Show that if a field with the P representation Pi(%)is incident on a 50150 beam splitter the output field has a P representation given by Po(r)= 2Pi(&).



4.2 Show that the Wigner function may be written, in terms of the matrix elements of p in the eigenstates of X I , as



X



where



2, =



x + r* and r,



= -



i(x - x*).



4.3 The complex P representation for a number state I n ) is



Show that



Use the complex P representation for a squeezed state jy, r ) with ;> and both real, to show that the photon number distribution for such a state is



4.4 I.



P,



= (M!



cosh 1 . ) I exp[



-



;s2e2'(1 + tanh r)](tanh r ) " ~ :



(&)



5. Quantum Phenomena in Simple Systems in Nonlinear Optics



In this chapter we will analyse some simple processes in nonlinear optics where analytic solutions are possible. This will serve to illustrate how the formalism dcveloped in the preceding chapters may be applied. In addition, the simple examples chosen illustrate many of the quantum phenomena studied in more complex systems in later chapters. This chapter will serve as an introduction to how quantum phenomena such as photon antibunching, squeezing and violation of certain classical inequalities may occur in nonlinear optical systems. In addition, we include an introduction t o quantum limits to amplification.



5.1 Single-Mode Quantum Statistics A single-mode field is the simplest example of a quantum field. However, a number of quantum features such as photon antibunching and squeezing may occur in a single-mode field. T o illustrate these phenomena we consider the degenerate parametric amplifier which displays interesting quantum behaviour.



5.1.1 Degenerate Parametric Amplifier One of the simplest interactions in nonlinear optics is where a photon of frequency 2w splits into two photons each with frequency (0. This process known as parametric down conversion may occur in a medium with a secondorder nonlinear susceptibility x('). A detailed discussion on nonlinear optical interactions is left until Chap. 9. We shall make use of the process of parametric down conversion to describe a parametric amplifier. In a parametric amplifier a signal at frequency w is amplified by pumping a crystal with a z'') nonlinearity at frequency 2to. We consider a simple model where the pump mode at frequency 2 0 is classical and the signal mode at frequency w is described by the annihilation operator a. The Hamiltonian describing the interaction is
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where is a constant proportional to the second-order nonlinear susceptibility and the amplitude of the pump. If we work in the interaction picture we have the time-independent Hamiltonian



The Heisenberg equations of motion are



The interaction picture can be viewed equivalently as transforming to a frame rotating at frequency w. These equations have the solution a(t) = a(0) cosh ~t + at(0)sinh x t ,



(5.4)



which has the form of a generator of the squeezing transformation, see (2.60). As such we expect the light produced by parametric amplification to be squeezed. This can immediately be seen by introducing the two quadrature phase amplitudes



which diagonalize equations (5.2 and 5.3)



These equations demonstrate that the parametric amplifier is a phase-sensitive amplifier which amplifies one quadrature and attenuates the other: X I ( t ) = e n X , (0) , X 2( t ) = e-z'X2 (0)



(5.9)



.



(5.10)



The parametric amplifier also reduces the noise in the X, quadrature and increases the noise in the X I quadrature. The variances 17(Xi,t ) satisfy the relations V(X



t) = e Z yV(X,, t 0) ,



V(X2,t ) = e - 2 G V ( X 2 0) , .



(5.1 1) (5.12)



For initial vacuum or coherent states V(Xi,0) = 1, hence



and the product of the variances satisfies the minimum uncertainty relation V(X1) V(X,) = 1. Thus the deamplified quadrature has less quantum noise than
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the vacuum level. The amount of squeezing or noise reduction is proportional to the strength of the nonlinearity, the amplitude of the pump and the interaction time.



5.1.2 Photon Statistics We shall next consider the photon statistics of the light produced by the parametric amplifier. First we analyse the light produced from an initial vacuum state. The intensity correlation function 9'2'(0) in this case is



This indicates that the squeezed light generated from an initial vacuum exhibits photon bunching (g'2'(0) > 1). This is expected for a squeezed vacuum which must contain correlated pairs of photons. For an initial cohercnt statc 1 % ) we find the mean photon number ( a t ( t ) a ( t ) ) = 1 r I 2 (cosh 27.t



+ cos 20 sinh 2xt) + sinh 2 xt ,



(5.15 )



where we have used sr = JxJei",and the intensity correlation function



where 1 % I 2 is large compared with sinh 2 ~t and sinh xt cosh xt. Thus under these conditions the photon statistics of the output light is antibunched. We see that a parametric amplifier evolving from an initial coherent state li 1 s r / ) evolves towards an amplitude squeezed state with a coherent amplitude of /sr/e-". This reduction in amplitude is due to the dynamic contraction in the X 2 direction described by (5.10) (Fig. 5.1).



5.1.3 Wigner Function The full photon statistics of the light generated in parametric amplification may be calculated via a quasi-probability distribution. While we could choose to calculate the P function we would find that it would become singular due to the quantum correlations which build up during the amplification process. Therefore we shall calculate the Wigner distribution which is a nonsingular positive function for this problem. The Wigner function describing the state of the parametric oscillator at any time t may now be calculated via the symmetrically ordered characteristic function,
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Fig. 5.1. Schematic representation of the evolution of an initial coherent state undergoing parametric amplification



Let us take the initial state to be the coherent state p(0) = Icio)(ao/. Then substituting (5.4) into (5.17) we find



where



+



a. ( t ) = a. cosh 2 ~ t a,* sinh 2 ~ .t



(5.19)



This may be written as



and



The Wigner function is then given by the Fourier transform of ~ ( yt),, see (4.33). Using (4.36) the result is



where aT = (a, a*). This is a two variable Gaussian with mean a o ( t ) and covariance matrix C, = A. In terms of the real variables x, = a a*.



+
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s2= - i(r - x * ) (corresponding to the quadrature phase operators), the Wigner function becomes



where



Thus the Wigner function is a two-dimensional Gaussian with the variance in fluctuations in the quadratures X , and X , given by the major and minor axes of the elliptic contours.



5.2 Two-Mode Quantum Correlations In two-mode systems there are a richer variety of quantum phenomena since there exists the possibility of quantum correlations between the modes. These correlations may give rise to two mode squeezing such, as described by (2.85). There may also exist intensity and phase correlations between the modes. A simplc system which displays many of the above features is the non-degenerate parametric amplifier C5.11.



5.2.1 Non-degenerate Parametric Amplifier The non-degenerate parametric amplifier is a simple generalization of the degenerate parametric amplifier considered in the previous section. In this case the classical pump mode at frequency 2tu interacts in a nonlinear optical medium with two modes at frequency to1 and tu,. These frequencies sum to the pump frequency, 2 0 = o1+ (02.It is conventional to designate one mode as the signal and the other as the idler. The Hamiltonian describing this system is



where a , ( u 2 ) is the annihilation operator for the signal (idler) mode. The coupling constant % is proportional to the second-order susceptibility of the medium and to the amplitude of the pump. The Heisenberg equations of motion in the interaction picture are
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The solutions to these equations are



a2(t)= a, cosh ~t



+ a: sinh xr



.



(5.3 1 )



If the system starts in an initial coherent state I%,), I%,), the mean photon number in mode one after time t is



The last term in this equation represents the amplification of vacuum fluctuations since if the system initially starts in the vacuum (xl = sr, = 0) a number of photons given by sinh 2 xt will be generated after a time t. The intensity correlation functions of this system exhibit interesting quantum features. With a two-mode system we may consider cross correlations between the two modes. We shall show that quantum correlations may exist which violate classical incqualitics. Consider the moment (a: a l a: a2). We may express this moment in terms of the Glauber-Sudarshan P function as follows:



If a positive P function exists the right-hand side of this equation is the classical intensity correlation function for two fields with the fluctuating complex amplitudes sr, and sr2. It follows from the Holder inequality that



Re-expressed in terms of operators this inequality implies



a result known as the Cuuchy-Schwarz inequality. If the two modes are symmetric as for the non-degenerate parametric amplifier this inequality implies



Because we have assumed a positive P function this is a weak inequality and there exists certain quantum fields which will violate it. It is more usual to express the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in terms of the second-order intensity correlation functions defined for a single-mode field in (3.63). The two-mode intensity correlation function is defined by
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This definition together with



enables one to write the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality as



A stronger inequality may be derived for quantum fields when a GlauberSudarshan P representation does not exist. The appropriate inequality for two non-commuting operators is, see (3.26),



For symmetrical systems this implies



We now show that the non-degenerate parametric amplifier if initially in the ground state leads to a maximum violation of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (5.39),as is consistent with the inequality (5.42).That is, the correlations built up in the parametric amplifier are the maximum allowed by quantum mechanics. In this system the following conservation law is easily seen to hold,



-



where ni(t) a t ( t ) a i ( t ) This . conservation law has been exploited to give squeezing in the photon number difference in a parametric amplifier as will be described in Chap. 8. Using this relation the intensity correlation function may be written



If the system is in the vacuum state the last term is zero, thus



which corresponds to the maximum violation of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality allowed by quantum mechanics. Thus the non-degenerate parametric amplifier exhibits quantum mechanical correlations which violate certain classical inequalities. These quantum correlations may be further exploited to give squeezing a n d states similar to those discussed in the EPR paradox, as will be described in the following subsections.
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5.2.2 Squeezing In the interaction picture the unitary operator for time evolution of the nondegenerate parametric amplifier is



Comparison with (2.87) shows that U ( t ) is the unitary two mode squeeze operator S ( G ) where G = - ~ t . The squeezing will be defined with respect to quadrature phase an~plitudesof the oscillation at the local-oscillator frequency and a phase 8 C5.21. In an experiment the signal and idler beams are mixed with a local oscillator in a homodyne detection scheme. Ignoring the local oscillator field the total field consists of two modes with frequencies (11 & c symmetrically displaced from the local oscillator frequency to:



-



The factor 1,!v'2 has been inserted to give a convenient definition of the vacuum level. This may be written as



and the quadrature phase amplitudes are given by



It is clear from the form of (5.48 and 5.49) that the squeezing signal will be found at frequency r: after mixing with a local oscillator at the frequency tu. If the system starts in the vacuum state, the variance in X o ( l )is expressed by V ( X , ) = cosh 2 ; ~+t cos 28 sinh 27) .



Thus, if 8 = 0,



while, if 0 = 4 2 ,



(5.50)
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Changing the phase of the local oscillator, 0, by n/2 enables one to move from enhanced to diminished, i.e. squeezed, quadrature phase fluctuations. We note that the squeezing in the non-degenerate parametric amplifier is due to the quantum correlations which build up in the signal and idler modes. The individual signal and idler modes are not squeezed.



5.2.3 Quadrature Correlations and the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen Paradox The non-degenerate parametric amplifier can also be used to prepare states similar to those discussed in the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) paradox C5.31. In the original treatment two systems are prepared in a correlated state. One of two canonically conjugate variables is measured on one system and the correlation is such that the value for a physical variable in the second system may be inferred with certainty. To see how this behaviour is manifested in the non-degenerate parametric amplifier we first define two sets, one for each mode, of canonically conjugate variables, i.e.,



The variables X ; and



xY-



" "bey



the commutation relation



and are thus directly analogous to the position and momentum operators discussed in the original EPR paper. To measure the degree of correlation between the two modes in terms of these operators, we consider the quantity



If V ( O , 4 )= 0 then X: is perfectly correlated with X$.This means a measurement of X! can be used to infer a value of X'j with certainty. To appreciate why such a correlation should occur in the non-degenerate parametric amplifier, we can write the interaction Hamiltonian directly in terms of the defined canonical variables,



Thc Hcisenbcrg equation of motion for X: is then and we see that X : is coupled solely to X $ when O + 4 = 0. Direct calculation of V(O, 4 ) using the solutions in (5.30, 3 1 ) gives V ( O ,4 )= cosh 2 ~ -t sinh 2xt cos(0 +



4).



(5.58)
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When 8 + 4 = 0, V(H, 4) = e - 2 X ' and, for long times, V(O,4) becomes increasingly small reflecting the build up of correlation between the two variables for this case. Initially, of course, the two systems are uncorrelated and V(H, 4) = 1. As V(H, 4) tends to zero the system becomes correlated in the sense of the EPR paradox. As time proceeds a measurement of X ! yields an increasingly certain valuc of x $ . Howevcr onc could equally have measured X ! - " ' 2 . Thus ccrtain values for two noncommuting observables x$,~ f + "may ' ~ be obtained without in anyway disturbing system 2. This outcome constitutes the centre of the EPR argument. Of course, in reality no measurement enables a perfect inference to be made. To quantify the extent of the apparent paradox, we can define the variances I.;,,(x$) and I . ; , , ( X ~ + " / ~which ) determine the error in inferring X $ and x?+"12 from direct measurements on X ! and X f - " ' 2 . In the case of direct measurements made on ( X f , x$'+"/~) quantum mechanics would suggest V ( X f )P'(X,9+"I2) 2 4 . However the variances in the inferred values are not constrained. Thus whenever I.;,,(Xf) I.;nf(Xf+"'2)< 4, we can claim an EPR correlation paradoxically less than expected by direct measurement on the same state. This result seems to contradict the uncertainty principle. That this is not the case is seen as follows. In the standard uncertainty principle the variances are calculated with respect to the same state. However in the inference uncertainty product the variances are not calculated in the same state. That is to say I.;n,(Xt+"/2)is calculated on the conditional state given a result for a measurement of x $ + " ' ~ ,however I.;,,(X$') is calculated on the different conditional state given a result for the measurement of X,9. Recently Ou et al. [5.4] performed an experimental test of these for the parametric amplifier. Using their quadrature normalization, the inferred variances indicate a paradoxical result if



The experimental result for the lowest value of the product was 0.7



0.01.



5.2.4 Wigner Function The full quantum correlations present in the parametric amplifier may be represented using a quasi-probability distribution. If both nodes of the amplifier are initially in the vacuum state no Glauber P function for the total system exists at any time. However, a Wigner function may be obtained. We shall proceed to derive the Wigner function for the parametric amplifier. We may define a two mode characteristic function by a simple generalization of the single-mode definition. For both modes initially in the vacuum state this may be expressed as
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where



This distribution may be written in terms of the uncoupled c-number variables



=



i"2



(X,



-



a; .



In these new variables the Wigner function is



in which form it is particularly easy to see that squeezing occurs in a linear combination of the two modes. The variances in the two quadratures being given by e-2X'and eZXr, respectively. It is interesting to note that even though the state produced contains non-classical correlations the Wigner function always remains positive.



5.2.5 Reduced Density Operator When a two component system is in a pure state the reduced state of each component system, determined by a partial trace operation, will be a mixed state. An interesting feature of the non-degenerate parametric amplifier is that the reduced state of each mode is a thermal state, if each mode starts from the vacuum. To demonstrate this result we first show the high degree of correlation between the photon number in each mode. The state of the total system at time t is (5.62) I$@)) = e x p [ ~ t ( a f a : - a1a2)lIo) . We now make use of the disentangling theorem [5.5]



where g



=



tanh8 ,



=



In (cosh 8) .
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Thus



-



where 1 n, n ) I n ) , 63 In),. As photons are created in pairs there is perfect correlation between the photon number in each mode. The reduced state of either mode is then easily seen to be 7



p i ( t )= Tri { l $ ( t ) ) ( $ ( t ) l j = (cash ~



t



2 (tanh ) ~z t ) 2 n ~ n ) (. ~ l



(5.65)



n=O



This is a thermal state with mean fi = sinh 2 ~ thaving , strong analogies with the Hawking effect associated with the thermal evaporation of black holes. Suppose, however, that a photodetector with quantum efficiency ,L( has counted n? photons in mode h. What is the state of mode LI conditioned on this result? Such a conditional state for mode a is referred to as the sclcctcd stutc as it is selected from an ensemble of systems each with different values for the number of photons counted in mode h. We shall now describe how the conditional state of mode a may be calculated. In Chap. 3 we saw that the probability to detect m photons from a field with the photon-number distribution P(n) and detector efficiency is



where PI( n )is the photon number distribution for the field. This equation may be written as



and the operator Yon mode b is defined by



Note that when p + 1 this operator approaches the projection operator 10),(ml. This is quite different to the projection operator lnz),(ml that a naive application of the von Neumann projection postulate would indicate for photon counting measurements, and reflects the fact that real photon-counting measurements are destructive, i.e. photons are absorbed upon detection. The conditional state of mode a is then given by



This equation is a generalisation of the usual projection postulate. In the case of the correlated two mode state in (5.65), the conditional state of mode u becomes



5.3 Quantum Limits to Amplification



Fig. 5.2. Photon number distribution for mode a parametric amplifier. (a) LL = 0.9. (b) p = 0.6
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given that 5 photons are counted in mode h of



with



where E, = tanh2xt, C = sinh2zt. Equation (5.70) represents a state with at least m quanta. In Fig. 5.2 we show the photon number distribution P("'(n) for this conditional state. As one would expect, when p -+ 1, this approaches a number state Im). It should be noted, however, that the conditional state computed above refers to a situation in which the counting is done after the interaction which produces the correlated state, is turned off. In a cavity configuration, however, it is likely that photon counting is proceeding simultaneously with the process of parametric amplification. In that case one must proceed a little differently, however the overall result is much the same, i.e. mode a is left with at least m quanta. The details of this more complicated calculation will be found in the paper by Holmes et al. [5.6].



5.3 Quantum Limits to Amplification The non-degenerate parametric amplifier exemplifies many features of general linear amplification. One such feature is the limit placed on the amplifier gain if the output is to be squeezed. T o see how this limit arises, and to see how it might be overcome, we write the solutions (5.30, 31) in the form



where G = coshZ xt and the quadrature phase operators are defined in (5.53). The subscript IN denotes operators defined at t = 0 and the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the signal and idler modes, respectively. In (5.72) the first term
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describes the amplification of the quadrature and the second term the noise added by the amplifier. The variances obey the equation



The maximum gain consistent with any squeezing at the output is



If the idler mode is in the vacuum state, v ( x ~ , , , ) = 1 then



which gives a maximum gain of 2 for a highly squeezed state at the signal input. For higher values of the gain the squeezing at the signal output is lost due to contamination from the amplification of vacuum fluctuation in the idler input. Greater gains may be achieved while still retaining the squeezing in the output signal if the input to the idler mode, is squeezed ( v ( x ~ , , , ) < 1). If we define the total noise in the signal as the sum of the noise in the two quadratures N = v a r { ~ ?+) v a r (x':'"']



then Nour



=



G(NIN+ A) ,



where



This is in agreement with a general theorem for the noise added by a linear amplifier C5.71. The minimum added noise A = 2 ( 1 - 1/G) occurs when ~ a r ( x : , ~=~~ )a r ( ~ ' : , : , "= ~ )1, that is, when the idler is in a coherent or vacuum state.



5.4 Amplitude Squeezed State with Poisson Photon Number Statistics Finally we consider a simple nonlinear optical model which produces an amplitude squeezed state which has Poissonian photon number statistics [5.8,9]. The model describes a quantised field undergoing a self-interaction via
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the Kerr effect. The Kerr effect is a nonlinear process involving the third-order nonlinear polarisability of a nonlinear medium. The field undergoes an intensity dependent phase shift, and thus we regard the medium as having a refractive index proportional to the intensity of the field. Quantum mechanically the Kerr effect may be described by the eflective Hamiltonian



where is proportional to the third-order nonlinear susceptibility. The Heisenberg equation of motion for the annihilation operator is



As a t a , the photon number operator, is a constant of motion the photon number statistics is time invariant. The solution is then



Assume the initial state is a coherent state with real amplitude r. The mean amplitude at a later time is then



( u ( 0 ) )= r exp [ - r 2 (1 - cos d ) - ix2 sin where we have defined O =



xt.



Typically 0



01






,



(5.82)



and then



This result displays two effects. Firstly, there is a rotation of the mean amplitude by r 2 0 ; the expected nonlinear phase shift. Secondly, there is a decay of the amplitude which goes quadratically with time. This decay is due to the fact that the Kerr effect transforms intensity fluctuations in the initial coherent state into phase fluctuations (Fig. 5.3). In effect, the initial coherent state error circle undergoes a rotational shearing while the area remains constant. Inspection of Fig. 5.3 suggests that, at least for short times, this system is likely to produce a squeezed state with reduced amplitude fluctuations. This is indeed the case. For short times (8 < 1) and large intensities (x2 8 1) one finds the minimum variance of the in-phase quadrature approaches the value



This occurs at the value



This short time behaviour is evident in Fig. 5.4a. Thus even though the photon statistics is at all times Poissonian, for short times the field is amplitude squeezed.
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Fig. 5.3. Contour of the Q-function (at height of 0.3) for the state of a single mode field in a Kcrr nonlinearity. The initial state was a coherent state with amplitude equal to 2.0. The atate shown is at time 0 = 0.25



Fig. 5.4. A plot of the variance in the in-phase quadrature for the Kerr interaction. vcrsus the dimensionless interaction time 0, with an initial coherent state of amplitude x = 4.0. (a) Short time behaviour. (b) Long time behaviour
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We now consider mixing the output of the nonlinear process with a coherent field on a beam splitter of low reflectivity. The output field is now given by



where ,8 is the coherent amplitude of the mixing field, and T and R are, respectively. the transmitivity and reflectivity of the beam splitter. We assume 7 T-+ I with -1 R,/3 -+ 






We now can choose so as to minimise the photon number noise at the output. This requires to be - 4 2 out-of-phase with the coherent excitation of the input. As 8 increases, the ratio of the number variance to number mean decreases to a minimum at 8 = 1 / 2 ( 1 1 , ) ~ (for optimal 










where ( 1 1 , ) = ( M ) + 1 12. This is smaller than the similar result for a squeezed state, which has a minimum value of ( n ) 2 3 . Were the rotational shearing to continue (as one might expect from a classical model) the variance in the in-phase and out-of-phase quadratures would saturate at the value 2 r 2 + 1. This would be the variance for a number state with the photon number equal to r 2 . That this does not happen is evident in Fig. 5.4b. Indeed, from (5.82) it is clear that for 0 = 271 the mean amplitude returns to the initial value. A similar result holds for the variances (Exercise 5.6). This is an example of a quantum recurrence and arises from the discrete nature of the photon number distribution for a quantised field. The details are left for Exercise 5.6. In fact at O = .rr the system evolves to a coherent superposition of coherent states: I$(O



1



=



TC))= ,(el"'lir)



+ e '"7 ir)) -



.



(5.89)



\/2 This phenomenon would be very difficult to observe experimentally as typical values of 1 would require absurdly large interaction times, which in practice means extremely large interaction lengths. In Chap. 16 we will show that dissipation also makes the observation of such a coherent superposition state unlikely in a Kerr medium.



Problems 5.1 Derive the Wigner and P functions for the reduced density operator of the signal mode for the non-degenerate parametric amplifier.
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5.2 Show that, n1 - n,, the difference in the number of photons in the signal and idler mode is a constant for the parametric amplifier.



5.3 The Hamiltonian for the frequency up-converter is where (o = co2 - w l . Show that 11, + n,, the sum of the number of photons in the signal and idler modes, is a constant. 5.4 Show that the process of parametric frquency upconversion is noiseless, that is a coherent state remains coherent. 5.5 Take the initial state for the frequency upconverter to be IN, N ). Express the density operator at time t as the tensor product of number states. Hinr: IJse the dise~ztnnglingtlzeorem, see (5.63). What is the reduced density operator for a single mode?



5.6 (a) If the initial state for the Kerr-effect model is a coherent state with real mean amplitude, calculate the variances for the in-phase and out-of-phase quadratures. Show that at zt = TC the field exhibits amplitude squeezing for small values of the amplitude. (b) Show that at zt



= TC



the state may be written in the form



e'"4j-ir) + e ' " " i r )



.



6. Stochastic Methods



In all physical processes there is an associated loss mechanism. In this chapter we shall consider how losses may be included in the quantum mechanical equations of motion. There are several ways in which a quantum theory of damping may be developed. We shall adopt the following approach: We consider the system of interest coupled to a heat bath or reservoir. We first derive an operator master equation for the density operator of the system in the Schrodinger or interaction picture. Equations of motion for the expectation values of system operators may directly be derived from the operator master equation. Using the quasi-probability representations for the density operator discussed in Chap. 4, the operator master equation may be converted to a c-number Fokker-Planck equation. For linear problems a time-dependent solution to the Fokker-Planck equation may be found. In certain nonlinear problems with an appropriate choice of representation the steady-state solution for the quasi-probability distribution may be found from which moments may be calculated. Using methods familiar in stochastic processes the Fokker-Planck equation may be converted into an equivalent set of stochastic differential equations. These stochastic differential equations of which the Langevin equations are one example are convenient when linearization is necessary. We begin then with a derivation of the master equation. We follow the method of Haake C6.11.



6.1 Master Equation We consider a system described by the Hamiltonian PScoupled to a reservoir described by the Hamiltonian ZR. The reservoir may be considered to be a large number of harmonic oscillators as, for example, the modes of the free electromagnetic field or phonon modes in a solid. In some cases the reservoir may be more appropriately modelled as a set of atomic energy levels. The derivation of the master equation is not dependent on the specific reservoir model. There is a weak interaction between the system and the reservoir given by the Hamiltonian V. Thus the total Hamiltonian is
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Let \c.(t) be the total density operator of the system plus reservoir in the interaction picture. The equation of motion in the interaction picture is



The reduced density operator for the system is defined by ~ () =t TrR[ w,(t))



(6.3)



where Tr, indicates a trace over reservoir variables. We assume that initially the system and reservoir are uncorrelated so that



where p, is the density operator for the reservoir. Integrating (6.2) we obtain



Iterating this solution we find



Performing the trace over reservoir variables
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where



Thus



where the generator of time development is



We now assume that V ( t )is such that



This ensures that U ,( t ) = 0. If the perturbation is weak we may drop terms from l ( t )of order higher than two. Thus



0



Thus to second order in the perturbation



The next-order correction is at least quartic in the coupling and thus we expect (6.13) to be a good approximation. Let us now consider the case of a damped simple harmonic oscillator. In this case



where
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Substituting (6.14) into (6.13) we find that the following integrals are required



I,



=



i



dt, ( T t ( t ) F t ( t , ) ) e i " o ( r t ' l '



o



which we now evaluate. Using the definition of T ( t ) we have



Converting the sum over modes to a frequency-space integral



where p(cu) is the density of states function. For a thermal bath the phase dependent correlation function ( h ( o l ) h ( 0 2 ) ) R = 0. However, certain specially prepared reservoirs such as squeezed reservoirs may have phase-dependent correlations. In order to include these we now assume that



which corresponds to a multimode squeezed vacuum state with the carrier frequency equal to the cavity resonance frequency. Thus



6.1 Master Equation



Note that the time integral depends only on t variable r = t - t , and thus



-
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t , . This suggests the change of



We now make the first Markov approximation by assuming p(w),g ( w ) and M ( w ) are slowly varying functions around to = (no,where w o is very large. Thus it is convenient to make the change of variable E = cr, - coo and write



assuming a symmetry around (0,. Since the integral over frequency is assumed to be a rapidly decaying function of time we have extended the upper limit of the time integration to infinity. Interchanging the order of the time and frequency integral this term becomes



where we have used



with PV being the Cauchy principal value part defined by



If we now define the damping rate



and a term



then



;I



by
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Proceeding in a similar way we find



where the function N ( w ) is defined by



and is thus proportional to the intensity spectrum of the reservoir. The term A is defined by



This term represents a small shift in the frequency of the oscillator. In the case where the system is a two-level atom, this term contributes to the Lamb shift which we discuss in Chap. 10. In what follows we ignore the effects of A and A. Substituting the above results into (6.13) we find that the evolution of the system's density operator in the interaction picture is described by the master equation



+' M(2utpat 2



-



atatp - patut) +



2



M*(2upu - uup - p a ) . (6.37)



( F o r convenience, we have suppressed the functional dependence of N(tuo)and M(w,)). If the bath is in thermal equilibrium at temperature T, M = 0 and



which is just the mean number of bath quanta at frequency too. In this case the master equation considerably simplifies. If the bath temperature is zero, N = 0, and the master equation simplifies further. In general the positivity of the density operator requires, 1 MI2 I N ( N + 1). Equations of motion for the expectation values of system operators may be directly derived from the master equation, (6.37). For example, the mean
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amplitude of the simple harmonic oscillator is given by



which has the solution



(Note in the Schrodinger picture the mean amplitude evolves as (n(t)) = ( n ( 0 ) ) e p i " ' e ~ ''). Thus the mean amplitude decays at a rate >/2. The mean number of quanta ( n ) = (ata) obeys the equation



The solution to this equation is



In the steady state ( n ( t ) ) + N and the mean number of quanta in the oscillator is equal to the mean number of quanta in the reservoir at that temperature. The role of the terms multiplied by M can be seen by evaluating the equation of motion for ( a 2 ) ,



Thus these terms lead to a driving force on the second-order phase dependent moments. The master equation (6.37) applies to a free damped harmonic oscillator in the interaction picture. If the harmonic oscillator is perturbed by an additional interaction S,,the master equation in the Schrodinger picture becomes



In general, the equations of motion for the mean amplitude, mean quantum number etc. are not as easily obtained from (6.44), as they were for the free damped harmonic oscillator. T o proceed in such situations, it is desirable to convert the master equation to an equivalent c-number partial differential equation. We now discuss various ways this may be done.
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6.2 Equivalent c-Number Equations 6.2.1 Photon Number Representation The operator master equation may be converted into an equation for the matrix elements of p in the number state basis:



where p,. , = (mi p I n ) . This gives an infinite hierarchy of coupled equations for the off-diagonal matrix elements. When M = 0 the diagonal elements p,,, ,are couplcd only amongst themselves and not coupled to the off-diagonal elements. In this case the diagonal elements satisfy



(6.46) where we have set P ( n )= (nlpliz) and defined the tmrzsition probabilities



-



+ 1) , Y ( N+ l ) n .



t + (n) E ; ) N ( n



(6.47)



t-(n)



(6.48)



In the steady state the detailed balance condition holds:



t ( n ) P ( n )= t + ( n- 1)P(n- 1) and the steady state solution is found by iteration



Thus the steady state solution for the ordinary damped harmonic oscillator ( M = 0 ) is
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An optical cavity damped into a reservoir with phase-independent correlation functions has a power law photon number distribution of thermal light. In the more general case M # 0, or when there are additional terms in the master equation such as linear driving with the Hamiltonian XO= h[c(t)clt + ~ * ( t ) n ] ,the coupling of diagonal and off-diagonal matrix elements makes the photon number representation less convenient for determining p(t).



6.2.2 P Representation An operator master equation may be transformed to a c-number equation using the Glauber-Sudarshan representation for p. It is necessary to first establish the rules for converting operators to an equivalent c-number form. We know the relations



T o derive other relations it is convenient to use the Bargmann state a ) defined by X) =



21aI2



1.



>



so that



Similarly



Hence, given the P representation p = d 2 a / a ) (cc 11 e l x i ~ 2(a) we find



and integrating by parts utp



=



/ d 2 n a ) (r ~ ~ e - l (r* n 1 2- ?) P(a) ?a



(6.54)
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We can thus make an operator correspondence between at and a* - a/&. A similar formula holds for a. Summarizing we have the following operator correspondences: aPHaP(Co ,



Consider the correspondences for operator products atp



+(r* -



L)aP ,



Notice that the order of the operators in (6.61 b) reverses, since acting on p, they operate from the right, whereas on P, they operate from the left. Note that cc and a* are not independent variables. In terms of real variables we may write



To obtain a c-number equation we substitute the P representation for p into the master equation and use the operator correspondences. This leads to the equation



-=[: (iz ap(cc) at



y



-2



+*



af*



) ( +



a*



M * -- + M7



ax



)+



yN-



azTcc*]~



( 4



When M > N this equation has non-positive, definite diffusion, hence the P representation is unable to describe the system in terms of a classical stochastic process. Alternative representations will be discussed later in this chapter. When M < N(6.63) has the form of a Fokker-Planck equation. We shall discuss some useful properties of Fokker-Planck equations below.
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6.2.3 Properties of Fokker-Planck Equations A general Fokker-Planck equation in n variables may be written in the form



The first derivative term determines the mean or deterministic motion and is called the drft term, while the second derivative term, provided its coefficient is positive definite, will cause a broadening or diffusion of P(x,t ) and is called the diffusion term. A = ( A j )is the drift vector and D = ( D i j )is the difusion matrix. The different role of the two terms may be seen in the equations of motion for (x,) and (x,x,).



We see that A, determines the motion of the mean amplitude whereas DL,enters into the equation for correlations. Thus, for thc dampcd harmonic oscillator dcscribed by (6.63)



which are equivalent to (6.39 and 4 1 ) derived directly from the master equation (6.37). Note that the expectation values ( ),are defined by integrals over P ( x , t ) .



6.2.4 Steady State Solutions - Potential Conditions For many problems in nonlinear optics it is sufficient to know the steady state solution. That is the solution after all transients have died out. We shall therefore seek a steady state solution to (6.64). In the steady state we set the time derivatives to zero which gives



As a first attempt consider
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which implies Dij



(?InP ?xj



=



-



?Dij 2Ai(x)- y (x) . CXj



Denoting P ( x ) = exp[-4(x)]



we wish to solve



If we consider Fj(x) as a generalized force, 4 ( x ) corresponds to a potential. The system of equations (6.72) can be solved by integration if the so called potenrial conditions are satisfied



These conditions say that the function 4 is well behaved and that the multivariable integral is independent of the path of integration. The potential conditions are always satisfied in the one dimensional case. Provided the potential conditions are satisfied a steady state solution of the form



exists where



The turning points of the potential each j = 1, . . . , n



4 correspond to the values x such that for



In systems where the diffusion matrix is diagonal and constant (Dij = Wdij) equations (6.72) become



Hence the turning points of the potential 4 correspond exactly to the deterministic steady state solutions, that is the steady state solutions to the first-order moment equations.



6.2 Equivalent c-Number Equations
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6.2.5 Time Dependent Solution In the case where the drift term is linear in the variable (x) and the diffusion coefficient is a constant, a solution to the Fokker-Planck equation may be found using the method of Wung and Ohlrnbrck 16.21. We consider the FokkerPlanck equation



The Greens function solution to this equation given by the initial condition



where



The solution for a damped harmonic oscillator initially in a coherent state with P(a, 0) = d 2 ( r - x,) is



This represents an initial coherent state undergoing relaxation with a heat bath. Its coherent amplitude decays away and fluctuations from the heat bath cause its P function to assume a Gaussian form characteristic of thermal noise. The width of the distribution grows with time until the oscillator reaches equilibrium with the heat bath. From the above solution we may construct solutions for all initial conditions which have a non-singular P representation. It is not, however, possible to construct the solution for the oscillator initially in a squeezed state since no non-singular P function exists for such states. Nor can we find the solution for an oscillator damped into a squeezed bath. We now consider alternative methods of converting the operator master equation t o a c-number equation. which can be used for initial squeezed states or a squeezed bath.
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6.2.6 Q Representation A c-number representation for the Q function is obtained by first normally ordering all operator products. We shall make use of the following theorem 16.31. If f ( a , a t ) is a function which may be expanded in a power series in a and at, then



The proof of these relations is as follows: We assume that we may expand f i n antinormal order f ("I



Using the following result for the commutators [A, BCI



=



[A, BIC



+ B [ A , C]



where A , B and C are noncommuting operators, we may write



-



c'f



-c'n



The proof of (6.80a) follows in a similar way. We consider as an example the term



Using the result above



6.2 Equivalent c-Number Equations
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Taking matrix elements in coherent states yields



Following this procedure we may convert the master equation for the damped harmonic oscillator into a c-number equation for the Q function



a



a



M7+2(N+I)-



acc



E2Q



dscdcc*



]Q



This differs from the corresponding equation of motion for the P function only through the phase independent diffusion coefficient which is N + 1 rather than N. This is sufficient to give a positive definite diffusion matrix when the bath is in an ideal squeezed state. To illustrate the use of the Q function consider a damped oscillator which is initially in the squeezed state Ixo, r). Using the Wany and Uhlenbeck solution for an initial &function and convoluting this with the Gaussian Q function for an initial squeezed state we arrive at the result 1 Q(%t ) =



-



2.rr



exp [ - 3~ ( t ) (~t )~o( t ) ]



(6.89)



where



The variances for thc quadraturc phasc opcrators Xi for the oscillator are then easily found to be



In Fig. 6.1 we depict the evolution of an initial squeezed state coupled to a zero temperature reservoir (N = M = 0). The amplitude of the squeezed state damps to zero and the variances in XI and X2 become equal at the value one corresponding to the vacuum.
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Fig. 6.1. Evolution of the error contour of an initial squeezed state of a simple harmonic oscillator damped into a zero temperature heat bath



6.2.7 Wigner Function Alternatively one may convert the operator master equation into a c-number equation via the Wigner function. This is best accomplished by deriving an equation for the characteristic function



An equation of motion for x(P) may be derived as follows



T o illustrate the technique we shall derive the equation of motion for the Wigner function of a damped harmonic oscillator. We require some operator rules to convert to differential operators. Writing D in normal order



D



=e-~~*'2e~a'e-~*a



(6.93)
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Similarly we may show



Writing D in antinormal order D



= e!3fl*~2e-P*aefla'



Thus



and similarly , D = ( 2B - Iz)p D * Then using these rules the master equation (6.37) yields the following equation for the characteristic function



The equation for the Wigner function is obtained by taking the Fourier transform of this equation since W(x) = S e f l * " @x(P)d2b * . Thus



(6.102)
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and



Using these results we may write the equation for the Wigner function as



A comparison of the three equations (6.63, 88 and 106) for the P, Q and Wigner functions show that they differ only in the coefficient of the diffusion term being : N , ; , ( N + 1 ) and ;s(N 1/2), respectively. However, the additional + y and +;'I2 in the equations for the Q and Wigner function are sufficient to ensure that these equations have positive definite diffusion.



+



6.2.8 Generalized P Representation In our study of nonlinear problems we shall find systems which either do not give Fokker-Planck equations in the Q and Wigner representations or no steady state solution may readily be found. For some systems a steady state solution in terms of a Glauber-Sudarshan P representation does not exist. For such systems the complex P representation is sometimes useful in deriving a steady state solution to Fokker-Planck equations. The positive P representation is useful when it is desirable to have a Fokker-Planck equation with a positive definite diffusion term, as is necessary in order to deduce the corresponding stochastic differential equations. Master equations may be converted to a c-number representation using the complex P representation by an analogous set of operator rules used for the diagonal P representation. The nondiagonal coherent state projection operator is defined as



6.2 Equivalent c-Number Equations
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where (a)denotes ( r , p). The following identities hold



By substituting the above identities into (4.61) defining the generalized P representation, and using partial integration (providing the boundary terms vanish) these identities can be used to generate operations on the P function depending on the representation. a) Complex P representation



patt.PP(u),



(6.109)



put.



This procedure yields a very similar equation to that for the Glauber-Sudarshan P function. We assume that, by appropriate reordering of the differential operators, we can reduce an operator master equation to the form [where (r,f i ) = (a) = ( d l ' , d 2 ) ) ] (7P(u) it



=



SS



d r dB ? 1 Ap(u)- + - Dp'(u) (7rp 2 (7rpFr"



(6.110)



We now integrate by parts and if we can neglect boundary terms, which may be made possible by an appropriate choice of contours, c and c', at least one solution is obtained by equating the coefficients of A(u)



This equation is sufficient to imply (6.110) but is not a unique equation because the A(u) are not linearly independent. The Fokker-Planck equation has the same form as that derived using the diagonal P representation with r * replaced by P. It should be noted that for the complex P representation, Ap(u) and Dp"(u) are always analytic in (a), hence if P(u) is initially analytic (6.1 1 I) preserves this analyticity as time develops.
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6) Positive P Representution The operator identities for the positive P representation are the same as (6.109) for the complex P representation. In addition, using the analyticity of A(a, P) and noting that if x=x



+i



p = fix+ iPr ,



then



and



Thus in addition to (6.109) we also have



The positive P representation may be used to give a Fokker-Planck equation with a positive definite diffusion matrix. We shall demonstrate this in the following. We assume that the same equation (6.64) is being considered but with a positive P representation. The symmetric diffusion matrix can always be factorized in the form



We now write



+ iA,(u) , B(u) = B,(u) + iB&) , A (a) = A,(u)



(6.114) (6.115)



where A,, A,, B,, B , are real. We then find that the master equation yields



Here we have, for notational simplicity, written a/i?a$ = 3; etc., and have used the analyticity of A(u) to make either of the replacements c'/dap o i?;



H -



id;



(6.117)



6.3 Stochastic Differential Equations
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in such a way as to yield (6.1 16). Now, provided partial integration is permissible, we ded~lcethe Fokker-Planck equation: c'P(u)/St = [ - ?;A$(u) - S; A;(u) + $ [ S ; ~ : B ~ ( U ) B ; ~ ( U )



+ 2S,"i2;B . ~ " ( U ) B ~ ~+( Zit'\;: U ) B;"(u) B,""(u)] ) P ( u ) .



(6.1 18)



Again, this is not a unique time-development equation but (6.116) is a consequence of (6.11 8). However, the Fokker-Planck equation (6.118) now possesses a positive semidefinite diffusion matrix in a four-dimensional space whose vectors are (xkl),%k2),x\.l), xi2') = (xx,



xy,&) .



(6.1 19)



We find the drift vector is .&'(a)



= (AL1)(u),AL2)(u),A r ) ( u ) ,Ai2)(u))



(6.120)



and the diffusion matrix is



BxBZ BxBJ



( a ) = B(u)


where



and $2is thus explicitly positive semidefinite.



6.3 Stochastic Differential Equations A Fokker-Planck equation of the form



may be written in a completely equivalent form as



where E ( t ) are fluctuating forces with zero mean and 6 correlated in time ( E i ( t ) E j ( t ' ) )= hij6(t - t ' ) .



(6.125)



We have written (6.124) in the form of a Langevin equation. The relationship between (6.123 and 124) may be derived more rigorously in terms of stochastic differential equations where Ito's rules are used. However, the relation quoted in (6.123 and 124) is sufficient for our use. The reader is referred to the texts of
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C.W. Gardiner for a complete discourse on stochastic differential equations and their applications to quantum noise problems. We shall illustrate the use of the stochastic differential equation for a particle undergoing damping and diffusion in one dimension. This motion is described by the Fokkcr-Planck equation



where K is the damping coefficient and D is the diffusion coefficient. This equation describes an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. It may, for example, describe the Brownian motion of a particle under the random influence of collisions from many particles in thermal motion where the variable s represents the particle's velocity. The Langevin equation equivalent to the Fokker-Planck Equation (6.126) is



where (E(t)E(t')) = 6 ( t - t ' ) The solution to this equation is ~ ( t =) ,x(O)e-"'



i



+ t ' i ~ e-"(""E(t1)dt' 0



If the initial condition is deterministic or Gaussian distributed, then x(t) is clearly Gaussian, with mean and variance (x(t))



=



(x(0))eK' ,



Assuming the initial condition is independent of E(t), we may write



In the steady state



,



Var (x(t)\ -



D 2ti
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The two time correlation function may be calculated directly, as follows



In the stationary state



We shall now consider the equivalent Langevin equation for the Fokker-Planck equation for the damped harmonic oscillator. The Fokker-Planck equation for the P representation is i P . i a ia*



P+yN----



Note that we have set M = 0, as the P representation cannot be used with squeezed baths since the diffusion matrix is nonpositive definite. In such cases the Q-function could be used. Equation (6.135) is an example of an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. The diffusion matrix is



which may be factored as



D = BB' where



Thus the stochastic differential equations become
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where q, ( t ) and q 2 ( t )are independent stochastic forces which satisfy (6.139)



(qi(t)qj(t')) = bijd(r - t') . Equations (6.138) may be written



dr* -dt



=



-



/



2



x



+ \l;'Nll*(t)



where V(t)



, + 4 2 1



Culz(t)



ifl,(t)l



is a complex stochastic force term which satisfies (r7(t)q*(t1)) = b(t - t') .



An alternative factorisation is



In this case



where



O n e easily verifies that (Qij*) = 6(t - t'). The solutions derived from (6.140) are



( r * ( t ) x ( t ) ) = (r*(O)r(O))e-'' (r2),% = ( x * )\\ ~ (rr*



)ss



=



=



0



3



(r*r)** = N ,



where ss denotes steady state.



+ N(1



-



e-") ,
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6.3.1 Use of the Positive P Representation The relationship (6.123 and 124) between the Fokker-Planck equation and the stochastic differential equation only holds if the diffusion matrix



is positive semidefinite. In some cases use of the Glauber-Sudarshan P representation will result in Fokker-Planck equations with a non-positive semidefinite diffusion matrix, for example, if the bath is squeezed. In such cases use of the positive P representation will give a Fokker-Planck equation with a positive semi definite diffusion matrix



where



and a = ( x , p). The corresponding stochastic differential equations may be written



on recombining real and imaginary parts



Apart from the substitution a* + P, (6.148) is just the stochastic differential equation which would be obtained by using the Glauber-Sudarshan P representation, and naively converting the Fokker-Planck equation with a nonpositive definite diffusion matrix into a stochastic differential equation. In the above derivation the two formal variables (a, a*) have been replaced by variables in the complex plane (a, P) that are allowed to fluctuate independently. The use of the positive P representation justifies this procedure.



6.4 Linear Processes with Constant Diffusion For linear processes with constant diffusion coefficients a number of useful results may be proven. These may be derived from the Fokker-Planck equation using the solution (6.78) or the equivalent Langevin equation. We shall quote the results here. The Langevin equations are a useful starting point since for
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nonlinear processes approximate results may be obtained by a lineari~ation procedure. We consider a process described by the Langevin equation



where A and B are constant matrices. This describes a multivariate Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Suppose AAT = ATA, then we can find an orthogonal matrix S such that SS T = 1



The two time correlation function is given by (x(t), xT(s)) = S T G(t, s)S where



-



In the stationary state the second term in the parentheses is zero and the correlation is only a function of the difference, z t - s. Let us define the stationary covariance matrix cr by (6.152)



cr = (xss(t),xf,(t)) .



Then by setting dx(t)/dt = 0 in (6.149) we find that cr obeys the equation AC



+ c r ~ =T B B .~



(6.153)



In the case of a two dimensional problem it may be shown that cr =



(DetA)BB T + [A- (TrA)l]BB T IA 2(Tr A)(Det A)



-



(T~A)I]~



The two time correlation function in the steady state may be shown to obey the same time development equation as the mean. That is



The computation of G,,(s), therefore requires the knowledge of Gss(0)= o and the time development equation of the mean. It is often of more interest to view the noise in the frequency domain. We are thus lead to define the noise spectrum by,



6.5 Two-Timc Correlation F u n c t ~ o n sin Q u a n t u m Markov Processes
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Using (6.155 and 153) we find



6.5 Two Time Correlation Functions in Quantum Markov Processes We shall now demonstrate how two time correlation functions for operators may be derived from the master equation or the equivalent Fokker-Planck equation. Consider a system coupled to a reservoir. W ( t )is the total density operator in the Schrodinger picture and 2 is the Hamiltonian, A and B are operators for variables to be measured, then



and



while this is exact it is not particularly useful. For a system interacting with a heat bath in the Markov approximation we wish to express everything in terms of the Liouvillian for the reduced system in which heat bath variables have been traced out. Supposing A and B are operators in the system space, then



The equation of motion for the term



in terms of z is



ih



t (



T



X ( T ,t ) = [I?, X ( T ,t ) ] .



(6.162)



Proceeding in exactly the same way as for the derivation of the Markoffian master equation (6.21) which may be written in the form



where L is a Liouvillian operator, where p = Tr, ( W ) is the reduced density operator for the system, we may derive the equation
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so that the two time correlation function may be expressed as ( A ( t + s ) B ( t ) )= T r , s { A e L ' ~ p ( t.) )



6.5.1 Quantum Regression Theorem In cases where the master equation gives linear equations for the mean, we can develop a quantum regression theorem, similar to that for ordinary Markov processes. This result was first derived by L u s C6.41. Suppose for a certain set of operators Y , , the master equation can be shown to yield, for any initial p



For



the right-hand side is an average of Y iat time t density matrix



+ T , with the choice of initial



Since by hypothesis, any initial p is permitted and the equation is linear, we may generate any initial condition whatsoever. Hence, choosing pi,,ilas defined in (6.170) the hypothesis (6.166) yields the result (6.167) which is the quantum regression theorem.



6.6 Application to Systems with a P Representation For systems where a P representation exists the following results for normally ordered time correlation functions may be proved G ( " ( t , T ) = ( a t ( t + . r ) u ( t ) )= ( r * ( t + . r ) x ( t ) ), G ( 2 ' ( t T, ) = ( a =



t



(6.17 0 )



+ s)a(t + s ) a ( t ) ) ,



(t)at(t



( I 4 t + ~ ) l ~ l r ( t ). I ~ )



(6.171)



In these cases the measured correlation functions correspond to the same correlation function for the variables in the P representation. For non-normally ordered correlation functions the result is not as simple.



Exercises
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Exercises 6.1 The photon number distribution for a laser may be shown to obey the master equation



where A is related to the gain, n, is the saturation photon number and y is the cavity loss rate. Use detailed balance to show that the steady state solution is



Pss(n)= N (n n,) !



+



where N is a normalisation constant. 6.2 The interaction picture master equation for a damped harmonic oscillator driven by a resonant linear force is



Show that the steady state solution is the coherent state 12ii/y).



6.3 A model for phase diffusion of a simple harmonic oscillator is provided by the master equation



Show that the Q function obeys the Fokker-Planck equation.



Thus show that while the mean amplitude decays the energy remains constant. Using intensity and phase variables a = I'12eieshow that the model is simply a diffusion process for the phase.



6.4 Show that in terms of the quadrature operators X2 = - i(a - a t ), the master equation (6.37) may be written



XI = a



+ at,
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where j , ) is an anticommutator and we have taken N = sinh 2 r, M = sinh r.cosh r for an ideal squeezed bath. Show that the first and second terms describe damping in X I and X 2 respectively, while the third and fourth terms describe diffusion in X 2 and X I , respectively.



7. Input-Output Formulation of Optical Cavities



In preceding chapters we have used a master-equation treatment to calculate the photon statistics inside an optical cavity when the internal field is damped. This approach is based on treating the field external to the cavity, to which the system is coupled, as a heat bath. The heat bath is simply a passive system with which the system gradually comes into equilibrium. In this chapter we will explicitly treat the heat bath as the external cavity field, our object being to determine the effect of the intracavity dynamics on the quantum statistics of the output field. Within this perspective we will also treat the field input to the cavity explicitly. This approach is necessary in the case of squeezed state generation due to interference effects at the interface between the intracavity field and the output field. An input-output formulation is also required if the input field state is specified as other than simply a vacuum or thermal state. In particular, we will want to discuss the case of an input squeezed state.



7.1 Cavity Modes We will consider a single cavity mode interacting with an external field. The frequency of the external modes most strongly interacting with the system is very large compared to the strength of the interaction (measured in frequency units) for quantum optical systems. This permits us to use the Rotating Wave Approximation (RWA) coupling which excludes counter rotating terms from the equations of motion. We will also treat the external field as essentially one dimensional, for simplicity. We follow closely the treatment of Collett and Gardiner C7.11. The Hamiltonian is given by



where Xsysis the free Hamiltonian for the intracavity field mode, XBATH, is the free Hamiltonian for the external field modes and 2,,,is the interaction Hamiltonian given by dw ~ ( ( 0[b(w)ut ) - uht(w)] ,



(7.2)
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where a is the annihilation operator for the intracavity field, and h(to) are the annihilation operators for the external field which satisfy the commutation relations [u. ut]



=



1 ,



(7.3)



[h(f!,), hi (o)] = ci(o - of),



(7.4)



and ~ ( ( 0is) coupling constant. In actual fact the physical frequency limits are (0, x ). However, for high frequency optical systems we may shift the integration to a frequency R characteristic of the system (for example, the cavity resonance frequency), and the integration limits are ( - R, x ). As R is so large, extending the lower limit to - x is a good approximation. The Heisenberg equation of motion for b(to) is



The solution to this equation may be written in two ways depending on whether we choose to solve in terms of initial conditions at time to < t (the input) or in terms of the final conditions at times t l > t (the ~utput).The two solulions are, respective1y,



dt' ,



where to < t and ho(w) is the value of b(w) at t



=



to, and



where t < t,, and hl (w) is the value of b(to) at t = t , . In physical terms h,(cu) and h, (to) are usually specified at - cr_ and + x , respectively, however (7.6,7) hold for any to and r, such that to < t < t,. The system operator obeys the equation



7.1 C a v ~ t yModes
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In terms of the solution with initial conditions (7.6) this equation becomes



We now assume that K ( Q ) is independent of frequency over a band of frequencies about the characteristic frequency Q. This introduces the first approximation necessary to obtain a Markov process but it is not sufficient in itself to obtain such a result. Thus we set



We also define an input ,field operator by



where we have used the convention that the leftward propagating field is negative and the rightward propagating field is positive in Fig. 7.1. Using the relation



the input field may be shown to satisfy



Fig. 7.1. A schematic representation of the cavity field and the input and output fields for a singlesided cavity
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Whenever (7.12) is achieved as the limit of an integral over a function which goes smoothly to zero at k x (for example, a Gaussian) the following result also holds:



Interchanging the order of time and frequency integration in the last term of (7.9) and using (7.14)



Equation (7.15) is a Langevin equation for the damped amplitude u ( t )in which the noise term appears explicitly as the input field. In a similar manner we may substitute the solution in terms of final conditions, (7.7) into (7.9), to obtain the time reversed Langevin equation



where the output field is



A relation between the external fields and the intracavity field may be obtained by subtracting (7.16) from (7.15)



Equation (7.18)is a boundary condition relating each of the far-field amplitudes outside the cavity to the internal cavity field. It is easy to see that interference terms between the input and the cavity field may contribute to the observed output field moments.



7.2 Linear Systems For many systems of interest the Heisenberg equations of motion are linear and may be written in the form



7.2 Linear Systems
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where



Define the Fourier components of the intracavity field by



e-i(l-to)



a ( w )d o



and a frequency component vector



where ut(to) is the Fourier transform of u t ( t ) . The equations of motion become



However, we may use (7.18) to eliminate the internal modes to obtain



To illustrate the use of this result we shall apply it to the case of an empty one-sided cavity. In this case the only source of loss in the cavity is through the mirror which couples the input and output fields. The system Hamiltonian is



X S Y= S htooatu . Thus



Equation (7.25) then gives
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Thus there is a frequency dependent phase shift between the output and input. The relationship between the input and the internal field is



which leads to a Lorentzian of width



;)I2for the intensity transmission function.



7.3 Two-sided Cavity A two-sided cavity has two partially transparent mirrors with associated loss coefficients g, and ;I,,as shown in Fig. 7.2. In this case there are two input ports and two output ports. The equation of motion for the internal field is then given by an obvious generalisation as



The relationship between the internal and input field frequency components for an empty cavity is then



The relationship between the input and output modes may be found using the boundary conditions at each mirror, see (7.18),
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Fig. 7.2. A schematic representation of the cavity field and the input and output fields for a double-sided cavity
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We find



For equally reflecting mirrors y ,



=



y2



= ;' this



expression simplifies to



Near to resonance this is approximately a through pass Lorentzian filter



This is only an approximate result, the neglected terms are needed to preserve the commutation relations. Away from resonance there is an increasing amount of backscatter. In the limit /(I) - cool ;' the field is completely reflected



+



Before going on to consider interactions within the cavity we shall derive some general relations connecting the two time correlation functions inside and outside the cavity.



7.4 Two Time Correlation Functions Integrating (7.6) over -



to,



and ~lsing(7.12) gives J:



Let c(t) be any system operator. Then



Now since c ( t ) can only be a function of u,,(tl) for earlier times t' < t and the input field operators must commute at different times we have
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From (7.39 and 18) we may show that



[c.(t),~ n l N ( t ' = ) l;'[c.(t),a ( t ) l , t' < I Combining (7.37-40) we then have 7



[ c ( t ) ,d ' ; , u I N ( t f = ) ] ;,O(t - t ' )[c.(t),a(tl)], where U(t)is the step function



The commutator for the output field may now be calculated to be



as required. For the case of a coherent or vacuum input it is now possible to express variances of the output field entirely in terms of those of the internal system. For an input field of this type all moments of the form ( ~ ! ~ ( t ) a ~ , ( t('a) ()t,) a l , ( t ' ) ) , ( a ' ( t ) a l , ( t l ) ) , (u{,(l)u(l')),and ( a l : ( t ) a t ( t ' ) )will factorise. Using (7.18) we find



whcrc



(U,V)



=(UV)- (U)(V)



.



(7.45)



In this case there is a direct relationship between the two time correlation of the output field and the internal field. Consider now the phase dependent two time correlation function



In this case the two time correlation functions of the output field are related to the time ordered two time correlation functions of the cavity field. These results mean that the usual spectrum of the output field, as given by the Fourier transform of (7.44), will be identical to the spectrum of the cavity field. The photon statistics of the output field will also be the same as the intracavity field. Where a difference will arise, is in phase-sensitive spectrum such as in squeezing experiments.



7.6 Parametric Oscillator
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7.5 Spectrum of Squeezing The output field from a cavity is a continuum of frequencies. Just as one can define the intensity of such a field as the Fourier transform of thc phasc independent moment in (7.44), so we can define the squeezing spectrum as the Fourier transform of an appropriate phase dependent moment. The squeezing spectrum will give the squeezing in the frequency components of an appropriate quadrature phase operator. In an experiment this squeezing is measured by beating the field output from the cavity with a local oscillator field of the reference frequency R and the reference phase 0. In effect, R is the cavity resonance frequency. We are thus led to define the output quadrature phase operators by



that is xYLT(t)= aou,(t)e x~"'(t) =



-



- i(O R r )



+ auuT(t)e + i(0Rt)



i [uouT(t)e'(""')



-



~ A ~ ~ ( tR)r ) ]e ,' ( ~



(7.48a) (7.48b)



The squeezing spectrum is then defined by the Fourier transform of the normally-ordered two time correlation function ( :xOU'(~),x:"~(o):), :S?"'(W):



-



l (: ~ ~ ' ~ ( t ) , ~ O " ~ ( ~ ) : .) e ~ " ' d t



(7.49)



Using (7.46 and 48) this becomes



where T denotes time ordering and X(t) is the intracavity quadrature phase operators defined in an interaction picture at frequency R X I (t) = a ( t ) e i @ + ua'(t)eiO , X,(t) =



-



i[a(t)eci"



a+(t)e iO ] .



(We have not designated explicitly that a ( t )is defined in an interaction picture at frequency R but this should be kept in mind in the remainder of this chapter.)



7.6 Parametric Oscillator We shall now proceed to calculate the squeezing spectrum from the output of a parametric oscillator. Below threshold the equations for the parametric oscillator are linear and hence we can directly apply the linear operator techniques. When the equations are nonlinear such as for the parametric oscillator above threshold, then linearization procedures must be used. One procedure
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using the Fokker-Planck equation is described in Chap. 8. Below threshold the pump mode of the parametric oscillator may be treated classically. It can then be described by the Hamiltonian



where c = E,% and c, is the amplitude of the pump, and x is proportional to the nonlinear susceptibility of the medium. r is the reservoir operator representing cavity losses. We consider here the case of a single ended cavity with loss rate 7 , . The Heisenberg equations of motion for a ( t ) are linear and given by (7.19) where



We can obtain an expression for the Fourier components of the output field from (7.25)
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Defining the quadrature phase operators by 2aouT = e1"(xYUT + ixYUT), where 0 is the phase of the pump, we find the following correlations: 2yl JEI
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where the input field u l has ~ been taken to be in the vacuum. The 6 function in (7.56,57) may be removed by integrating over to' to give the The final result for the squeezing spectra normally ordered spectrum : SoUT((~):.
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of the quadrature is
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(7.59)



These spectra are defined in a frame of frequency R so that i*, = 0 is on cavity resonance. The maximum squeezing occurs at the threshold for parametric oscillation c l = ;'1/2 where
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Thus the squeezing occurs in the X 2 quadrature which is 4 2 out of phase with the pump. The light generated in parametric oscillation is therefore said to be phase squeezed. In Fig. 7.3 we plot S ; ' ~ ~ ( ( U )at threshold. We see that at = 0,that is the cavity resonance, the fluctuations in the X 2 quadrature tend to zero. The fluctuations in the X I quadrature on the other hand diverge at to = 0. This is characteristic of critical fluctuations which diverge at a critical point. In this case however the critical flucuations are phase dependent. As the fluctuations in one phase are reduced to zero the fluctuations in the other phase necessarily diverge. This characteristic of good squeezing near critical points is found in other phase dependent nonlinear optical systems [7.2]. This behaviour is in contrast to the threshold for laser oscillation where the critical fluctuations are random in phase.



Fig. 7.3. A plot of the spectrum of the squeezed quadrature for a cavity containing a parametric amplifier with a classical pump. Solid: single-sided cavity with y , = y,, dashed: double-sided cavity
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7.7 Squeezing in the Total Field The squeezing in the total field may be found by integrating (7.61) over w . At threshold we find



The squeezing in the total field is given by the equal time correlation functions



Hence, the squeezing in the internal field is



Thus the internal field mode is 50% squeezed, in agreement with the calculations of Milhurn and Walls C7.31. This can be surpassed in the individual frequency components ofthe output field which have 100% squee~ingfor w = 0. It is the squeezing in the individual frequency components of the output field which may be measured by a spectrum analyser following a homodyne detection scheme.



7.8 Fokker-Planck Equation We shall now give an alternative method for evaluating the squeezing spectrum. This converts the operator master equation to a c-number Fokker-Planck equation. This is a useful technique when the operator equations are nonlinear. Standard linearization techniques for the fluctuations may be made in the Fokker-Planck equation. We shall consider applications of this technique to nonlinear systems in Chap. 8. We shall first demonstrate how time and normally-ordered moments may be calculated directly using the P representation. We consider the following timeand normally-ordered moment



The two-time correlation functions may be evaluated using the P representation which determines normally-ordered moments. Thus equal time moments of the
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c-number variables give the required normally-ordered operator moments. The two time moments imply precisely the time ordering of the internal operators that are required to compute the output moments. This can be seen by noting that the evolution of the system will in general mix a t and a. Hence a ( t + T ) contains both a ( t ) and a T ( t ) ,7 > 0. In a normally-ordered two time product a ( t + T ) must therefore stand to the left of a ( t ) ,similarly u t ( t + 7 ) must stand to the right of u t ( t ) . Thus



where the left-hand side of these equations represent averages of c-number variables over the P representation. The normally-ordered output correlation tnatrix defined by



is given by



The two time correlation functions for the output field may be calculated directly from the correlation functions of the stochastic variables describing the internal field using the P representation. For nonlinear optical processes the Fokker-Planck equation for the P function may have nonlinear drift terms and nonconstant diffusion. In such circumstances we first linearise the equation about the deterministic steady states, to obtain a linear Fokker-Planck equation of the form



where A is the drift matrix, and D is the diffusion matrix. The linearised description is expected to give the correct descriptions away from instabilities in the deterministic equations of motion. For fields exhibiting quantum behaviour, such as squeezing, D is non-positive definite and a Fokker-Planck equation is not defined for the Glauber-Sudarshan P function. In these cases a Fokker-Planck equation is defined for the positive P representation, where 3" is replaced by zt an independent complex variable as described in Chap. 6.
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The spectral matrix S ( w ) is defined as the Fourier transform of C,(T). In a linearised analysis it is given by



The squeezing spectrum for each quadrature phase is then given by



These spectra are defined in a frame of frequency R (the cavity-resonance frequency) so that o = 0 corresponds to the cavity resonance. It should be noted that in the above derivation there is only one input field and one output field, that is, there is only one source of cavity loss. Thus the above results only apply to a single-ended cavity; one in which losses accrue only at one mirror. If there are other significant losses from the cavity the y appearing in (7.59, 60) is not the total loss but only the loss from the mirror through which the output field of interest is transmitted. The above procedure enables one to calculate the squeezing in the output field from an optical cavity, provided the internal field may be described by the linear Fokker-Planck equation (7.70). Alternatively the squeezing spectrum for the parametric oscillator may be calc~ilatedusing the Fokker-Planck equation. The F'okker-Planck equation for the distribution P(a)for the system described by the Hamiltonian (7.52) may be derived using the techniques of Chap. 6.



The drift and diffusion matrices are



Direct application of (7.71-73) yields the squeezing spectra given by (7.58,59).



Exercises 7.1 Calculate the squeezing spectrum for a degenerate parametric oscillator with losses and at the end mirrors. ) ,;



7.2 Calculate the squeezing spectrum for a non-degenerate parametric oscillator. [Hint: Use the quadratures for a two mode system described in (5.49)].



8. Generation and Applications of Squeezed Light



In this chapter we shall describe how the squeezing spectrum may be calculated for intracavity nonlinear optical processes. We shall confine our examples to processes described by an effective Hamiltonian where the medium is treated classically. Thus we are able to extend the treatment of squeezing in the parametric oscillator to the above-threshold regime. In addition, we calculate the squeezing spectrum for second harmonic generation and dispersive bistability. In Chap. 13 we shall consider the effects of spontaneous emission on the generation of squeezed light in four-wave mixing. This requires the medium to be quantised and the treatment is consequently more involved. We shall also consider the case of nondegenerate parametric oscillation where it is possible to achieve intensity fluctuations below the shot-noise level in the difference of the signal and idler intensities. Two applications will be discussed: squeezed states in the interferometric detection of gravitational radiation and sub-shot-noise phase measurements.



8.1 Parametric Oscillation and Second Harmonic Generation We consider the interaction of a light mode at frequency w l with its second harmonic at frequency 2 w , . The nonlinear medium is placed within a Fabry-Perot cavity driven coherently either at frequency 2w1 (parametric oscillation or frequency w 1 (second harmonic generation)). We shall begin by including driving fields both at frequency m1 and 2w1 so that both situations may be described within the one formalism. We write the Hamiltonian as [8.1]



where u , and a2 are the Boson operators for modes of frequency w , and 20j1, respectively, K is the coupling constant for the interaction between the two modes and the spatial mode functions are chosen so that K is real, T,, T, are heat
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bath operators which represent cavity losses for the two modes and E l and E , are proportional to the coherent driving field amplitudes. The master equation for the density operator of the two cavity modes after tracing out over the reservoirs is



where



and yi are the cavity damping rates of the modes. This master equation may be converted to a c-number Fokker-Planck equation in the generalised P representation. The generalised P representation must be used since the c-number equation would have a non-positive definite diffusion matrix if the Glauber-Sudarshan P representation were used. The result is



where a = [ a , , a : , a 2 , a : ] , and we have made the following transformation to the rotating frames of the driving fields In the generalized P representation a and a t are independent complex variables and the Fokker-Planck equation has a positive semi-definite diffusion matrix in an eight-dimensional space. This allows us to define equivalent stochastic differential equations using the Ito rules



where q l ( t ) , vl:(t) are delta correlated stochastic forces with zero mean, namely < v l l ( t ) )= O d ( t ) ) = 0 , < v ~ l ( t ) ~ ! ( t= ' ) dijd(t ) - t')



.



(8.6)
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8.1.1 Semi-classical Steady States and Stability Analysis The semi-classical or mean value equations follow directly from (8.4 and 5 ) with the replacement of a ) by a * .



We shall investigate the steady states of these equations and their stability. The stability of the steady states may be determined by a linearized analysis for small perturbations around the steady state



where a:, a $ are the steady-state solutions of (8.7 and 8). The linearized equations for the fluctuations are



The four eigenvalues of these equations are



We shall consider the cases of parametric oscillation and second harmonic generation separately.



8.1.2 Parametric Oscillation For parametric oscillation only the mode at frequency 2w1 is pumped so we set El = 0. The stable steady state solutions for the mode amplitudes are below threshold E 2 < E",
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above threshold E , > E ;



where E', = y,y,/li, and we have taken E2 to be positive. Thus the system exhibits behaviour analogous to a second-order phase transition at E , = E", where the below-threshold solution ccy = 0 becomes unstable and the system moves onto a new stable branch. Above threshold there exist two solutions with equal amplitude and opposite phase. In Fig. 8.1 we plot the amplitude cc: versus E2.



8.1.3 Second Harmonic Generation For second harmonic generation only the cavity mode at frequency w is pumped so we set E , = 0. Equations (8.7,8) then yield the following equation for the steady state amplitude of the second harmonic -



2 y , ( l i ~ ( : )$~ 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ( l i G&! :; Y) 2 ( l i ~ ; = ) IliE1I2 .



(8.14)



This gives a solution for a! which is negative and the intensity /a;)' is a monotonically increasing, single valued function of IE1 1'. However from the stability analysis we find that the eigenvalues



R,,L2



-+



0 f iw ,



(8.1 5 )



where w = [y2(2y, + 7 2 ) ] 1 1when 2 the driving field E l reaches the critical value



Thus the light modes in the cavity undergo a hard mode transition, where the steady state given by (8.14) becomes unstable and is replaced by periodic limit cycle behaviour. This behaviour is illustrated in Fig. 8.2 which shows the time development of the mode intensities above the instability point.



Fig. 8.1. Steady state amplitude of the fundamental mode versus pump field amplitude for parametric oscillation, ti = 1.0, EC; = 4.0
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Fig. 8.2. Self pulsing in second harmonic generation: Ir,1' (light), lr, 1' (heavy) as functions of time. ~ ~ = 3.4, = 20.0, a, = 0.0 and initial conditions Numerical solutions of (8.7,8)with K = 1 0 . 0 , = r, = 0.1 + O.li, r, = 0.0



;,



8.1.4 Squeezing Spectrum We shall calculate the squeezing spectrum using a linearized fluctuation analysis about the steady state solutions [8.2,3]. The linearized drift and diffusion matrices for the Fokker-Planck equation (8.3) are



where c2 = mi, = my, and we have replaced cc2 in the diffusion matrix by its steady state value. We may then use (7.50) to calculate the spectral matrix S(w). The results for the squeezing in the amplitude and phase quadratures follow from (8.17 and 18). The squeezing in the low frequency mode ( w , ) is
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where the + and - refer to the unsqueezed and squeezed quadratures, respectively. The squeezing in the high frequency mode ( 2 w l ) is



The above results are general for two driving field E , and E,. We now consider the special cases of parametric oscillation and second harmonic generation.



8.1.5 Parametric Oscillation For parametric oscillation E , = 0 and below threshold the expression for the squeezing spectrum simplifies considerably. The phase quadrature is squeezed with



This is a Lorentzian dip below the vacuum level which as threshold is approached /&,I = y gives SFJ(0) = 0. This is the same result as obtained in Chap. 7 where the pump mode was treated classically. However, this treatment also allows us to investigate the above-threshold regime. The squeezing spectrum above threshold becomes double peaked for



The double-peaked squeezing spectrum is plotted in Fig. 8.3. If the highfrequency losses from the cavity are insignificant ( y 2 < y,), this splitting occurs immediately above threshold, with the greatest squeezing being at w = f / E , 1. The value of S T ! (1E , I ) remains close to zero even lar above threshold. In Fig. 8.4 we plot the maximum squeezing obtained as a function of I E , I for different values of the ratio of the cavity losses y 2 / y l . Below threshold the squeezing is independent of this ratio but above threshold the squeezing depends crucially on this



Fig. 8.3. The squeezing spectrum for parametric oscillation with y , with E, = y , . Dashed line: above threshold with E , = y,



=



2y2. Solid line: on threshold
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Fig. 8.4. Maximum squeezing above threshold as a function of the amplitude of the fundamental mode It.,l, for d i k r e n t values of the cavity losses y 2 / y , ; (a) 0.02, (b) 0.1, (c) 1.0



ratio. Above threshold the pump is depleted, and noise from the pump enters the signal field. If the cavity losses at the pump frequency are significant, then uncorrelated vacuum fluctuations will feed through into the signal and degrade the squeezing. Thus a low cavity loss at the pump frequency by comparison with the signal loss is needed to obtain good squeezing above threshold in the parametric oscillator. We may also consider the squeezing in the pump mode. Below threshold this mode is not squeezed. Above threshold the peak squeezing (at w = 0) increases to a maximum value of 50% at lcll = 2 y , y 2 . When le,I = 2y: + h i ,we again find a splitting into a double peak. 8.1.6 Experiments



An experiment demonstrating the generation of squeezed light in an optical parametric oscillator below threshold has been performed by Wu et al. [4]. A schematic diagram of the principal elements of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 8.5. The central element is an optical parametric oscillator containing a MgOI,iNbO, crystal. The oscillator is pumped at 0.53 pm with the frequency doubled output of a Nd: YAG laser. Squeezed light is generated at 1.06 pm and passes through the end cavity mirror which is perfectly reflecting at 0.53 pm. In order to provide a local oscillator at 1.06 pm part of the output of the original Nd: YAG laser is incident on one port of a balanced homodyne detector. The squeezed light is incident on the other port. The phase of the local oscillator is adjusted to correspond to the maximally squeezed quadrature. The vacuum noise level is determined by blocking the squeezed light so that only the vacuum field is incident on the input port of the homodyne detector. The phase dependence of the rms noise voltage V ( 0 ) from the balanced homodyne receiver as a function of local-oscillator phase 0 at fixed analysis frequency R is exhibited in Fig. 8.6. The flat line gives the vacuum noise level. The maximum dips below this level represent a 61% reduction in noise power relative to the vacuum level. The maximum squeezing at a given pump power is
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Fig. 8.5. Schematic representation of the experiment of W"i et al. 18.41 to produce squeezed light in parametric oscillation.



Fig. 8.6. The phase dependence of the squeezed quadrature phase fluctuations as measured by the rms noise voltage from the balanced homodyne detection scheme, as a function of local oscillator phase 0 at fixed frequency R. The flat line (i)gives the vacuum noise level. Curvc (iii) is the amplifer noise level. Curve (iv) gives the level of dc photocurrent



plotted in Fig. 8.7. The experimental data has been adjusted to compensate for linear losses in the cavity and dstector inefficiencies. A comparison is made with the theoretical predictions given by (8.21). The best experimental data obtained by the group of Kimble allows one to infer that a field emitted from the cavity
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Fig. 8.7. Maximum squeezing at a given pump power for the experiment of WIA et al. 18.41 at fixed frequency. The solid line represents the theory



I.!



Fig. 8.8. A plot of thc squcezcd quadrature fluctuations versus the unsqucczcd quadraturc fluctuations. The hyperbola is the minimum uncertainty state line



has a tenfold squeezing. Detector inefficiencies reduce the amount of squeezing observed to threefold. A plot of the variance in the squeezed quadrature versus the variance in the unsqueezed quadrature is given in Fig. 8.8. A comparison is made with the hyperbola determining the minimum uncertainty state. A remarkable agreement is obtained demonstrating that the light field generated in the optical parametric oscillator is a minimum uncertainty squeezed state.
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8.2 Twin Beam Generation and Intensity Correlations Another second-order process which can produce non-classical states is nondegenerate down conversion. A pump photon with frequency 2 w creates a signal and an idler photon each with frequency to but different polarisations. Alternatively the signal and idler may be distinguished by having different frequencies to, and co,, respectively, such that o,+ to, = 2u. Such a process ensures that the photon numbers in the signal and idler beams are highly correlated. Although the intensity of each beam may fluctuate, the fluctuations on the two beams are identical. This suggests that the intensity difference of the two beams will carry no fluctuations at all. That is to say, the variance of I , - I, can be zero. If the process occurs inside a cavity the correlation between the two photons may be lost as photons escape the cavity. This is true for times short compared to the cavity lifetime. For long times, however, the correlation is restored; if one waits long enough all photons will exit the cavity. Consequently the spectrum of fluctuations in the difference of the intensities in the two beams reduces to zero at zero frequency. The Hamiltonian describing this process may be written as



where a. describes the pump field, while u , and a , describe the signal and idler fields. The pump field is driven by a coherent field external to the cavity with amplitude c. The damping rates for the three cavity modes a,, a l and a, are K O , K~ and K ~ respectively. , Following from the Fokker-Planck equation for the positive P representation we establish the c-number stochastic differential equations [8.5]



In our treatment we will assume for simplicity that x1 = non-zero noise correlation functions are



K~ = K ,



( R f( t ) ~ : ( t ' = ) )X ( ~ A ) 6 ( t t') .



where the only



(8.25)



The semi-classical steady state solutions depend on whether the driving field c is above or below a critical "threshold" value given by
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Above threshold one of the eigenvalues of the drift matrix is zcro. This is associated with a phase instability. T o see this we use an amplitude and phase representation:



where r j , 4j are the steady state solutions, and p j ( t ) and $ j ( t ) represent small fluctuations around the steady state. Solving for the steady state below threshold we have



where we have used E = I ~ l e ' @with ~, pump. Above threshold



&, denoting



the phase of the coherent



with



Note that in the above threshold solution only the sum of the signal and idler phases is defined. No steady state exists for the phase difference. It is the phase difference variable which is associated with the zero eigenvalue. We now turn to an analysis of the intensity fluctuations above threshold. The nonlinear dynamics of (8.24) is approximated by a linear dynamics for intensity fluctuations about the steady states above threshold. Define the new variables by



where I? is the steady state intensity above threshold for each of the three modes. It is more convenient to work with scaled "intensity-sum" and 'intensitydifference' variables defined by



The linear stochastic differential equations are then given by
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where the non zero noise correlations are



We are now in a position to calculate the spectrum of fluctuations in the intensity difference in the signal and idler modes outside the cavity. The equation for the intensity difference fluctuations may be solved immediately to give



Thus the steady state two-time correlation function is found to be



with ( A , B ) = ( A B ) - ( A ) ( B ) . The spectrum of fluctuations in the intensity difference field outside the cavity is defined by



where i j ( t are the external intensity operators. However, from Chap. 7, we can relate this operator average to the c-number averages for x j ( t )inside the cavity. The result is



-



where I j x:(t)rj(t). Finally, we write the result directly in terms of the valuables A I D ( t ) ,



where



The frequency independent term So represents the contribution of the shotnoise from each beam. Thus to quantify the degree of reduction below the shot-noise level we define the 'normalised' intensity difference spectrum



Substituting (8.38 and 4 2 ) into (8.41), and integrating we obtain
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This is a simple inverted Lorentzian with a width 2 ~ As . expected, at zero frequency there is perfect noise suppression in the intensity difference between the signal and idler. This result was first obtained by Reynuud et al. 18.61. The above results assume no additional cavity losses beyond those corresponding to the (equal) transmitivities at the output mirror. When additional losses are included the correlation between the signal and idler is no longer perfect as one of the pair of photons may be lost otherwise than through the output mirror. In that case there is no longer perfect suppression of quantum noise at zero frequency C8.71. The result is shown in Fig. 8.9a. Furthermore, the spectrum of intensity difference fluctuations is very sensitive to any asymmetry in the loss for each mode [8.7]. In Fig. 8.9b we depict the effect of introducing different intracavity absorption rates for each mode. This phenomenon could form the basis of a sub-shot-noise absorption spectrometer. The prediction of noise suppression in the differenced intensity has been confirmed in the experiment of Neidrmzr~r~et al. C8.81. They uscd a type 11 phase-matched potassium triphosphate, known as KTP, crystal placed inside an optical cavity, thus forming an Optical Parametric Oscillator (OPO). The damping constant at the pump frequency was much greater than for the signal and idler. Above threshold the O P O emits two cross polarised twin beams at approximately the same frequency. The twin beams are separated by polarising beam splitters and then focussed on two photodiodes which have quantum efficiencies of 90%. The two photo-currents are amplified and then subtracted with a 180 power combiner. The noise on the resulting difference current is then monitored by a spectrum analyser. A maximum noise reduction of 30% k 5% is observed at a frequency of 8 MHz. The noise reduction is better than 15% from 3 to 13 MHz. The noise reduction is limited due to other losses inside the O P O and various detector inefficiencies.



Fig. 8.9. The effect of intracavity absorption on the intensity ditl'crence spectrum. (a) A plot of the normalized spectrum when the total cavity losses for each mode are equal to the total loss from the pump mode, and grcatcr than the output loss rate ti (solid line). The dashed linc shows the p e r k t case when the only losses are through the output mirrors. (b) The effect of asymmetrical intracavity absorption. The total loss for the idler is equal to the idler damping rate but the damping rate for the signal is only 80% of the total loss for that mode. E = 1.05 solid Iine, t' = 2.0, dashed Iine. C8.71
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In a refinement of this experiment Dehuisschert et al. 18.91 have reported an improved quantum noise reduction of 69% on the intensity difference. The bandwidth of squeezing in cavity experiments is restricted to the cavity bandwidth. Single-pass experiments are feasible using the higher intensity possible with pulsed light. Pulsed twin beams of light have been generated by means of an optical parametric amplifier that is pumped by the second harmonic of a mode-locked and Q-switched Nd :YAG laser [8.10]. While the noise levels of the individual signal and idler beams exceed their coherent state limits by about 11 dB the correlation is so strong that the noise in the difference current falls below the quantum limit by more than 6 dB (75%).



8.2.1 Second Harmonic Generation We now consider second harmonic generation setting E , = 0. For both the second harmonic and fundamental modes the squeezing increases monotonically as / c, ) increases from zero to the critical value ) c, ) = g 1 + ;,, . The squeezing spectrum splits into two peaks first for the fundamental and then provided ;, > 4 7 ; for the second harmonic. Above the critical point the system exhibits self-sustained oscillations. We plot the maximum squeezing as a function of the driving field E l for both the fundamental and second harmonic in Fig. 8.10 18.31. In both the cases considered the maximum squeezing occurs as an instability point is approached. This is an example of critical quantum fluctuations which are asymmetric in the two quadrature phases. It is clear that in order to approach zero fluctuations in one quadrature the fluctuations in the other must diverge. At the critical point itself, with the critical frequency being w: = yZ(;l, + 2;',) (which is, in fact, the initial frequency of the hard mode



Fig. 8.10. A plot of the maximum sqceezing versus driving field amplitude for second harmonic generation. The solid line is the fundamental, the dashed line is the second-harmonic. 7 , = jl, = 1.0
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oscillations) we have for the amplitude quadrature of the fundamental



which gives perfect squeezing for y1 % 7 , at w = tude quadrature of the second harmonic



fa,



and for the arnpli-



this gives perfect squeezing for y2 % y , at (0= y 2 . The squeezing spectra for the two modes at the critical point is shown in Fig. 8.1 1. The fluctuations in the phase quadrature must tend to infinity, a characteristic of critical fluctuations. We note that the linearization procedure we have used will break down in the vicinity of the critical point and in practice the systems will operate some distance from the critical point.



Fig. 8.11. The squeezing spectrum for the fundamental and the second harmonic at the critical point for oscillation. y , = 1.0, (a) y, = 0.1, (b) = y, = 10.0
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8.2.2 Experiments There have been two experiments which demonstrated amplitude squeezing in second harmonic generation. Pereiru et al. C8.111 used an optical cavity containing a crystal of lithium niobate doped with magnesium oxide (MgO: LiNbO,) and driven by the field from a frequency stabilized Nd:YAG laser. Since in second harmonic generation the squeezing occurs in the amplitude quadrature a direct detection scheme may be employed. They looked for squeezing at the fundamental frequency. Sensitivity to phase noise both from the pump laser and from scattering processes in the crystal limited the amount of squeezing observed in this experiment to a 13% reduction relative to the vacuum level. Sizman et al. 18.121 have reported a 40% reduction in the intensity fluctuations of the second harmonic light generated in a MgO:LiNbO, monolithic cavity pumped by a Nd:YAG laser. The end faces of the crystal have dielectric mirror coatings with a high reflectivity for both fundamental and second harmonic modes. The experimental arrangement is displayed in Fig. 8.12. The second harmonic light is split by a beam splitter and detected by two photodiodes. The noise amplitudes of the sum and difference photocurrents i+ = i , + i, and i- = i, - i, are recorded by spectrum analysers. The spatial i (11) densities O i (r) = 2010g,, of the photocurrent fluctuations of i+ and



(__)



i- are compared. The reference current io is chosen to give 0 , in dB, units. In the difference current i the intensity fluctuations coming from the second harmonic (SH) mode cancel out, and only the Poissonian fluctuations introduced by the beam splitter are left. In the sum current i,. the original SH photon statistics are reproduced. Hence 0. is proportional to the spectral density of the intensity fluctuations in the SH mode, whereas 0 - is proportional to the corresponding Poissonian level. If the SH mode has a sub-Poissonian character, then @ + is smaller than 0 - . bxperimental results are shown in Fig. 8.13 where the cavity detuning is swept. Close to resonance the fluctuations 0 , abruptly drop below the shot-noise level cD-. The large amounts of excess noise on both
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Fig. 8.12. Schematic representation of the experiment of Sizmun et al. to produce squeezed light in the second harmonic and the fundamental modes. (Fl: Faraday isolator: BS: beam splitter; SA: spectrum analyzer; D: photodiodes; HV: high voltage function generator)
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0 C A V I T Y TUNING



Fig. 8.13. Spectral densities of the differenced photocurrent as a function of detuning. The bottom line @, indicates the electronic noise level. The displayed full tuning range is 300 MHz



sides of the resonance are phase fluctuations which are transformed into intensity fluctuations due to the slope of the cavity transmission curve. Second harmonic generation is a convenient way of extending squeezing to shorter wavelengths.



8.2.3 Dispersive Optical Bistability We shall consider a model for dispersive bistability for a single mode in a cavity. An optical cavity containing a medium with a third-order nonlinear susceptibility is coherently driven. Initially the frequency of the coherent driving field does not match the cavity resonance and the cavity transmission is low. However, since the medium has an intensity dependent refractive index, as the intensity of the coherent driving field is increased the cavity resonance changes until it matches the frequency of the coherent driving field and a high cavity transmission results. The full behaviour may be shown to be bistable. We shall follow the approach of Drurnmond and Walls C8.131 who gave a simple quantum mechanical treatment of this phenomena. The medium is assumed to have a third-order optical nonlinearity which gives rise to a quartic term in the electric ficld in thc Hamiltonian. In the single mode and rotating wave approximations the Hamiltonian is
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where o, is the cavity resonance frequency, E is the amplitude, and o, the frequency of the coherent driving field. T, denotes the bath operator for the cavity damping, x is the nonlinear susceptibility. In a reference frame rotating at frequency w,, the master equation for the density operator of the cavity field mode is



where y is the cavity damping rate into the external vacuum field and 6 = w c- o, is the detuning between the coherent driving field and the cavity. The semiclassical behaviour for the mean field amplitude cc = (a) may be deduced from the master equation by assuming that all correlation functions factorize:



The steady state solution showing the bistable behaviour of cc as a function of the driving field E is presented in Fig. 8.14.



Fig. 8.14. A plot of the scaled output intensity, Y = IE121yZ, versus scaled i npu t intensity, X with x / y = 0.5, 6/y = -3.0 (solid), = -2.0 (dash), = - 1.0 (dot)
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To analyse the quantum fluctuations we transform the master equation (8.48) into a Fokker-Planck equation in the generalized P representation



+ Iaa[a( y
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2 i X a t 2 a- E * ]
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(8.50)



where a = (a, a t ) . The equivalent stochastic differential equations in the Ito calculus are



where c l , c2 are delta correlated random Gaussian functions so that a, a t are complex conjugate in the mean. We now linearize these equations about the solutions for the mean amplitude (a) = a,, a = a, + a,(t). To first order in the fluctuations a , ( t ) obeys the equation



where A is the linearized drift and D is the diffusion array evaluated at a = a.



where E = 2 i X 1 4 2 . el4 is the phase of the steady-state solution and is of no material consequence in our considerations. The spectral matrix may be obtained directly using (6.157). This gives
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where The spectrum of squeezing may then be calculated from (7.72) with the phase e iO chosen to maximise the squeezing. The situation is complicated by the fact that the best choice of phase varies with w , while in any practical situation, only one
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choice of phase can be made at a time. If we want to optimize the squeezing at some particular frequency o,, the appropriate choice of phase in (7.48, 51) is



The squeezing spectrum in the output field where the phase €' has been chosen to give maximum squeedng at frequency w, is OUT



s,



(w)=1+4ylel



where



To find any points of perfect squeezing we can utilize the fact that perfect squeezing in one quadrature must be associated with an infinite uncertainty in the other, and hence can only occur at a critical point. At a critical point the fluctuations diverge to infinity, resulting in divergence in the fluctuation spectrum for some frequency w. It is readily seen from (8.57) that the critical points occur at



The accessible ones are with o = 0 and



These values of the driving field Is1 correspond to the turning points of dispersive optical bistability. Setting w, = 0 (to optimize the squeezing for o = 0) and taking a critical combination of the driving and detuning, as given by (8.60), gives



which reaches zero, (perfect squeezing) at o = 0. The spectrum of the squeezed quadrature at the critical point is thus a simple Lorentzian of width 2y. The spectrum of the other quadrature is



s OUT (w) = 1 + -



4y2 41812 + 02 4y2 + w2 o2



which diverges at o = 0. Thus, again, we have a case of critical quantum fluctuations which are asymmetric in the two quadratures.
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To gain an overview of the general behaviour of the output squeezing, it is convenient to choose the phase of the quadrature operators so that the peak of the squeezing spectrum is maximized. Three regions of operation can be distinguished. For A 2 < - ?', there is no stable solution, and the linearized analysis used here cannot be applied. For - 7 2 < d 2 < y 2 , the output squeezing spectrum has a single peak at w = 0, of height



Finally, for A 2 > y 2 , the spectrum splits into two peaks at the height



(02 =



A2



- y2



with



The squeezing spectra for several values of the parameters are plotted in Fig. 8.15. The squeezing of the internal cavity mode may be calculated from the integration of the squeezing spectrum over all o



The integral of the right-hand side is a maximum for wz = A 2 + ;.'which corresponds to the optimum choice of phase O for the integral quadratures. Then the best internal squeezing is



Even at the critical points the maximum internal squeezing is only 50%.



Fig. 8.15. Output squeezing spectrum for dispersive optical bistability. y d2 = - 1.0, Dot: h 2 = 4 Dash: d 2 = 1
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8.3 Applications of Squeezed Light 8.3.1 Interferometric Detection of Gravitational Radiation Interest in the practical generation of squeezed states of light became significant when Caljes 18.141 suggested in 1981 that such light might be used to achieve better sensitivity in the interferometric detection of gravitational radiation. The result of C a w s indicated that while squeezed light would not increase the maximum sensitivity of the device, it would enable maximum sensitivity to be achieved at lower laser power. Later analyses C8.15-181 demonstrated that by an optimum choice of the phase of the squeezing it is possible to increase the maximum sensitivity of the interferometer. This result was established by a full nonlinear quantum theory of the entire interferometer, including the action of the light pressure on the end mirrors. We shall demonstrate this following the treatment of Pace et al. C8.181. A schematic illustration of a laser interferometer for the detection of gravitational radiation is shown in Fig. 8.16. To understand how the device works we need to recall some properties of gravitational radiation. A gravitational wave induces weak tidal forces, in a plane perpendicular to the direction of propagation. A gravitational wave passing normal to a circular arrangement of masses would periodically force the circle into an ellipse C8.191. In the case of the interferometer depicted in Fig. 8.16, the end mirrors of the two cavities are constrained by a weak harmonic potential, and lie on a circular arc separated by 90". Thus, when a gravitational wave passes orthogonal to the plane of the interferometer, one cavity will be shortened as the other cavity is lengthened. If the intensity difference of the light leaving each arm
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Fig. 8.16. Schematic representation of a laser interferometer for the detection of gravitational radiat~on
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of the interferometer is monitored, the asymmetric detuning of each cavity caused by the moving end mirrors causes this intensity to be modulated at the frequency of the gravitational wave. While this scheme sounds very promising it suffers from a big problem. Even though gravitational radiation reaching terrestrial detectors is highly classical (many quanta of excitation) it interacts very weakly with the end mirrors. The relative change in the length of each cavity is then so small that it is easily lost amid a multitude of noise sources, which must somehow be reduced if any systematic effect is to be observed. To begin with, it is necessary to isolate the end mirrors from external vibrations and seismic forces. Then one must ensure that the random thermal motion of the end mirrors is negligible. Ultimately as each end mirror is essentially an oscillator, there is the zero-point motion to take account of. Quite apart from the intrinsic noise in the motion of the end mirrors, noise due to the light also limits the sensitivity of the device. The light noise can be separated into two contributions. Firstly the measurement we ultimately perform is an intensity measurement which is limited by shot-noise. In the case of shot-noise, however, the signal-to-noise ratio scales as the square root of the input power, thus one might attempt to avoid this noise source by simply raising the input power. Unfortunately, increasing the input power increases the contribution from another source radiation pressure. Individual photons reflecting from the end mirrors cause a random force large enough to mask the very small movements due to gravitational radiation. In the light of the above discussion it would seem that trying to detect gravitational radiation in this manner will be hopeless. However, as we now show, a careful study reveals that while the task is difficult it is achievable and made more so by the careful use of squeezed light. In this calculation we treat each end mirror as a damped simple harmonic oscillator subject to zero-point fluctuations and the classical driving force of the gravitational wave. Thus we assume the thermal motion has been eliminated. We also include the radiation pressure force and associated fluctuations in the cavity fields. To begin we first determine how the intracavity fields determine the intensity difference signal. Denote the intracavities fields by the annihilation operators ai (i = 1,2) and the input and output fields for each cavity are represented by u f nand a:"', respectively. Let hin and hp"' denote the input and output fields for each arm of the interferometer. The central beam-splitter (BS in Fig. 8.16) connects the cavity inputs and outputs to the interferometer inputs and outputs by -
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where 4 is a controlled phase shift inserted in arm 2 of the interferometer to enable the dc contribution to the output intensity diffcrencc to be eliminated. The measured signal is then represented by the operator
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Now the relationship between the cavity fields and the respective input and output fields is given by



where we assume the damping rate for each cavity, y, is the same. We now assume that arm one of the interferometer is driven by a classical coherent source with amplitude E/& in units such that the intensity of the input is measured in photons/second. The scaling : , - 1 ' 2 is introduced, for convenience. Then from (8.67 and 68), each cavity is driven with the same amplitude I:/&, where I: = El$. That is
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(8.73)



As we show below, it is possible to operate the device in such a way that in the absence of gravitational radiation, a stable deterministic steady state amplitude r 0 is established in each cavity. This steady state is then randomly modulated by fluctuations in the cavity fields and deterministically modulated by the moving cnd mirrors of each cavity. Both these effects are of similar magnitude. It thus becomes possible to linearise the output fields around the stationary states. With this in mind we now define the fluctuation operators hai and cia:" for each cavity (i = 1, 2)



ha, = a, - xo ,



(8.74)



Using these definitions, together with (8.67-70), in (8.71), the output signal is then described by the operator
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where 6yi(t) = -i(dai



-



da,t ) ,



dyin(t)-= - i [daiin- (da:n)t] . We have chosen the arbitrary phase reference so that the input amplitude, and thus the steady state amplitude a,, is real. Equation (8.76) indicates that the signal is carried by t h e phase quadrature not the amplitude quadrature. Thus we must determine yi(t). We turn now to a description of the intracavity dynamics. The end mirror is treated as a quantised simple harmonic oscillator with position and momentum operators (Q, P). The radiation pressure force is proportional to the intracavity photon number. The total Hamiltonian for the system may then be written [8. 181



where M is the mass of the end mirror, is the oscillator frequency of the end mirror, L is the cavity length, A is the cavity detuning, and F(t) is the driving force on the end mirror due to the gravitational wave. If we assume the acceleration produced by the gravitational wave is



the force F(t) may be written as



where h is defined to be the maximum fractional change in the cavity length, L, produced by the gravitational wave in the absence of all other forces, and s(t) = co(o,t). It is convenient to define the dimensionless position q and the momentum variables p for the mirror, which are the analogue of the quadrature phase operators for the field,



The commutation relations for these new variables is [q, p] = i/2. Thus in the ground state, the variance in q and p are both equal to 114. The quantum stochastic differential equations for this system may now be written
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where



and y/2 is the damping rate for the intracavity field, while r / 2 is the damping rate for the end mirrors. Note that the form of the stochastic equation for the mirror is that for a zero-temperature, under-damped oscillator and will thus only be valid provided r 4 a. Let us first consider the corresponding deterministic semi-classical equations



These equations represent a pair of nonlinearly coupled harmonically driven oscillators, and as such are candidates for unstable, chaotic behaviour. However, the amplitude of the driving, k, is so small that one expects the system to remain very close to the steady state in the absence of driving. The first step is thus to determine the steady state values, a,, go and p,. If we choose A such that A = -2tiq0 (SO the cavity is always on resonance), then



Of course, this steady state itself may be unstable. To check this we linearise the undriven dynamics around the steady state. Define the variables
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Then



whcrc 11 = 4 m 0 and we havc assumcd r: and thus x0 arc rcal. Thc cigcnvalucs of the linear dynamics are then found to be ( - 712, - 712, - T/2 + iR, - l-/2 - ill), so clearly the steady state is stable in the absence of the gravitational wave. We shall point out the interesting features of (8.97). First we note that the quadrature carrying the coherent excitation (Sx)is totally isolated from all other variables. Thus Su(t)= Sx(0)e-i' 2 . However, as fluctuations evolve from the steady state Sx(0) = 0, one can completely neglect the variables $x(t) for the deterministic part of the motion. Secondly we note the mirror position fluctuations Sq feed directly into the field variable Sy ( t ) and thus directly determine the output intensity difference signal by (8.76). Finally, we note the fluctuations of the in-phase field variable 6x drive the fluctuating momentum of the mirror. This is, of course, the radiation pressure contribution. However, for the deterministic part of the dynamics &(t) = 0, as discussed above, so the mirror dynamics is especially simple a damped harmonic oscillator. In the presence of the gravitational wave the deterministic dynamics for the end mirrors is then -



with the initial conditions hy(0) = hy(0) the solution for Sq(t) is



with



4 = arctan
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Substituting this solution into the equation for 6 y ( t ) and solving, again with 6 y ( 0 )= 0 , we find



where



We have neglected an initial decaying transient. Apart from the phase shifts 0 and 4, the out-of-phase field quadrature follows the displacements of the end mirror induced by the gravitational wave. Due to the tidal nature of the gravitational wave if one cavity end mirror experiences a force F ( t ) , the other experiences - F ( t ) . Thus 6 y , ( t ) = - ciy,(t) and the mean signal is



where the output intensity I is defined by



Using the definitions in (8.100, 87 and 8 8 ) we find



and the signal is directly proportional to the mirror displacement h. Before we consider a noise analysis of the interferometer it is instructive to look at the frequency components of variable 6 y ( t ) by
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As 6 y ( t ) is real we have that 6 y ( t ) = 6 y ( write 6 y ( t )=
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0



dw [ a y (w)e-'"'
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o).This relationship enables us to
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thus distinguishing positive and negative frequency components. Inspection of (8.104) immediately gives that



Thus



where



We now analyse the noise response of the interferometer. As the gravitational wave provides an entirely classical driving of the mirrors it can only effect the deterministic part of the dynamics, which we have already described above. T O analyse the noise component we must consider the fluctuation operators cis, dy, ciq and cip defined by cix = x ( t ) - .u,(t), where x, is the semi-classical solution. In this way the deterministic contribution is removed. The quantum stochastic differential equations are then
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with the only non-zero noise correlations being ( c i x i n ( t ) b x i n ( t ' )=) ( d y i n ( t ) d y i n ( t '= ) ) ii(t - t ' ) , ( b x i n ( t ) b y i n ( t ' ) )= ( b y i n ( t ) d x i n ( t ' ) )=* ib(t - t ' ) , (qin(t)qitl(t= ' ) )( p i n ( t ) p i n ( t ' ) )= 6(t - t ' ) , ( q i n ( t ) p i n ( t '= ) ) ( p i n ( t ) q i n ( t ' ) ) *= id(t - t ' ) ,
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From an experimental perspective the noise response in the frequency domain is more useful. Thus we define



and similar expressions for the other variables. As hy(t) is Hermitian we have 6y (w) = 6y( - a)'. The two time correlation functions for the variables are then determined by



and similar expressions for the other quantities. Thus our objective is to calculate the signal variance



In order to reproduce the &correlated noise terms of (8.1 16-1 19), the correlation function in the frequency domain must be
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(8.124)



(8.126)



We now directy transform the equations of motion and solve the resulting algebraic equations for the frequency components. The result for the crucial field variable is



where
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Thus



+ (AB* (cix'"(c0)6~'"(o)~) + c.c.)



+ (CD* ( q ' " ( ~ ) p ' " ( w ) ~+) c.c.) .



(8.130)



It is now constructive to consider the physical interpretation of each term. The first term proportional to the in-phase field amplitude is the error in the output intensity due to radiation pressure fluctuations. The second term is the error due to the out-of-phase amplitude of the field, i.e. the intrinsic phase fluctuations. The second and third terms are the fluctuations in mirror position and momentum due to intrinsic mirror fluctuations and radiation pressure. The fourth term represents correlations between the amplitude and the phase of the field due to radiation pressure modulating the length of the cavity. In a similar way the final term is the correlation between the position and momentum of the mirror as the radiation pressure changes the momentum which is coupled back to the position under free evolution. Define the normalised variance by



where I is the output intensity from each cavity. This quantity is given by
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Fig. 8.17. The normalized variance for the fluctuations in the intensity difference versus frequency. The solid line (a) represents the total noise, (b) represents the photon counting noise, (c) represents the mirror noise and (d) represents the radiation pressure noise. The interferometer parameters used are given in Table 8.1



Table 8.1. The values of the experimental parameters used in the graphs Quantity Mass of mirror Mirror characteristic angular frequency Mirror damping Length of cavity Reflectivity Laser power Laser angular frequency Gravity-wave-angular frequency



Symbol



Value 10 kg 2071 rad s 1 2n rad s 4m 0.98 10 W 3.66 x 10' rad s 200071 rad s



'



'



The first term in (8.132) is the shot-noise of the incident light on the detector, the second term arises from the intrinsic (zero-point) fluctuations in the positions of the end mirrors, while the last term represents the radiation pressure noise. In Fig. 8.17 we display the total noise N ( o ) as a function of frequency (a) (solid line) together with the contributions to the noise from: (b) photoncounting noise (dashed line); (c) mirror noise (dash-dot line); (d) radiationpressure noise (dotted line). Typical interferometer parameters, summarised in Table 8.1 were used.
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From signal processing theory, a measurement at frequency w , of duration entails an error A h in the displacement h given by



We may now substitute the expressions for the signal frequency components S ( u , ) and the noise at this frequency to obtain an error which depends on the input intensity I (or equivalently the input power P = 2hoo I ) . The error may then be minimised with respect to I to give minimum detectable displacement hmi,. In the limit a): r2 R 2 , the appropriate limit for practical interferometers we find



+



The first term in this expression is due to the light fluctuations whereas the second term is due to the intrinsic quantum noise in the end mirrors. If we neglect the mirror-noise contribution we find the 'standard quantum limit'



In Fig. 8.18 we plot the Ah as a function of input power (8.133) for a measurement time of 1 s, and typical values for the other parameters. Clearly the optimum sensitivity is achieved at rather high input powers.
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Fig. 8.18. The error in the fractional length change versus input power for a measurement time of one second. Parameters are as in Table 8.1
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Can one do better than this, either in achieving the standard quantum limit at lower powers or perhaps even beating the standard quantum limit? As we now show both these results can be achieved by a careful use of squeezed states. To see now how this might work return to (8.130) and the physical interpretation of each term. Firstly, we note that one might reduce radiation pressure fluctuations (the first term) by using input squeezed light with reduced amplitude fluctuations. Unfortunately, this would increase the overall intensity fluctuations at the detector, i.e. it would increase the photon counting noise. However, as these two terms scale differently with intensity it is possible to apply such a scheme to enable the standard quantum limit to be achieved at lower input power. This is indeed the conclusion of Cuues 18.141in a calculation which focussed entirely on these terms. However, one can actually do better by using squeezed states to induce correlations between the in-phase and out-of-phase quadratures of the field. In fact, if one chooses the phase of the squeezing (with respect to the input laser) carefully the fifth term in (8.130) can be made negative with a consequent improvement in the overall sensitivity of the device. We will not present the details of this calculation C8.181, but summarise the results with reference to Fig. 8.19. Firstly, if we simply squeeze the fluctuations in 2'" without changing the vacuum correlations between 2'" and f i n , the standard quantum limit (8.135) is the optimum sensitivity regardless of the degree of squeezing and it is achieved for the input power



where r is the squeeze parameter, and Po is the optimum laser power for the system with no squeezing.
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Fig. 8.19. The minimum possible detectable gravitational wave amplitude h as a function of power using amplitude squeezed light at the input and for three different squeeze parameters; (a) r = 0; (b) r = l;(c)r=2
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However, if one now optimises the phase of the squeezing thereby introducing correlations between 6.2'" and 69'" we find the optimum sensitivity is achieved with the sume input power Po as the unsqueezed state, but the optimum sensitivity in the appropriate limit is



Clearly this may be made much smaller than the standard quantum limit. For highly squeezed input light the sensitivity is ultimately limited by the intrinsic quantum fluctuations in the positions of the end mirrors. The optimum phase of squeezing is 7r/4 which is the angle at which maximum correlation between 3'" and jinoccurs, i.e., the error ellipse has the same projection onto the in-phase and out-of-phase directions. The exact results are shown in Fig. 8.20 for the same parameters, as employed in Fig. 8.19. Shown is the minimum-possible value of h detectable as a function of power at the optimum phase of squeezing, for three different values of the squeeze parameter. Also exhibited is the noise floor due to the intrinsic quantum fluctuations of the mirror positions. In summary, the experimentalist can apply a squeezed input to a gravitational wave interferometer in two ways. Either the maximum sensitivity of the device can be greatly increased but achieved at a rather high input power, or the standard quantum limit can be achieved at input powers less threatening to the life of the optical components of the interferometer.



Fig. 8.20. The minimum possible detectable amplitude h as a function of input power when the phase of the input squeezed light is optimized, for three different values of the squeeze parameter (a) r = 0; (b) r = 1; (c) r = 2. Also shown is the mirror noise contribution (d)
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Fig. 8.21. Schematic representation of an experiment designed to measure a phase shift below the shot-now limit



8.3.2 Sub-Shot-Noise Phase Measurements The second major application of squeezed light is to the detection of very small phase shifts. A Mach-Zehnder interferometer (Fig. 8.21) can be used to determine a phase shift introduced in one arm. Assuming 50:50 beam splitters the relationship between the input and output field operators is



where ,Iis the phase difference between the two arms. The two output fields are directed onto two photo-detectors and the resulting currents combined with a 180" power combiner. This realises a measurement of the photon number
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difference



In standard interferometry the input a i is a stabilised cw laser while hi is the vacuum state. However, as we shall show, smaller phase changes may be detected if hi is prepared in a squeezed vacuum state. Assuming u iis in the coherent state I x) while h iis in the squeezed state 10, r), the mean and variance of the photon number difference at the output is
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Fig. 8.22. A comparison o f the level of fluctuations in the differenced-photocurrent for a MachZehnder interferometer versus time as the phase difference is varied at a frequency of 1.6 MHz. Curve in (a) is for the case of vacuum statc input. curve (b) uses squeezed state input. The dashed line gives the vacuum level with no phase modulation [8.20]
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If we now set 0 = 7r/2 + 60, then when phase shift 60 is zero, the mean signal is zero. That is we operate on a null fringe. The Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) is defined by



In the standard scheme r = 0 and SNR



=



iili2



sin 60



(8.144)



where ii = 1212. The smallest detectable phase shift is defined to be that phase for which SNR = 1. Thus the minimum detectable phase shift for coherent state interferometry is



However, if hi is prepared in a squeezed vacuum state with squeezing in phase with the amplitude r we find for moderate squeezing ( / u I 2 9 sinh 2 r) SNR,,



= iil



e r sin 60



(8.146)



and thus the minimum detectable phase change is



The minimum detectable phase change may thus be much smaller than for coherent state interferometry, provided we choose r < 0 i.e. phuse squeezing. Such an enhancement has been reported by Xiuo et al. 18.201 in an experiment on the measurement of phase modulation in a Mach Zehnder interferometer. They reported on an increase in the signal-to-noise ratio of 3 dB relative to the shot-noise limit when squeezed light from an optical parametric oscillator is injected into a port of the interferometer. A comparison of the fluctuations in the difference current for the cases of squeezed and a vacuum input is shown in Fig. 8.22. A similar experiment was performed by Grungier et al. C8.211 employing a polarization interferometer which is equivalent to a Mach-Zehnder scheme. In their experiment an enhancement factor of 2 dB was achieved.



Exercises 8.1 Calculate the squeezing spectrum for parametric oscillation in a cavity with losses y ; at the other mirror at frequency o l , in addition to the output losses y1.



Exercises



8.2 Calculate the spectrum of fluctuations in the difference current I, intracavity loss is present at the idler frequency.
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8.3 Analyse the problem of two-photon absorption inside an optical cavity. Take as an effective Hamiltonian



where I- is a reservoir operator. Determine the squeezing spectrum.



9. Nonlinear Quantum Dissipative Systems



In the preceding chapter we derived linearised solutions to the quantum fluctuations occurring in some nonlinear systems in optical cavities. In these solutions the quantum noise has been treated as a small perturbation to the solutions of the corresponding nonlinear classical problem. It is not possible, in general, to find exact solutions to the nonlinear quantum equations which arise in nonlinear optical interactions. It has, however, been possible to find solutions to some specific systems. These solutions provide a test of the region of validity of the linearised solutions especially in the region of a n instability. Furthermore they allow us to consider the situation where the quantum noise is large and may no longer be treated as a perturbation. In this case, manifestly quantum mechanical states may be produced in a nonlinear dissipative system. We shall give solutions to the nonlinear quantum equations for two of the problems considered in Chap. 8, namely, the parametric oscillator and dispersive optical bistability.



9.1 Optical Parametric Oscillator: Complex P Function We shall first solve for the steady state of the parametric oscillator using the complex P function. Then, we show, using the positive P function, that the steady state subharmonic field is in a superposition state. We go on to calculate the tunnelling time between the two states in the superposition. We consider the degenerate parametric oscillator described in Chap. 8, following the treatment of Drumnzorld et al. 19.11. The Hamiltonian is



where
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where u , and a , are the boson operators for two cavity modes of frequency K is the coupling constant for the nonlinear coupling between the modes. The cavity is driven externally by a coherent driving field with frequency 2w and amplitude 6,. T , , T 2 are the bath operators describing the cavity damping of the two modes. We recall from Chap. 8 that there are two stable steady state solutions depending on whether the driving field amplitude is above or below the threshold amplitude e'j = ;I,/K.In particular, the steady states for the low frequency mode r, are



w and 2w, respectively.



;>,



The master equation for the density operator of the two modes is



where the irreversible part of the master equation follows from (6.44)for a zerotemperature bath. ?, ,;', are the cavity damping rates. This equation may be converted to a c-number Fokker-Planck equation using the generalized P representation discussed in Chap. 6. Using the operatoralgebra rules described in Chap. 6, we arrive at the Fokker-Planck equation



where (4= [%I, PI> 2 2 , P2l. An attempt to find the steady state solution of this equation by means of a potential solution fails since the potential conditions (6.73) are not satisfied.



9.1 Optical Parametric Oscillator: Complex P Function
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We proceed by adiabatically eliminating the high-frequency mode. This may be accomplished best in the Langevin equations equivalent to (9.8).



where v l ( t ) ,dl ( t ) are delta correlated stochastic forces with zero mean



Under the conditions y2 $+y , we can adiabatically eliminate u2 and gives the resultant Langevin equation for eel and P1



P2 which



(9.12)



The Fokker-Planck equation corresponding to these equations is



d



We set -P(ccl, p l ) = 0 and attempt to find a potential solution as given by Zt (6.72). It is found as
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It follows that the potential conditions



are satisfied. The potential is obtained on integrating (9.14, 15)



where



It is clear that this function diverges for the usual integration domain of the complex plane with P, = 27. The observable moments may, however, be obtained by use of the complex P representation. The calculations are described in Appendix 9.A. The semi-classical solution for the intensity exhibits a threshold behaviour at t.2 = E; = ;'I ; ' 2 1 1 ~ . This is compared in Fig. 9.1 with the mean intensity I = (I,',x,) calculated from the solution (9.17), as shown in the Appendix 9.A. For comparison, the mean intensity when thermal fluctuations are dominant (Exercise 9.4) is also plotted. The mean intensity with thermal fluctuations displays the rounding of the transition familiar from classical fluctuation theory. The quantum calculation shows a feature never observed in a classical system where the mean intensity actually drops below the semi-classical intensity. This deviation from the semi-classical behaviour is most significant for small threshold photon numbers. As the parameter ?, ?,/ti2 is increased the quantum mean approaches the semi-classical value. The variance of fluctuations in the quadratures X I = a l + a{ and X 2 = (a, - a:)/i is given by



The variance in the quadratures is plotted in Fig. 9.2a versus the scaled driving field 7.. The variance in the phase quadrature X 2 reaches a minimum as the threshold intensity is at threshold. This minimum approaches increased. The value of one half in the variance of the intracavity field corresponds to zero fluctuations found at the resonance frequency in the external field. The fluctuations in the amplitude quadrature X , increase dramatically as the threshold is approached. However, unlike the calculation where the pump is treated classically the fluctuations d o not diverge. This is because (9.17) is an exact solution to the nonlinear interaction including pump depletion.
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Fig. 9.1. A plot of the mean mtcnsity for thc dcgcncratc parametric oscillator versus the scaled drlving field i . (a) I.hc case of rero thcrmal fluctuations. T h e dashed curkc represents the semiclassical intensity. the solid curve is the cxact q u a c t u m result. In both cascs p' = 2c5 = 5.0. Note that above threshold the exact quantum result is less t h a n the scmi-classical prediction. (b) The case of dominant thermal fluctuations. T h e mean thermal photon number is 10.0 and 221:; Ji = 100.0



Fig. 9.2. T h e log variance of the squccred (solid) a n d unsqueezed (dashed) quadrature in a degencrate parametric amplifier versus the scaled d r i ~ i n gfield wlth /I' = 2&ri = 5.0
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As the threshold value increases and therefore the number of pump photons required to reach threshold increases, the fluctuations become larger. In the limit : , ? , / K ~ + XI the fluctuations diverge, as this corresponds to the classical pump (infinite energy). The variance in the amplitude quadrature above threshold continues to increase as the distribution is then double-peaked at the two stable output amplitudes. The above solution demonstrates the usefulness of the complex P representation. Although the solution obtained for the steady state distribution has no interpretation in terms of a probability distribution, the moments calculated by integrating the distribution on a suitable manifold correspond to the physical moments. We have demonstrated how exact moments of a quantized intracavity field undergoing a nonlinear interaction may be calculated. T o calculate the moments of the external field however. we must resort to linearization techniques.



9.2 Optical Parametric Oscillator: Positive P Function As an alternative to the foregoing description we may consider the use of the positive P representation, following the treatment of Wolinsky and Carmichuel C9.31. We can obtain an analytic solution for the steady state positive P function. This solution is a function of two phase space variables; one variable is the classicaljield amplitude, the other is a non-clu.s.sicu1 curiahle needed to represent superpositions of coherent states. A three-dimensional plot of the positive P function allows one to distinguish between the limiting regions of essentially classical behaviour and predominantly quantum behaviour. We begin with the Langevin equations for the low frequency mode



where



T



is measured in cavity lifetimes (y, '),



and i. is a dimensionless measure of the pump field amplitude scaled to give the threshold condition i. = 1, and we have scaled the c-number variables by
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Equations (9.20, 21) describe trajectories in a four-dimensional phase space. The region of phase space satisfying the conjugacy condition fi = x* is called the classical subspace. Two extra non-classical dimensions are required by the quantum noise. If we neglect the fluctuating forces I?, and q 2 (9.20, 21) have the stable steady state solution a = [j = 0 below threshold (2. < l), and above threshold (2 > 1). In the full phase space there are x = fi = i .;( additional steady states which do not satisfy the conjugacy condition: two below threshold and two steady states steady states x = fi = i i(1 x = - fi = (it+ 1)' both below and above threshold. The variables x and fi are restricted to a bounded manifold r = x, [j = j1with x and y both real and 1x1, IyI I We denote this manifold by A(s, y). Trajectories are confined within this manifold by reflecting boundary conditions. If a trajectory starts within this manifold, then it is clear from (9.20 and 21) that the drift and noise terms remain real, so a trajectory will remain on the real plane. Furthermore, at the boundary, the trajectory must follow the deterministic flow inwards, as the transverse noise component vanishes. If the initial quantum state is the vacuum state, the entire subsequent evolution will be confined to this manifold. The manifold A(x, y) is alternatively denoted by A(u, v) with u = (x + y), c = :(x - y). The line v = 0 is a one-dimensional classical subspace, the subspace preserving x = P. The variable 1: denotes a transverse, non-classical dimension used by the noise to construct manifestly non-classical states. We may now construct a pictorial representation of these states which dramatically distinguishes between the quantum and classical regimes. With r = x, [j = y both real, the solution to the Fokker-Planck equation (9.13) is of the form given by (9.17). With lxj,Jy 1 I v'?



&.



For weak noise (g < I), Pss(x,y) is illustrated in Fig. 9.3. Below threshold ( 2 < 1) P,,(u, c) may be written



The normally-ordered field quadrature variances are determined by the quantities
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Fig. 9.3. A plot of the complex P representation of the steady state of the degenerate parametric amplifier, below and above threshold: (a) i = 0.8 (b) i = 1.5. In both cases = (2r:; t i ) = 0.25



'



where V ( z )refers to the variance over the stationary distribution function. As u = ( Y P)/2 and L. = i(z - /i))/2,on the manifold A(u, P ) , the quadrature variances are given by



+



The variances g 2(Au2) and - g-'(Ac2) correspond to the normally ordered variances of the unsqueezed and squeezed quadratures, respectively. of the subharmonic field. The threshold distribution ( g < 1, i = 1) is given by



Above threshold the distribution splits into two peaks. We note that in the low-noise regime P,,(x, y ) is a slightly broadened version of the classical steady state with only a small excursion into the nonclassical space. Figure 9.4 shows Pss(x,y ) for the same values of 2. as Fig. 9.3 but for the noise strength LJ = 1. The quantum noise has become sufficiently strong to explore
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I



Fig. 9.4. As in Fig. 9.3 but mith quantum noise parameter (1 = 1.0. (a) i



=



0.8 ( b ) .;



=



1.5



thoroughly the non-classical dimension of the phase space. P,,(x, p) is strongly influenced by the boundary A(x. p). As the noise strength g is increased beyond 1, the characteristic threshold behaviour of the parametric oscillator disappears and squeezing is significantly reduced (Fig. 9.5). In the large-8 limit the stochastic trajectories are all driven to the boundary of A(x, p), and then along this boundary to the corners, where both noise terms in (9.20, 21) vanish. Pss(x, y ) approaches a sum of 6 functions



The two 6 functions that set s = - p = i $ represent off-diagonal or interference terms e 2\ ' "1JlS)( - &ly 1. Figure 9.6a-c illustrates the behaviour of Pss(x, y) as a function of i in the strong-noise limit. When 4i/g2 < 1 all -
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Fig. 9.5. As in Fig. 9.3 but with 7. = 1.5 and q = 10.0



6 functions carry equal weight and the state of the subharmonic field is the + / - Jig)). As i,increases, this supercoherent state superposition (l$/g) position state is replaced by a classical mixture of coherent states /J/g) and 1 - ~ ; / g ) for 4iLiU29 1. This is a consequence of the competition between the creation of quantum coherence by the parametric process and the destruction of this coherence by dissipation. It will be shown in Chap. 16, that the decay of quantum coherence in a damped superposition state proceeds a t a rate proportional to the phase space separation of the states. This example has illustrated how quantum dissipative systems can exhibit manifestly quantum behaviour in the limit of large quantum noise. This is outside the realm of linear noise theory where classical states are only slightly perturbed.



9.3 Quantum Tunnelling Time We proceed to calculate the quantum tunnelling time between the two stable states. We shall follow the procedure of Drummond and Kinder 19.41. In order to calculate the quantum tunnelling rate, we shall transform the variables a and p t o give constant diffusion, o r additive stochastic noise.



9.3 Quantum Tunnelling Time



Fig. 9.6. As in Fig. 9.3 but demonstrating the dependence on i. with (c) i. = 10.0



(I =



187



5.0. (a) j. = 1.0 (b) i. = 5.0
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These new variables are constrained to have a range such that l u Icl 5 rr. Referring back to the variables x and b, it can be seen that the u axis represents the classical subspace of the phase space where r = p. Thus the variable I . is a non-classical dimension which allows for the creation of quantum features. The stochastic equations corresponding to these variables are



[ (



dir = xsm(u) - o tan {



A



'



-



+ tan ( " ~ P ) ] ] d r + $ g d W U . --



(9.34)



Here o = 1 g 2 ,2. d W,,. d W, are Wiener processes. These Ito equations have a corresponding Fokker-Planck equation a n d a probability distribution in the limit as T -, x. of -



P(u, c) = N exp [ - V(lr, ~ ‘ ) i g ~ ]



(9.36)



where the potential V(u, L') is



Above threshold the potential has two minima corresponding to the stable states of the oscillator. These minima have equal intensities and amplitudes of opposite sign, and are at classical locations with x = x* (uO.c O )= (



+ 2ain ' [(i.



-



o)' 2/v?],0)



(9.38)



There is also a saddle point at (us, cS)= (0,O). Along the u axis the second derivative of the potential in the c direction is always positive. The classical subspace ( G = 0) is therefore at a minimum of the potential with respect to variations in the non-classical variable c. This valley along the u axis between the two potential wells is the most probable path for a stochastic trajectory in switching from one well to the other. The switching rate between them will be dominated by the rate due to trajectories along this route. Using an extension of Kramer's method, developed by Lundauer and S\van.son C9.51, the mean time taken for the oscillator to switch from one state t o the other in the limit of y 2 G 1 is



The switching time is increased as the pump amplitude i. is increased o r the nonlinearity y 2 is reduced.
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Previous attempts to compute the tunnelling time for this problem have used the Wigner function C9.61. Unfortunately the time-evolution equation for the Wigner function contains third-order derivative terms a n d is thus not a FokkerPlanck equation. In the case of linear fluctuations around a steady state truncating the evolution equation at second-order derivatives is often a good approximation. However, it is not clear that this procedure will give quantum tunnelling times correctly. In the limit of large damping in the fundamental mode the truncated Wigner function of the sub-harmonic mode obeys with z = 7 , t



This truncated Wigner function equation does not have potential solutions, however an approximate potential solution can be obtained that is valid near threshold. Here, the noise contribution 2Y2bb*is small and is neglected leaving only subharmonic noise. Writing /j = x + ip, the solution in the near threshold approximation is



where



and NNTis the normalisation constant. In the Above threshold this potential has two minima, at yx = f (ilimit of large-threshold photon numbers, these minima are very close to those obtained in (9.39). The tunneling time has been calculated from the Wigner distribution by Grahariz 19.71, with the result



This result is compared with the expression derived using the P function in Fig. 9.7 which shows the variation in the logarithm of the tunnelling rate with the pump amplitude i .The Wigner function result predicts a slower switching time above threshold. The difference in the two predictions can be many orders of magnitude. The calculations from the exact positive P Fokker-Planck equation represent a true quantum tunnelling rate. Whereas the truncation of the Wigner function equation involves dropping higher order derivatives dependent on the interaction strength g. Thus nonlinear terms in the quantum noise are neglected and the only quantum noise terms included are due to the vacuum fluctuations from the cavity losses. These give a diffusion term in the truncated
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Wigner Fokker-Plailck equation which is identical to classical thermal noise, with an occupation number of half a photon per mode. Also indicated in Fig. 9.7 are the tunnelling times computed by direct numerical simulation of the stochastic differential equations resulting from either the positive P representation I
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Fig. 9.7. A plot of the log of the tunnelling time for the degenerate parametric amplifier above threshold, versus pump strength or noise strength. In (a) and (b) we show the results computed by the positive P Representation (PB approximation) while In (c) and (d) we give the results for the truncated Wigner function model. In all cases wc contrast the results obtained by potential methods with the results obtained by direct simulation of the corresponding stochastic differential equations and number state solution of the master equation (dashed line) 19.41
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(Fig. 9.7a, b) or the Wigner representation (Fig. 9.7c, d) and by directly solving the master equation in the number basis. The differences between the two rates obtained reflect the difference between classical thermal activation and true quantum tunnelling. Classical thermalactivation rates are slower than quantum tunnelling rates far above threshold where the former are large since the thermal trajectory must go over the barrier. A quantum process, on the other hand, can short cut this by tunnelling.



9.4 Dispersive Optical Bistability We consider a single mode model for dispersive optical bistability. An optical cavity is driven off resonance with a coherent field. The intracavity medium has an intensity dependent refractive index. As the intensity of the driving field is increased the cavity is tuned to resonance and becomes highly transmissive. We shall model the intracavity medium as a Kerr type X ( 3 ) nonlinear susceptibility treated in the rotating wave approximation. The Hamiltonian and Fokker-Planck equation are given by (8.47 and 50), respectively. The FokkerPlanck equation is



where we choose the phase of the driving field such that Eo is real and K = y + id. We shall seek a steady state solution using the potential conditions (6.72). The calculation of F gives



. cross derivatives where we have defined I? = K - 2 i ~The a,F2



=



dpFl = 2



so that the potential conditions are satisfied. The steady state distribution is given by



(9.47)
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K



where c = _, d



=



IX



It can be seen immediately that the usual integration domain of the complex isInot possible since the potential diverges for afi + co. plane with a* = ,/ However, the moments may be calculated using the complex P representation. The calculations are described in Appendix 9.A. The results for the mean amplitude (a) and correlation function g'*'(O) are plotted in Fig. 9.8 where they are compared with the semi-classical value for the amplitude .,cr It is seen that, whereas the semi-classical equation predicts a bistability or hysteresis, the exact steady state equation which includes quantum fluctuations does not exhibit bistability or hysteresis. The extent to which bistability is observed in practice will depend on the fluctuations, which in turn determine the time for random switching from one branch to the other. The driving field must be ramped in time intervals shorter than this random switching time in order for bistability to be observed. The variance of the fluctuations as displayed by g'2'(0) show an increase as the fluctuations are enhanced near the transition point. The dip in the steady state mean at the transition point is due to out-of-phase fluctuations between the upper and lower branches.



Fig. 9.8. The steady state amplitude, and sccond-ordcr correlation function for optical bistability versus the pump amplitude. The chain curve gives the semi-classical steady state amplitude. The full curve gives the exact steady state amplitude. The broken curve presents the second-order correlation function g(2)(0).The detuning is chosen so that A o x < 0 with A o = 10 and x = 0.5 -
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9.5 Comment on the Use of the Q and Wigner Representations We will compare the above solution we have obtained with the generalised P representation with the equation obtained using the Q and Wigner representations. With the Q representation we obtain the following equation



where K = ti - 4ij! + iAw. This equation has a non-positive definite diffusion matrix. Furthermore, it does not satisfy the potential conditions, hence its steady-state solution is not readily obtained. The equation for the Wigner function may be shown to be as in,



This equation is not of a Fokker-Planck form since it contains third-order derivatives. Again a steady-state solution is not readily obtainable. It is clear that for this problem the use of the complex P representation is preferable to the other two representations.



Exercises 9.1 Derive the Fokker-Planck equation for P ( x , , x 2 , t ) for the non-degenerate parametric oscillation after adiabatically eliminating the pump mode. Solve for the potential solution and derive the moments. 9.2 Derive the evolution equations for the Q and Wigner functions for the degenerate parametric oscillator described by (9.1).



9.3 Derive the equation of motion for the Q function for optical bistability. Show that with zero detuning and zero driving the solution for an initial coherent state is
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where



6 = (p - q ) , i ~ ,



,f'(t) =



exp [ -



KV -



iv(p - q ) ] ,



v



=



2pt,



K =



2v



.



9.4 Calculate the steady state distribution P ( a ) and the mean intensity (x*x) for the parametric oscillator for the case where the thermal fluctuations dominate the quantum fluctuations.



9.A Appendix 9.A.l Evaluation of Moments for the Complex P function for Parametric Oscillation (9.17) It is necessary to integrate on a suitable manifold, chosen so that the distribution (9.17) and all its derivatives vanish at the boundary of integration. If we expand the term exp(2xlb1) in (9.17) in a power series, the expression for the moment



can be written as



where



These integrals are identical to those defining the Gauss' hypergeometric functions. The integration path encircles each pole and traverses the Riemann sheets so that the initial and final values of the integrand are equal, allowing partial integration operations to be defined. The result is 19.81.
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9.A.2 Evaluation of the Moments for the Complex P Function for Optical Bistability (9.48) The normalization integral is



c-nc-"nexp



[?(.y



+ j,)]dr



dy



(9.A.4)



where we have made the variable change s = l/sc, j3= 1/b, and C is the integration path. x* = P since the potential diverges for 1x1' + x . This means no Glauber-Sudarshan P function exists in the steady state (except as a generalised function). Hence, we shall use the complex P function where the paths of integration for sc and b are line integrals on the individual (a,p) complex planes. The integrand is now in a recognisable form as corresponding to a sum of gamma function integrals. It is therefore appropriate to define each path of integration to be a Hankel path of integration, from ( - c ) on the real axis around the origin in an anticlockwise direction and back to ( - cz. ). With this definition of the integration domain, the following gamma function identity holds 19.91:



IIence, applying this result to both x and y integrations, one obtains with



-



-



. ix



The series is a transcendental function which can be written in terms of the generalised Gauss hypergeometric series. That is, there is a hypergeometric series called ,F2 which is defined as [9.10]



From now on, for simplicity, we will write just F ( ), instead of ,F2( ). Now the normalisation integral can therefore be rewritten in the form



The moments of the distribution function divided by the normalisation factor give all the observable one-time correlation functions. Luckily the moments have exactly the same function form as the normalisation factor [with the
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replacement of (c,d) by (c + i, d + j ) ] so that no new integrals need to be calculated. The ith-order correlation function is



This is the general expression for the ith-order correlation function of a nonlinear dispersive cavity with a coherent driving field and zero-temperature heat baths. The results for the mean amplitude(a) and correlation function g2(0)are



10. Interaction of Radiation with Atoms



The preceding chapters have been concerned with the properties of the free radiation field. We shall now consider the interaction of the radiation field with atoms. In order to give a quantized theory of the interaction it will first be necessary to quantize the electron wave field of the atoms. We shall follow the approach of Haken who quantizes the electron wave field in an analogous fashion to the light field [10.1]. For a more rigorous derivation the reader is referred to the book by Power 110.21.



10.1 Quantization of the Electron Wave Field A general wave function Y(x) for the electron field may be expanded in terms of a complete set of wave functions obeying the Schrodinger equation



where V is the Coulomb potential due to the nucleus and inner core electrons. The interaction between the electrons is neglected. Thus



By analogy with the quantization of the light field the expansion coefficients aj will become operators in the quantized electron field, and Y(x) becomes



a field operator. The Hermitian conjugate of Y(x) is



The functions Y x x ) obey the orthonormality relations



The energy in this representation is
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From (10.2) and using the orthogonality of the eigenfunctions



We see that a j a j may be interpreted as the number operator for the occupation number of electrons in energy level j. We may introduce a vacuum state defined by



A state with one electron in theBth energy level is described by a; 10). Since the Pauli exclusion principle excludes the possibility of two or more electrons in the same state, the state formed by two applications of the creation operator on the vacuum cannot exist. Thus



In fact, ( a J a j ) l 4 ) = 0 for any arbitrary state 14). This may be expressed as a requirement on the operator



The electron operators obey a different set of commutation relations than the photon operators. A consistent formalism results from the following set of (anti) commutation relations.



These give the following anti-commutation relations for the electron field operators Y(x)Yt(x')+ Y t ( x ' ) ~ ( x=) 6(x - x') ,



This formalism is eminently suitable for the treatment of many body problems. For example, an atomic system with n electrons occupying the quantum states j , . . . j, is described by



In quantum optics we shall mainly be concerned with single-electron states. One particle expectation values of an operator 0, can be represented by



10.2 Interaction Between the Radiation Field and the Electron Wave Field
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10.2 Interaction Between the Radiation Field and the Electron Wave Field The Hamiltonian describing the interaction between the electromagnetic field and an electron (neglecting the electron spin) is



where V ( x )is the Coulomb potential, p is the momentum of the electron, and A is the vector potential of the electromagnetic field. is the Hamiltonian of the free field. When the electron wave field is quantized the representation of the Hamiltonian is



where



refers to the free motion of the electrons, and 2,describes the interaction of the electrons with the light field. This may be written in two parts as



The A 2 term makes a negligible contribution to one photon processes. Even for two photon processes the contribution from the A2 term is small and we shall neglect it. Expanding the electron field operators Y ( x ) as a superpositions of the unperturbed wave functions 4 j ( ~ )



and using (2.6) for the vector potential A(x, t ) of the radiation field we may express the Hamiltonian as



A



21, I = h



C



a;ak(g,.jkh,



+ q?,khX) .



j , k , j.



where h; is the annihilation operator for the field mode 3,.
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The coefficients g are given by



where u , is a field mode function and the sum over i. is a sum over all field wave vectors and polarizations. We may simplify this expression for g by making the electric dipole approximation. The spatial behaviour of the vector mode function u, (x) is assumed to vary more slowly than the electronic wave functions, hence we may take u, (x) outside the integral and replace it by uA(x,) where x, is the position of the atom. That this approximation is justified in the optical region may be seen as follows. For a plane wave mode function



In the optical region the wavelength of the photon is much greater than the linear dimension of the atom ~,,,, = lllkl r,,,,, since ?.photon lo3 Angstroms and r,,,, 1 Angstrom. Thus, to a first approximation, we may replace



+



-



-



,elk.-r,,



-



(10.20)



The matrix element eS4Tp4, d3.u may be written as the dipole matrix element im v j l



S 47 ex$, d x 3



where m denotes the mass and



This may be shown as follows:



=



imvjlS4Tx$,d3x .



The total Hamiltonian is therefore given by *TOT



= *el



+



+ *field



,
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where



=



C E j LIJ a j j



and



where the phase of u j , ( x , ) is chosen so that g,,, is real. The total Hamiltonian refers to a single atom but may be easily generalized to N atoms by summing over N atoms, for example (aja,),. The wave function for the total system obeys the Schrodinger equation



x;=,



where .Porefers to the free Hamiltonian of the light field and the electrons. It is often convenient to transform out this free part of the Hamiltonian. We therefore make the following transformation to the interaction picture:



where



Then cD, obeys the equation



where



Transforming the Hamiltonian (10.22) into the interaction picture we use the relation between the operators in the Schrodinger and interaction picture



we obtain
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We see that terms of the form



and -



i(11~;



-



v,k)l



occur. When (oAz vj, the first of these terms is rapidly oscillating in time as e"'",l . We may neglect these terms with respect to the near resonant terms. This is known as the rotating wave approximation. The terms which are rapidly oscillating correspond to highly non-energy-conserving processes such as the excitation of the atom along with the emission of a photon. Thus for a two-level atom the interaction Hamiltonian in the interaction representation is



where



is the dipole moment for the transition 1 -+ 2, and x, is the coordinate of the centre of the atom. It is often convenient to use the analogy between a two-level atom and a spin 5 particle in a magnetic field and apply the Pauli spin operators instead of the Fermi operators for the atomic levels. The Pauli spin operators (multiplied by one-half for convenience) are



We may define raising and lowering operators



These have the following properties [a+, a - ] = 2a,,



[a', a,] = T a * ,



a+a-



+ a-a+ = 1 .



(10.31)
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We may show that the two-level atomic system described by the Fermi operators a l , a2 may be described by pseudo-spin operators with the correspondence pseudo-spin operators



electron operators



The pseudo-spin operators obey the same commutation relations as the electron operators. (Use the commutation relations for the electron operators and the fact that



in the two-level system). We note that this analogy is only formal. Thus the Hamiltonian for a two-level atom may be written as



Denoting the lower and upper levels as 11) and 12), respectively, we see that



The action of the raising and lowering operators on the energy states is a + l l ) = 12),



a12)



=



11) .



(10.35)



The probability of being in the upper state is p 2 2= ( a + a - ) .



The probability of being in the lower state is pl = (a-o+) .



The atomic inversion is given by



while the atomic coherences are given by



In terms of the pseudo-spin operators the Hamiltonian describing the interaction of the radiation field with a two-level atom in the electric dipole and rotating wave approximation is
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10.3 Interaction of a Two-Level Atom with a Single Mode Field In the case of a single field mode on resonance with the atomic transition we may write the Hamiltonian as



where we have taken the coupling constant y to be real. This is the simplest form of the atom-field interaction and is known as the Jaynes-Cuinminys [10.3] model. We shall demonstrate how the Schrodinger equation for this system may and 2,commute readily be solved in a special case. It is seen that ,SO



This indicates that the eigenstates of 2 may be written as linear combinations of the degenerate eigenstates of 2,.The eigenstates of the free Hamiltonian are 111, 2 ) , In + 1, 1 ) where In) are field states and 12) and 11) are atomic states. For the interaction Hamiltonian in the rotating wave approximation (10.40) these two states are sufficient to form a basis. We shall then express the eigenstates of 2,as a linear combination of these basis states. The Schrodinger equation in the interaction picture is



where R = yJiz + 1. The eigenvalues of this system are i Rh, with corresponding eigenstates



Given that the atom is initially in the excited state and the field has exactly n photons we may calculate the probability for finding the atom in the excited state and the field with n photons at time t



We may evaluate this expression exactly with the eigenstates given by (10.44) and the orthonormality properties of the eigenstates. This yields



This is the well known Rabi nutation of the atom with R being the Rabi frequency. We now consider the interaction of a two-level atom with a light field in a coherent state. This leads to some interesting quantum recurrence phenomena.
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10.4 Quantum Collapses and Revivals The behaviour of a two-level atom interacting with a coherent field may be derived from (10.46) with (2.37),which expands a coherent state in terms of the number states. Thus, if the atom is initially in the excited state, the probability for the atom to be found in the excited state at time t regardless of the state of the field is given by the following Poissonian weighted sum



Due to the Poisson distribution of the photon number there is a spread in the Rabi frequencies An f i l 2. As a result the Rabi nutation will collapse after some oscillations due to the destructive interference between the various cosine functions. An approximate evaluation of the sum valid for times t < ~ ' ' ~ / y yields [10.4]



-



Thus the Rabi oscillations occur under a Gaussian envelope. The characteristic time for the oscillation collapse for n 1 is



+



-



n"'. and the number of observed oscillations before the collapse occurs is A more accurate evaluation shows a partial revival of the initial oscillations after a time



Thus a quasi periodic burst of Rabi oscillations occurs after approximately 6 Rabi periods. The existence of periodic revivals is due to the discreteness of the sum over number states. This discrete character ensures that after some finite time all the oscillating terms almost come back in phase with each other, and restore the coherent oscillations. The rephasing is not perfect as the frequencies are irrational and thus incommensurate. Thus the revivals may be considered as a pure quantum effect resulting from the discreteness of the harmonic oscillator spectrum. Evidence for the collapses and rcvivals has been seen by Rempc et al. 110.51 in experiments on micromasers where the conditions for the interaction of a single mode of a microwave field with two Rydberg levels of an atom has been achieved.
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10.5 Spontaneous Decay of a Two-Level Atom The Hamiltonian (10.40) describes the interaction of a two-level atom with all modes of the radiation field in the electric dipole and rotating wave approximation. We may write this Hamiltonian in the form where r, r t are both operators defined by r = x g j h jand &'bath = x h ( o k b lb k . The master equation technique developed in Chap. 6 is immediately applicable to this problem. The modes of the radiation field may be considered as a reservoir since the continuum of field modes will be little affected by the emission of a single photon into them. The master equation for the reduced density operator of the atom in the interaction picture is



We have neglected the term which gives rise to a small frequency shift A o . This term gives a contribution to the Lamb shift. The above equation describes an atom interacting with a thermal field at temperature T. For spontaneous emission n = 0. We shall derive equations for the expectation values of atomic operators in the case fi = 0. In the Schrodinger picture



The atomic coherence p12= ( o - ) obeys the equation



which has the solution



The probability of the atom being in the upper state P2(t)= ~ ~ ~is ( t ) ( a + ( t ) a ( t ) ) . This obeys the equation



which has the solution P2(t)= C Y t P 2 ( 0 .)
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That is, the probability of an initially excited atom remaining in the excited state decays exponentially, as predicted by Wigner-Weisskopf exponential decay theory. For purely radiative decay the decay time, T I ,of the inversion and the decay time, T,, of the polarization obey the simple relation T , = 2T1. The two-time correlation function ( a + ( t ) a - ( t ' ) ) may be calculated using (10.54 and 56) and the quantum regression theorem



iwo(t - t') - '(t 2



+ t')



1



(a+(O)a-(0)) .



(10.58)



This two-time correlation function may be used to find the spectrum of the emitted light. The spectrum is defined in terms of the probability for photodetection by a monochromatic detector a distance r from the source during an interval T. For an optical frequency field and an ideal detector (photoefficiency being one) we have the result [10.6].



where



The spectrum is expressed in terms of the correlation functions of the electric field operators, whereas the solutions of the master equation yielded the correlation functions of the atomic operators. Fortunately a connection may be made between the two. The outwardly propagating field at position r and time t is given for times t l/wo by [10.7].



+



where ~ j c ' ( v t) , is the inwardly propagating field. This is the retarded field generated by a point dipole with the classical dipole moment replaced by the atomic lowering operator a _ . It is another example of the relation between input, output and source previously discussed in Chap. 7. Using (10.60) the first-order correlation functions for the field may be written in terms of the first-order correlation function for the atoms as G(')(rt,vt')



=



(E(-'(r, t ) E(+)(v,t'))



where t^ = t - rlc and



=



l o ( r ) ( a +(;)a- ( t * ' ) ) ,



(10.61)
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Then using (10.58) we have



The spectrum from (10.59) is S(oo, r. T ) = --



-



1



i(co - coo)(t- t ' ) - / ( t + t ' ) , (10.63) 2



where we have neglected rlc with respect to t and T. This gives for the spectrum after counting the time T



In the limit T-, x (counting times long compared to atomic decay rate) this reduces to 10 ( v )



2nS (cu, r , x ) = (co



-



w o ) 2+



(;I2



( 1 0.65)



which is the familiar Lorentzian lineshape of the Wigner-Weisskopf theory with the half width equal to 712.



10.6 Decay of a Two-Level Atom in a Squeezed Vacuum It is instructive to consider how the atomic decay is modified if the vacuum is squeezed. Of course, the atom is no longer interacting with a vacuum but with a field having phase sensitive correlation functions. We shall assume that the atom is interacting with a broad band squeezed vacuum, the squeezing being centred about the resonance frequency of the atom. The bandwidth of the squeezing is assumed to be broad compared with the natural linewidth of the atom, so that the squeezed vacuum appears as &correlated squeezed white noise to the atom. We follow the description given by Gardiner C10.81 and begin with the Hamiltonian (10.51),where the correlation functions for the bath operators are ( r t ( t ) r ( t ' ) )= ;1N6(t - t ' )



( r ( t ) r ( t l )= ) .lMe-'"'h'ci(t



:



-



t') ,



( r t ( t ) T t ( t ' ) )= rM*e2'''%'6(t - t') .
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This generalizes the correlation functions for interaction with a thermal field ( M = 0) to include phase dependent correlation functions. N and M are parameters that describe the squeezing and obey the relationship lM12


(1 0.68)



with the equality holding for a minimum uncertainty squeezed state. We define the variances in the quadrature phases of the squeezed field at the site of the atom are where M = I M lei$, where 6 is the phase of the squeezed field. We choose this phase to be equal to zero. For a highly squeezed minimum uncertainty state from (1 0.68) we find



The variances in the inphase quadrature 0 = 0 and out of phase quadrature 8 = + n/2 are



The master equation for the atom interacting with a squeezed vacuum may be derived in the same manner as (6.37) for a harmonic oscillator was derived. In a frame rotating at the atomic frequency the master equation for the atomic density operator is



This may be compared with the master-equation (10.52) describing the interaction of a two-level atom with a thermal field. We see that we have additional phase-dependent terms with the coefficient M. The expectation values of the atomic operators are



with



where x and y polarization quadratures have been defined with ( a x ) = ( ( a ) + ( a +)),



( a y )=



-



i((a-) - (a+



.



( 1 0.74)



The polarization ( a , ) and ( a , ) are in phase with the maximally squeezed quadrature and corresponding out-of-phase quadrature of the squeezed
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vacuum, respectively. The damping rates y, and y,. for the polarization quadratures are proportional to the variances of the maximally squeezed and maximally unsqueezed quadrature phases of the squeezed vacuum field. These two components of the atomic dipole now decay with different rates. The atomic decay is now a phased rather than a phase-independent process. For large squeezing the decay rates y, and 7 , will be large while y,. will be small. (Thus the (a,) and (cr,) components of the Bloch vector may come to a steady state on a time scale short compared with IF;,.. This will result in a narrow component in the spectrum resulting from the(a,) decay and a broad component from the(a,.) decay.) Experimentally, the task of providing an environment for the atom consisting only of squeezed vacuum modes presents some difficulty. The best prospect appears by situating the atom inside a micro cavity, which supports only a few modes of the electromagnetic field. It is only then necessary to squeeze these modes of the field with which the atom is coupled.



10.7 Phase Decay in a Two-Level System When a two-level atom decays into a broad band squeezed state the population and polarisation decay at different rates as we showed above. Another physical process which leads to a similar result is phase decay induced by atomic collisions. The collisions between a single two-level atom and other atoms or molecules does not change the population of the two-level atom but does cause a phase randomisation of the atomic dipole. We model this process by considering the inversion a, to be coupled to a high temperature heat bath. This is described by the Hamiltonian



cr,rP , where rpis the bath operator %=



describing the collisions. The master equation in the interaction picture now becomes



The expectation values for a,, a, and a, obey



(10.75)



Exercises
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The equation of motion for the inversion is unchanged, however, the polarization decay rate is increased above the spontaneous emission result. In the presence of collisions the decay time of the polarization T , is less than 2T1.



Exercises 10.1 Derive (10.47). 10.2 Derive (10.48). Hint: Expand (n +



around ?i



10.3 The Hamiltonian for a single two-level atom interacting with a singlemode field at a different frequency from the atomic frequency in the interaction picture is



XI = hAa,



+ hy(ha+ + h t a - ) ,



see (10.411, where A = co, - co, is the frequency difference between the field and the atom. Find the generalisation of (10.44) for the eigenstate of this system.



10.4 Show that the transformation azpa, changes the phase of the off-diagonal (coherence) terms by IT.See (10.75).



11. Resonance Fluorescence



In the present chapter we shall study resonance fluorescence from a two-level atom. It represents a classic problem in quantum optics as many of the quantum mechanical features we have discussed, for example, photon antibunching and squeezing are present in this system. This problem was considered as early as the 1930's by E. Wigner and V. Weisskopf who treat the light scattering by perturbation techniques, including only elastic scattering. With the advent of the laser, higher incident intensities were possible, which gave rise to nonlinear interactions and inelastic scattering. In Fig. 11.1 we show a schematic picture of the interaction of the light field with a two-level atom. k'or low incident light intensities (Fig. 1l.la) the interaction is linear and the scattering is clearly elastic (0, = to,. For higher incident light intensities nonlinear interactions may play a role as in Fig. I l . l b where two laser photons are involved with 2ruL = (0, to:, however, co,, 01: are not necessarily equal to w,. The master equation formalism we have developed in Chaps. 6 and 7 is ideally suited to treat this problem.



+



11.1 Master Equation We consider a two-level atom driven with a single coherent mode of the radiation field. We shall treat this coherent driving field classically. The atom may decay by spontaneous emission into all the vacuum modes of the electromagnetic field. The system may be described by the Hamiltonian



where r: is the amplitude of the coherent driving field, a,, c r - , a;are the pseudo spin operators for the atom. h k , hL are the photon creation and annihilation
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Fig. 11.1. Schematic representation of elastic (a) and inelastic (b) scattering of laser light with frequency ( ( I , . The length of the arrows is proportional lo the frequency of the light



operators for all modes of the radiation field for the highly populated mode. y is the dipole matrix element of the atomic transition. We have allowed for a detuning, Atu = coo - to, between the incident field and the atomic transition. As in thc casc of purc spontaneous emission the modes of the radiation field may be treated as a reservoir at zero temperature. The master equation for the reduced density operator of the atom is identical to that for spontaneous emission plus a coherent part corresponding to the coherent driving term:



cuh



incuh



In the interaction picture this becomes



where ,; is the natural linewidth of the atom, and we have chosen the phase of that the Rabi frequency Q = t:g*,lh is real. From the master equation we may derive the equations of motion for the ) (cr,(t)). These are expectation values ( a + ( t ) )(, ~ ( t )and t: such



d ( a ) =dt -



11.1 Master Equation
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These equations have the same form as those derived using semi-classical radiation theory where the atoms are quantized with phenomenological damping constants introduced to simulate atomic decay and the radiation field is treated classically. They are known as the optical Bloch equations and play a central role in the interaction of radiation with atoms. The inhomogeneous equations ( 1 1.4-6) may be written as a set of homogeneous equations:



where



The steady state solutions are



where we have defined



Equations (1 1.7-9) represent the steady state solutions in the interaction picture. In the Schriidinger picture the solutions are a T h r ( t = ) a + e '"'. We shall derive the time-dependent solutions for the special case of resonance (a = 0). For the atom initially in thc ground state we have



'



[



(cash



Q 1-e-3~t~4 < a z ( t ) >= yZ + 2Q 2 (a+ ( t ) )= iQ



KI



1 + 4i: ~ sinh K t ) ] -



,



( 1 1.1 1)
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where



In these solutions we see the dynamics separating into an initial transient regime followed by a saturation steady state. There is a threshold at Q = y/4 below which the solutions are monotonic functions of time and above which they exhibit oscillations. The solutions for Q % :!/4 are



The probability for the atom to be in the excited state P + ( t )= ( a z ( t ) ) + 1/2 is (Fig. 11.2) P+(t)= :(l



-



e-3;' cos Qt) .



(11.16)



The steady state probability for the atom to be in the excited state for an arbitrary strength driving field is



For weak coupling the atom settles close to its lower level, and we expect the behaviour of a classical electron oscillator. For very intense illumination the atom becomes saturated with equal probability of being found in the upper and lower levels, respectively,



Fig. 11.2. Probability to find a damped, driven two-level atom in the excited state as a function of time, see (11.16). The atomic damping rate is ;I = 1.0 and the Rabi frequency is 0 = 5.0



11.2 Spectrum of the Fluorescent Light
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Thus the atom spends one half of its time in the upper state where spontaneous emission plays a significant role. Quantum fluctuations may therefore be expected to become important with intense illumination, while remaining of no consequence for weak scattering. To illustrate the role that fluctuations play, we shall calculate the mean of the scattered field. The correlation properties of the scattered field may be calculated using the relation (10.60)connecting the scattered field with the atomic operator E'+'(r,t ) = E::' (r, t ) - Y ( v ) a - ( f ),



( 1 1.19)



where Z = t - rlc, and E"' is the outward propagating part of the field. Thus in the Schrodinger picture ( E ( + ) ( rt,) ) = - Y(r)(a-(t*))e-'"'o' .



( 1 1.20)



Substituting (11.12) for ( K ( t ) ) we find for strong driving fields ( Q 9 y/4)



Thus in the transient regime the mean field oscillates with frequency components at onand ( 9 , i Q, whereas in the steady state the only oscillation frequency is o,.We shall see, however, that the steady state spectrum contains components at w,, and to, Q. This is because the spectrum is calculated from the two-time correlation function which does not factorize for resonance fluorescence ( E ( ) ( r t)E'+)(r, , t ' ) ) # ( E ( ) ( r t, ) ) ( E ' + ' ( v ,t ' ) ) .



(1 1.22)



This correlation function factori7es for a coherent field, for example, in a laser well above threshold. It does not factorize in resonance fluorescence because of the strong fluctuations present.



11.2 Spectrum of the Fluorescent Light The definition of the spectrum used in Chap. 10 cannot be directly applied to the case of steady state resonance fluorescence. This is because such a field persists indefinitely into the past and future. However, averaging over a finite observation time T and taking the limit T + x a sensible result is obtained. The expression is
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Using (11.19) relating E ( + ) ( t )and a-(Z) we may write the steady-state spectrum



'"'(a+ ( Z ) a (f



+ z)),,



(11.24)



d7 ,



where Io(v)= Y2(v). We shall consider only the stationary, two-time correlation functions for the atomic operator



From the quantum regression theorem G(z) obeys the same equation as ((47)) - 


where A is defined in (11.7) This matrix equation can be integrated and the complete solution derived. The initial condition is simplified using the algebra of thc a matriccs < a + ~ - > s=s ,,+ i,



:



< a z a - > s s= - ( a ) , , ,



(a!



>,,= 0 , (1 1.27)



where the stationary values have been given by (11.8-10). We shall present the result for the case of resonance (Aw = 0). The first-order correlation function for the radiation field is (in the Schrodinger picture)



where
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Remembering that the steady state spectrum is given by the Fourier transform of this expression we can identify four separate contributions to the spectrum. The first term corresponds to elastic scattering, whereas the second term corresponds to inelastic scattering described by a Lorentzian pcakcd about w o with the linewidth 712. The last two terms contribute to this central peak for Q < y/4. However, for Q > g/4 they give rise to two sidebands with width 3y/4. We shall consider the spectrum resulting from this expression for G ( ' ) ( T )For . low intensities of the incident light only the first term in (1 1.28) remains, and this gives rise to the 6-function spectrum /



r 2 + 2Q 2 d(w - to,)



S(co, r) = l o ( r )



It corresponds to the elastic scattering considered by E. Wigner and V. Weisskopf. As the intensity of the incident light is increased but with Q < y/4 the &function spectrum broadens. For Q > y/4 the spectrum splits into three peaks. We consider the case of a strong driving field Q 9 y/4, in which the correlation function (11.28) reduces to



G,( 1 ) ( 7 ) =



(



0 -



2



;.2



Y2



+ 2Q2



e-'">"'



+ 21 exp [ - (i + i w o ) -



TI



The corresponding spectrum is



For intense driving fields Q > y/4 the contribution from the elastic scattering is negligible and we have a spectrum consisting of three Lorentzians, a central peak at co = coo with width y/2, and two sidebands at co = coo F Q with width 3y/2. This spectrum was first predicted theoretically by Mollow [11.1] and has since been derived by a number of different methods. It has been verified by the experiments of Ezekiel et a1 [l 1.21 and Wulther [11.3]. These experiments used a beam of Na atoms optically pumped to give a two-level system. The atomic beam was irradiated at right angles by a highly stabilized dye laser. The fluorescent radiation was detected in a direction at right angles to
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the plane formed by the laser and atomic beams. This minimized any Doppler broadening. A comparison of the experimentally observed spectrum with the theoretical predictions is shown in Fig. 11.3. The total fluorescent intensity is given by I = I,, x (probability of being in the upper state) ,



whcrc I,, is the incident intensity On resonance



where Z =



n -



The total fluorescent intensity may be separated into coherent and incoherent parts



It is clear that the coherent component dominates at low intensities, Z the coherent component dominates at high intensities, Z 9 1.



< 1, but



Fig. 11.3. A comparison of the theoretical and experimental spectra from a strongly-driven hyperfine transition of Na, as reported by Groce et al. [11.2]. [Reproduced in: Cresser et al. 1982, in "Dissipative Systems in Quantum Optics", ed. R. Bonaficio (Springer 1982).] -100
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11.3 Photon Correlations The measurement of the spectrum of the fluorescent light gives information on the first-order correlation function of thc light. Photon correlation or measurements of the second-order correlation function will provide further information on the statistics of the light field. The second-order correlation function is defined by G(2'(vt,vt



+ T ) = ( E ( - ) ( v ,t ) E w ( r , t + t ) E ( + ) ( rt ,+ 7 ) E ( + ' ( vt ,) ) .



( 1 1.35)



This may be expressed in terms of atomic operators using (11.19):



With the operator relation



we may write the steady-state two-time correlation function



which may be calculated using the quantum regression theorem from the equation for ( a , ( t ) ) . The solution for the steady-state correlation function is



The normalized second-order correlation function is



This has the value L J ( ~ ) ( = ~ ) 0 at 7 = 0. That is, the fluorescent light exhibits photon antibunching a result first predicted by Curmichuel and Walls [I 1.41. For low incident light intensities (Q < 714)g ( 2 ) ( ~is) a monotonic function of time. In the weak field limit (Q < y/4) it becomes -



whereas for Q 9 4 4 it becomes
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This behaviour is shown in Fig. 11.4. Now g'2'(z)may be expressed as a photon number correlation function g'2'(z)=



+



(:n(t)n(t z):) (n(t)>2



Thus, it is a correlation of the photon number at time t with the photon number at a time z later. For chaotic light g"'(0) = 2, that is, the correlation at z = 0 is twice the random background correlation indicating the tendency of the photons to bunch together (Chap. 3). In resonance fluorescence we find g'2'(0)= 0, indicating a tendency of the photons to be separated, or an antibunching effect. The interpretation of this result is simple. It is due to the quantum nature of the scattering. The detection of the first photon serves to prepare the atom in its ground state. Knowing that any subsequent emission must begin with an excited atom, a delay corresponding to the time taken for the atom to be re-excited is naturally expected. We ask therefore what is the probability for finding an initially unexcited atom in its upper state? The answer is given by ( I 1.11)



which is just the expression for ~ S f ' ( z ) . These theoretical predictions show that a light field which exhibits photon anti-bunching may be produced in resonance fluorescence from a single twolevel atom. Such a light field cannot be explained by a classical treatment of the radiation field. The observation of photon anti-bunching would be direct evidence for the quantum nature of the electromagnetic field. Note, however, that the source of this field is a single two-level atom - clearly a quantum mechanical source. If one had an ensemble of N atoms the antibunching would disappear for N large. In fact, for a large number of atoms as the source



Fig. 11.4. A plot of the second-order intensity correlation function y'2'(r) (11.39) versus time T. The solid line corresponds to the Rabi frequency R 5.0, while the dashed line corresponds to R - 0.5. In both cases y = 1.0 -
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we would observe fluorescent light from a large number of independent scattering centres and hence from the central limit theorem we have the result for Gaussian statistics g(2)(= ~)1



+ 1 1g(1)(~)12



.



(11.45)



since g'"(0) = 1, we find in the limit of many atoms g(2)(0)-+ 2. Thus, in devising an experiment to look for photon anti-bunching in resonance fluorescence, one must attempt to observe the fluorescence light from a single atom. The first experiments were performed by Kimhle et al. C11.51 and Leuchs et al. C11.61, with an atomic beam. The experimental set up was similar to that used to measure the spectrum. The intensity of the atomic beam was, however, maintained very low so that on average only one atom is in the scattering volume (defined by the detector) at a time. We shall give an order-of-magnitude estimate of the number of fluorescent photons. In a typical experiment each atom s (atomic velocity: z lo3 m/s, diameter of laser remains in the laser beam beam: l o 3 m). If there is to be only one atom in the beam at a time, we can have at most lo6 atoms/s. The lifetime of the excited state (Na atoms) is z 10-'s. Since the saturated atom spends one half of its time in the excited state the average number of emissions per atom is z 50. It gives 5 x lo7 fluorescent photon@ (in 417 solid angles). This order of photon flux was sufficient to perform the experiment using photon counting techniques. Since the lifetime of the excited state for Na atoms is 17 nanoseconds, correlators working with a correlation time of z 2 nanoseconds were necessary. This was accomplished using time-to-amplitude convertors. ) a positive slope at The experimental results obtained showed a g ( 2 ) ( ~with z = 0, thus clearly indicating the presence of photon antibunching. A further modification to the theory was necessary before an accurate fit to the experimental data could be made. While it was possible to get the mean number of atoms in the scattering volume to equal unity, there would be number fluctuations about this value due to the thermal nature of the atomic beam. The experimentally observed g(2)(z)may thus be obtained from the single atom gC'(2) by averaging over the number fluctuations of the atoms (assumed Poissonian). This gives C11.71



The formula is valid for the case where a large number of coherence areas are observed, and the background noise has been neglected. We see that the contribution of the single atom correlation function gZ'(2) is reduced by 1/N. This reflects the Poissonian statistics of the scattering atoms. Hence, the gC'(2) may only be inferred from the fluorescent light observed. In Figs. 11.5 we show the experimental data obtained by Kimble et al. C11.51. The data is fitted to the theoretical calculations which have compensated for the effect of atomic number fluctuations. From these results
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Fig. 11.5. Experimental indication of photon anti-bunching in resonance fluorescence, as obtained by Kitnhle et al. [I 1.51. The quantity n ( r ) is the expected number of pulse pairs with time separation T . for N atoms. The solid line represents the thcorctical prediction. The Rabi frequency to line width ratlo is 1.75



Fig. 11.6. Experimental results for the second-order intensity correlation function of a single ion in a trap, as obtained by Diedrkh and Walther [ll.8]. The solid line represents the theoretical prediction. From Dr. H. Walther Phy. Rev. Letts. 58 203 (1987)
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one may deduce that the light emitted from a coherently driven two-level atom is anti-bunched. More recently the modern technology of radio-frequency ion traps has made it possible to trap a single ion for periods of several minutes. Dirdrich and Wulther [I 1.81 used a Paul radio-frequency trap to store a single atomic ion for periods of about ten minutes. This single ion was excited by coherent radiation and the photon correlations of the fluorescent light were measured. The measured values of L J ( ~ ' (taken ~) in this experiment are displayed in Fig. 11.6. The experimental results are fitted with the theoretical prediction given by ( 1 1.40). In this experiment with a single atom source there are not atomic number fluctuations and a value of g ( 2 ) ( 0 close ) to zero was obtained. Thus, in addition to photon antibunching, the photon statistics of the fluorescent light is subPoissonian. The theoretical prediction and experimental observation of photon antibunching in resonance fluorescence is one of the major triumphs of quantum optics providing, as it does, direct evidence for the quantum nature of light. It was the precursor for much of the present work on non-classical radiation.



11.4 Squeezing Spectrum The squeezing spectrum of the fluorescent light may be calculated from (1 1.26) for the two-time atomic correlation function [11.9]. We define a slowly varying electric field operator with phase 0:



=



E , ( s , t )cos 0



+ .E2(s,r ) sin 0 ,



(1 1.47)



where E , ( x , t ) = E ( + )+ E ( - ) and E,(x, t ) = - i ( E ( + ) E ( ) )are the quadrature phases of the fluorescent field in-phase and out-of-phase with the coherent driving field. The normally-ordered squeezing spectrum of the fluorescent field is defined by



Using ( 1 1. l 9 ) the two-time field correlation function may be written in terms of atomic correlation functions, i.e.
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Fig. 11.7. The normally-ordered quadrature phase noise spectrum for the inphase, S, and out-of-phase S,, quadratures. In all cases ;.= 1.0. (a) 0 = 0.09, (b) R = 2.0, (c) R = 5.0
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where we have renormalised the correlation functions to the total outgoing flux. is the radiative decay rate of the two-level atom. The steady state solutions for these atomic correlation functions are found from ( 1 1.26):



';



2Q2 - .'2



i ",, 1



+



2*2 exp



(



3 -



y) cash ~ t . ]



Substituting into (1 1.48) for the squeezing spectrum we find for the in-phase quadrature



which does not show any squeezing. For the out-of-phase quadrature



which may exhibit squeezing for Q 2 < i;,2. The squeezing spectrum is plotted for several parameter values in Fig. 11.7. Maximum squeezing of approximately 28% occurs near tu = 0 for Q = 0.09;.. With the onset of saturation the maximum squeezing shifts from the frequency component at cu = 0 to the wings of the spectrum. Well above saturation : S l ( o ) :gives rise to the central component and : S , ( o ) : to the sidebands of the Mollow fluorescent triplet, as is seen in the plots in Fig. 11.7 for Q 2 = 4;. 2 . To date there has been no experimental measurement of the squeezing spectrum in resonance fluorescence.
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1 1. Resonance Fluoresccnce



Exercises 11.1 The effect of collisional dephasing of the dipole may be modelled by adding the term - & [ e , ,[ c 3 p, ] ] to the atomic master equator. What is the corresponding effect on (a)



s'2'(d,and



(b) the fluorescent spectrum.



11.2 Derive the optical Bloch equations for a coherently driven two-level atom damped by a squeezed vacuum, see (10.73). Find the steady-state solutions for (ox>, ( c y ) and ( c z ) . 11.3 Derive the spectrum of resonance fluorescence for a two-level atom interacting with a squeezed bath. [Hint: use the optical Bloch equations derived in exercise 11.2 and the quantum regression theorem.]



12. Quantum Theory of the Laser



The quantum theory of the laser was developed in the 1960s principally by the scl~oolsassociated with 11. Ilaken, W. E. Lamb and M. Lax. see [I 2.1-41. Haken and Lax independently developed sophisticated techniques to convert operator master equations into c-number Fokker-Planck equations or equivalent Langevin equations. We shall describe and use these techniques in Chap. 13, where we study the effect of spontaneous emission on the quantum noise properties of four wave mixing. In this chapter we shall follow the approach of Scully and Lurnb C12.31 to compute photon statistics and the linewidth of the laser. In the Scully-Lurnh treatment the pumping is modelled by the injection of a sequence of inverted atoms into the laser cavity. In a usual laser, with a thermal pumping mechanism, a Poisson distributed sequence of inverted atoms is assumed. Introduction of a Bernoulli distribution enables a more general class of pumping mechanisms to be considered, including the case of the regularly pumped laser. Diode lasers with more regular pumping than usual lasers have recently been shown to give rise to sub-shot-noise photocurrent fluctuations.



12.1 Master Equation A single mode cavity field is excited by a sequence of atoms injected into the cavity. Let ti be the arrival time ofthe atom i in the cavity and t the time spent by each atom in the cavity. The change in the density operator for the field due to the interaction with the ith atom may be represented by



The explicit form of Y ( t )depends on the particular atomic system used in the excitation process. The model we will employ is indicated in Fig. 12.1. Of the four levels, only levels 11) and 12) are coupled to the intracavity field, which thus are referred to as the lasing levels. Each of these levels may then decay. Level 11) decays to level 13) at a rate while level 12) decays to level 14) at a rate y 2 . We will assume that these decay rates are very much greater than the spontaneous decay rate of level 12) to level I I), and thus we neglect spontaneous emission in the lasing levels. Each atom is prepared in the excited
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Fig. 12.1. Schematic representation of the four-level atomic model of a laser. Only levels 1 and 2 are coupled to the laser field



state 12) prior to interaction with the cavity field. In the usual laser system the lifetimes 7 ; and y ; ' are much shorter than the time 7 spent by each atom in the cavity. This means that each atom rapidly attains a steady state in passing through the cavity and the pump operation Y(7) is effectively independent of the time 7. The effect of a single atom on the state of the field may then be written as



'



where we have dropped the time dependence in p for simplicity, the prime serving to indicatc thc state of the field after the passage of a single atom through the cavity. We may represent the initial state of the field quite generally as



In appendix [12.A] we solve the master equation for the system over the time T under the assumptions discussed above. The result is



where the explicit expressions for A,,, B,,, are given in the appendix. We now assume that each atom contributes independently to the field. (This assumption remains valid even if there is more than one atom in the cavity at any time, provided that they are sufficiently dilute.) Thus, if k atoms are passed through the cavity from time 0 to time t the field density operator at time t is given by



More generally, however, not all atoms entering the cavity are prepared in the excited state. Let the probability for an excited atom to enter the cavity between t and t + At be r a t , r being the average injection rate. This defines a Poisson excitation process. Thus the field at time t + At is made up of a mixture of states
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corresponding to atomic excitation and no atomic excitation, thus p(t



+ At) = r A t Y p ( t )+ ( 1



In the limit At



+0



-



rAt)p(t).



we have



where



We must now include the decay of the cavity field through the end mirrors. This is modelled in the usual way by coupling the field to a zero temperature heat bath. Thus the total master equation for the field density operator is



where ti is the cavity decay rate. This is the usual Sculljl-Lumh laser master equation. In the special case that = 7 , = the matrix elements of 02 in the number basis are greatly simplified. In this case the master equation in the number basis may be written as



;,



$;



where



and



We have neglected terms cc n, in the denominators of the first two coefficients.
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12.2 Photon Statistics The photon number distribution obeys the equation



The gain coefficient G is defined by



If we expand the denominators in (12.13) to first-order an approximate equation for the mean photon number may be obtained, namely



If G > IC there will be an initial exponential increase in the mean photon number. Thus G = ti is the threshold condition for the laser. The steady state photon number distribution may be deduced directly from (12.13), using the condition of detailed balance. It may be written in the form



where A' is a normalisation constant. Below threshold (G < ti) this distribution may be approximated by a chaotic (thermal) distribution with the mean n = G/(ti - G) (Exercise 12.1). Above threshold (G > IC) the mean and variance are given, to a good approximation, by (Exercise 12.2),



Well above threshold n $ ns and thus V(n) z n, indicating an approach to Poisson statistics. In Fig. 12.2 we show the exact photon number distribution for below and above threshold. The transition from power law to the Poisson distribution is quite evident. Photon counting experiments by Arecchi C12.51, Johnson et al. C12.61, and Morgan and Mandel C12.71, demonstrated that the photon statistics of a laser well above threshold, approaches a Poisson distribution. In Fig. 12.3 we present the results of photon counting measurements by Arecchi on both thermal and laser light. A comparison of the experimental data with the thermal and Poisson distributions is also shown.



12.2 Photon Statistics
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12.2.1 Spectrum of Intensity Fluctuations Equations (12.17, 18) give the photon number fluctuations for the internal cavity mode. This quantity, however, is not directly observable. We must now determine how the photon number fluctuations inside the cavity determine the intensity fluctuations in the many mode field to which it is coupled through the output mirrors. This is an application of the general input/output theory described in Chap. 7. A single photoelectron detector placed at the output of the cavity measures a photocurrent given by







where r is the electronic charge, and = 2eocA/hoj with A the area of the detector surface. (We will assume unit quantum efficiency and unit amplification, for simplicity.) The output field h,,,(t) is related to the internal field and the input field by



Fig. 12.2. The steady state photon number distribution of a laser operating above and below threshold. In (a) G t i = 5.0, in (b) G,K = 0.25. In both cases n, = 2
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1



number of counts



Fig. 12.3. Experimental results for the steady state photon number distribution for a thermal (i.e. Gaussian) light source a n d a laser operator above threshold. The laser exhibits Poissonian photon number s t a t i s t m [ I 2.51



We will assume the input field to be in the vacuum state. In that case



where i i is the mean photon number inside the cavity. To determine the noise properties of the output field, the appropriate detector quantity is i(O)i(t).The theory of photo-electron detection (Chap. 3) enables this to be related to the intensity fluctuations by



where : : denotes normal and time ordering and



The first two terms in (12.22) represent a dc term and a &correlated shot-noise term. The last term carries information on a possible reduction in intensity fluctuations. We now define the normalised power spectrum



12.3 Laser Linewidth
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Using (12.20) one may show that (: I(O), I ( t ) : )= ~ ~ ( ( u ~ ( ~ ) a ' ( t ) a (-t )( a~(~~( )O) ) a ( 0 .) ) ~ )



Thus



We are only interested in the steady state fluctuations of the output field. In which case we can show that g(r) = ii2 and thus



This flat photocurrent spectrum is the shot-noise limit of the laser.



12.3 Laser Linewidth Well above threshold the laser produces Poisson photon statistics. A coherent state has the same photon statistics, and this suggests that well above threshold the laser might be producing a coherent state. This is not the case. While the intensity of the laser is stabilised with a Poissonian distribution the phase of the laser undergoes a diffusion process. The effect of this phase diffusion is to cause a decay in the mean amplitude of the laser field, as the phase becomes uniformly distributed over 2x. The rate of amplitude decay F is thus a direct measure of the phase diffusion rate. We will only discuss the case 7 , = y , = y. The mean amplitude is defined by



Using (12.10) we find



Assuming the laser operates well above threshold we can replace n by ii in the denominator of each coefficient. Then as ii % n,
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Thus the phase diffusion rate is inversely proportional to the intensity of the laser. All second-order phase dependent correlation functions will decay at a similar rate. In particular, the two-time correlation function



will decay at the rate



r = G/8ii, i.e.



The Fourier transform of this function defines the laser spectrum



and thus the laser linewidth is simply



It must be emphasised, however, that these results only apply well above threshold.



12.4 Regularly Pumped Laser The Poissonian photon statistics of a laser reflect the contributions from the random pumping mechanism and spontaneous emission, which lead to an irregular photo-emission sequence. By suppressing the pump fluctuations, subPoissonian photon statistics and thus sub-shot-noise photo-current fluctuations, are possible. This has been demonstrated in recent experiments by Muchidu et al. [I 2.81 and also Richardson and Shelby C12.91 with semiconductor lasers. The pump amplitude fluctuations were reduced by high impedance suppression of the electron injection rate. We shall demonstrate how the Scully-Lamb laser theory can readily be modified to incorporate regular pumping. Regular pumped lasers have been considered theoretically by a number of researchers C12.10-141. We shall follow the approach of Golubov and Sokolov [12.10], with some modifications. Consider a time interval At short compared to the time scale on which the field is changing due to damping through the end mirrors. However, the time At is very long compared to the time interval between successive pumping atoms entering the cavity. Divide the interval At into N steps of length T . The probability for an excited atom to enter the cavity at time t j = jt is defined to be p. The fundamental probabilities of interest are then the probability of r excited
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atoms to enter the cavity at any of the N time steps, over the interval At. These p-obabilities are



To first order in A t this is



Between each atom entering the cavity the field evolves freely according to y



T



=



-



i u a z a * a pe



+ iuara*a



(12.38)



The change in the state of the field due to the passage of a single atom is given by (12.4).It is a simple matter to prove that the operation describing the effect of the pump atoms 9 commutes with the free evolution operator Y (if this is not the case a simple master equation for the field state cannot be obtained in general). Thus the change in the state of the field over a time A t is



(i.e.,we can factor out the free evolution between each time step). We henceforth assume we are working in the interaction picture and drop the free evolution term. As we assume t < At we extend the upper limit on the sum to x , then



From which we obtain



where R



= t



1 is



@=Y-1.



the pumping rate for a perfectly regular process ( p = I ) and (1 2.43)
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We can define an average injection rate r = pR, then



In this form we can take the Poisson limit defined by p + 0, R + x , such that pR = constant = r. In this limit the equation reduces to that for a normal laser. The difficulty in discussing the regularly pumped laser is the logarithm term in (12.42). As 92 represents the change in the state of the field due to a single atom we might expect & to be in some sense small. With this in mind we expand the logarithm to second order. Unfortunately this leads to a rather pathological master equation. However, the procedure does give accurate results for the firstand second-order moments of the photon number. The photon number distribution now obeys the equation



dp, dt = x [ - V , + ( n +



l)p,+,]+r(-~,+,P,+~,p,-~)



where



To obtain the stationary state variances is a rather more difficult process than for the Poisson pumped case. The mean photon number above threshold is not changed, however the variance is given by



We consider some special cases of this result for regular pumping, p = 1. Far above threshold ti $ ns so we may neglect the last term in (12.47). When the decay rates are equal, the photon number variance is



In this case spontaneous emission from level 12) is contributing to the noise. This effect may be reduced by increasing the decay rate of the lower level with respect to the upper level, y l $ y2. In this case
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Thus the width of the photon number distribution inside the cavity is reduced by half. We now consider intensity fluctuations of the light emerging from the cavity. We may obtain a solution for the normally ordered two-time correlation function g(t),from the master equation (12.45) assuming a Gaussian steady state distribution. The result is



where



Substituting (12.47 and 50) into (12.26) the spectrum of the photocurrent fluctuations is given by



where



The Q parameter measures the deviation of the intracavity field from Poisson statistics. In the limit of regular pumping ( p = 1 ) and far above threshold



Thus at cavity resonance (o= O),



The first term in the first equation represents the shot-noise contribution. A negative value of Q leads to a reduction below the shot-noise limit. If the decay rates are equal (y, = 7 , ) , spontaneous emission is not suppressed and
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Pump role I / l l h - 1



Fig. 12.4. T h e normahsed amplitude n o w level versus the p u m p rate for a laser with p u m p n o ~ s e (dashed) a n d with p u m p noise suppressed (solid) 112.1 11



which represents a 50% reduction below the shot-noise level. However, in the $ y 2 , Q approaches - 0.5 far above threshold and limit



;!,



Then at cavity resonance, the fluctuation spectrum is zero. This may be compared with the light inside the cavity where the photon number fluctuations were only reduced by one half. This result has the same interpretation as the limit to the intracavity squeezing in a parametric oscillator; there is a destructive interference from the vacuum fluctuations reflected from the cavity mirror and the reduced noise light emerging from the cavity. This results in no fluctuations in the output light on resonance. In Fig. 12.4 we show the results of the experiment by Machida et al. C12.81 for a rcgularly pumped semiconductor laser.



12.A Appendix: Derivation of the Single-Atom Increment Consider a single multilevel atom (Fig. 12.1) prepared in the state / 2). Level / 1) is damped at the rate 7 , to level 3 ) and level 12) is damped at the rate y 2 to level 14). Only levels / 1) and 12) interact with the cavity field. The master equation
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describing the dynamics of this system is



+ ill2 (20'3



-



-



+ r22
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p0113013)



-



p0:4024)



(12.59)



(we ignore spontaneous emission on the lasing levels 1 I ) , 12)). We will present a complete operator solution to the master equation over the time 7 and then consider the limit y i 7 $ 1. Define the operation



and the rate operator



The solution t o the master equation may then be written formally



where



with



For
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with



Note that after the action off the atom is in a mixture of the states 13) and 14) and is then decoupled from the ficld. All furthcr action of Y ( t ) is just the identity, and f destroys the state. The series thus truncates at first order. Now one may use the eigenstates of the free Hamiltonian (Chap. 10)



In,



-



)



=



to show that



where



and



where



1 --(ln,2) J2



- In



+ 1,l)) .
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We now assume y , . , t $ 1. The first term in (12.63) may be ignored as it simply dccays to zero. We are interested in the state of the field alone which is obtained by tracing out over the atomic states. We use TrA($9(t)/n,2 ) ( m , 21) =



Y2



-



2



In) ( m i [c:



(t)



+ c i ( t ) ] [em' (t)* + em ( t ) * l



Thus we obtain in the steady state, the single atom increment



where



0



Note that Tr(p) = 1 requires that A,, the diagonal matrix elements,



+ Bnn= 1 . We quote only the results for



and



To compute the change in the state we write



The diagonal matrix elements of %p are then found to be
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Exercises 12.1 Show that below threshold (G < imated by



I



the master equation may be approx-



Thus demonstrate that the steady state density operator is



which is equivalent to a chaotic state.



12.2 Show that well above threshold the laser master equation may be approximated by



where n



= a'a.



Show that the steady-state solution is



12.3 Show that the contours of the Q-function for the laser steady states in Exercises 12.1, 2 are: (a) Circles centred on the origin for below threshold, (b) annulli centered at the radius r = (Gn,/ti)' 2 , for the above threshold state. Thus in both cases the phase of the field is random.



13. Intracavity Atomic Systems



In Chap. 9 we discussed the interaction of light with various nonlinear media. There we used a nonlinear polarizability model in which the underlying atomic dynamics did not appear explicitly. In this chapter we consider the lightlatom interaction explicitly and consider two examples; optical bistability and squeezed light generation in four wave mixing. The main objective is to determine the dependence of the nonlinear coupling and noise terms on the atomic parameters. We begin with a discussion of optical bistability, in which a single mode intracavity field interacts with a collection of two-level atoms. We will make extensive use of the generalised P representation, extended to take account of atomic variables. This technique is very powerful and may be used for a wide range of lightlatom systems. We will describe the technique in the context of optical bistability. With the techniques in hand we go on to describe the more complicated process of four wave mixing.



13.1 Optical Bistability We shall follow the treatment of Drummond and Wulls C13.11 who adopted the method of Haken [I 3.21, developed for the laser, to treat the problem of optical bistability. In the electric dipole and rotating wave approximation the Hamiltonian describing the interaction of an ensemble of N two-level atoms with a single mode of the radiation field is
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where h.c. means the Hermitian conjugate. The term XI is the free Hamiltonian for the field and the atoms, XZdescribes the fieldlatom interaction, X3 represents the driving of the cavity mode at frequency wc by a classical lascr ficld at frequency OIL. The terms X4and Xsrepresent damping. In X4the dipole and inversion are coupled to reservoir operators to model dipole decay due to spontaneous emission and dephasing due to collisions. The term X5models damping of the intracavity field. The atomic transition frequency is cu,. The master equation for the density operator, p of the atomlfield system follows in the usual way by projecting out reservoir operators and using the Markov and Born approximation. The result is



where the nonunitary terms are



The cavity damping rate is k- and ii is the mean thermal photon number in the external field. The spontaneous emission rate is y l l and y, is the rate of collision induced dipole decay. The atomic reservoirs are assumed to be at low temperature so that we can define the transverse atomic decay rate y , as



It is convenient to define a ratio which gives the relative degree of radiative and collisional decay



(13.11) Collisional broadening corresponds to the limit f'+ 0 while f'+ 1 gives the natural linewidth limit.
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We begin by converting (13.7) to a c-number equivalent Fokker-Planck equation. Define the collective atomic operators by



We next define the normally order characteristic function by x(A) = Tr ( p E(A)) ,



(13.15)



where . . with I, = ( i ,;.2, , lb3, x ~ij). , The positive P representation for the atomlfield state is then defined as the Fourier transform of the characteristic function



P(a)=



1



~z(ilei"adI,, (27~)~



(13.17)



where a = ( x , fl, c. D, u). To obtain an equation of motion for P(a) we first derive an equation of motion for the characteristic function. The details will be left as an exercise, however it is instructive to work through one term in some detail. Consider the term arising from the atom,/field interaction, denoted with a subscript I. Then



To proceed we make use of the commutation relations for the atomic variables



(A word of caution: These are not the same as the atomic operator commutation relations used in Chap. 10, but are derived with the atomic operators mapped to the corresponding Pauli matrix). For example, we find
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Using this result in equation (1 3.17) and integrating by parts the contribution to the equation for P is



where C.C.stands for the complex conjugate. A problem is immediately apparent; this term contains infinite order derivatives and thus the resulting equation of motion for P is not a Fokker-Planck equation. However a careful analysis shows that the exponential term may be truncated to second order in an asymptotic expansion in N 1 . As N 9 1 this is a reasonable approximation. The result after truncating is



where we have abbreviated the derivatives as



and so on, and



The corresponding stochastic differential equations in a frame rotating at frequency o, are
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where



The noise correlation functions are ( r , . ( t ) r , ( t l )= ) 2gau6(t - t ' ) ,



(13.38)



(rU(t)r,,(t1))= 2g/3u6(t - t ' ) ,



(13.39)



(r,.(t)ru(tl)= ) ;,,(D + ~ ) 6 (-t



tl),



( 1 3.41)



To proceed we assume 7 , 9 ti, that is the atoms are assumed to decay much faster than the field variables. This enables the atomic variables to be adiabatically eliminated. It involves finding the steady states for the atomic variables, with the field variables occuring in the atomic equations held constant. The next step is to approximate the correlation functions of the atomic variables by substituting the deterministic steady state of the atomic variables. This means we are using a first-order approximation for the atomic variables to evaluate the diffusion coefficients in the atomic variable equations. Once again the validity of this approximation rests on the condition N 9 1. ElTectively we are ignoring quantum fluctuations which are of order 1/N or smaller. The resulting solutions for the atomic variables are then substituted into the field equations to give



and a similar equation for /3 with complex conjugation and the replacement Y + /3. The correlation functions are ( r ( t ) r ( t f )= )



-



d6(t - t ' ) ,



( 1 3.44)
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where



and



The corresponding drift vector and diffusion matrices are



The semiclassical steady state equation for the field is



where ss means that this variable is evaluated in the steady state. The input intensity and the cavity intensity are thus related by
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Fig. 13.1. The bistable output intensity as a function of the input intensity for various values of detuning (a) A = 0, (b) A - 2, (c) A 3. In all cases C = 9 and 4 = 0



-



where the scaled pump intensity I, is given by



and
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The phase tl, of the steady state cavity field is shifted from the phase of the external driving field d (which, for convenience, we take as real)



Equation (13.55)is the bistable state equation. In general, for a given value of the driving field, the intracavity intensity (and thus the transmitted intensity), can have three solutions. In Fig. 13.1 we demonstrate this bistable behaviour for various parameters. It can be shown that for a high-Q cavity, all the positive slope branches are stable while the negative slope regions are unstable. Thus, the turning points of the state equation are the boundaries of stability, which enables the condition for two stable branches to coexist to be easily determined. This is left as an exercise for the reader. In Chap. 9 we presented a phenomenological model for dispersive bistability. We may obtain this limit directly from (13.52). Expanding the nonlinear drift equation to first order in lxJ2,including nonlinear dispersion, but neglecting nonlinear absorption, we find



where



The drift vector is identical to that obtained for the nonlinear polarizability model in Chap. 9. The diffusion matrix in this limit is



In the limit ti = 0, f'= 1 this is the same as that obtained for the bistability model of Chap. 9.



13.2 Nondegenerate Four Wave Mixing We now consider the quantum theory of four wave mixing, in which three cavity field modes interact with a system of N two-level atoms. The theory is an extension of the theory of optical bistability discussed in the previous section. We shall follow the treatment of Reid and Walls C13.31.
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The Hamiltonian is



The operator L I , is the annihilation operator for the pump mode at frequency w , , while a, and a, are annihilation operators for cavity modes at frequencies o,and (11, which represent the side-band cavity modes, either side of the pump frequency, coupled by the nonlinearity. That is to say, 2 0 , = (0, to, (and k1 = k 2 + k3). We write the two side band frequencies as



+



Note that the cavity field at frequency (0, is driven by a coherent input at frequency ( o L We will assume that the cavity detuning to1 - wL is much smaller than the frequency separation of adjacent cavity modes, E , so that only the mode at frequency o, is effectively pumped. We now proceed in a way similar to the previous treatment of optical bistability in the last section. The problem is simplified by assuming that the pump mode a , will be much stronger than the modes a 2 , a 3 . We are thus interested in a limit where the strong pump mode is treated correctly to all orders, describing the saturation of the medium, while weak fields are retained to first order only. One may derive an equation of motion for the distribution function P ( u ) neglecting terms involving summations such as exp(iAk-v,) over all the atoms. These terms are small compared to the phase or frequency matched terms for which Ak = 2k, - k, - k2 = 0. The atomic polarisation v may be expected to oscillate at the three dominant frequencies w L , uL E . Thus we expand the polarisation and total field as



+
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Inspection of the equation for the inversion (equation [13.33])shows that D will oscillate at the frequencies 0, i r: thus, D = Dl



+ D2e-icr+ D3e " i



.



( 1 3.73)



The c-number Langevin equations for the nine variables ((sci),(ci),(DJ) are then readily obtained by substituting (13.71,72) into (13.29-33), for the single mode case and matching terms of the same frequency, retaining terms in sc2, x3, r 2 ,c3,D2,D, to first order only. Finally we assume the high-Q limit K 6 ;'I,;'I and , adiabatically eliminate the atomic variables. The resulting field equations are



and similar equations for the daggered variables. The parameter fl is defined by



with I = (x;"12/no,which is the steady state intracavity pump intensity in units of no. The phase 80 is given by (13.58). Other parameters are



A schematic representation of the various frequency parameters is given in Fig. 13.2. The nonzero noise correlation functions are ( F Z 2 ( t Fa3(t1)) ) = K



Rb(t -~t ' ) , ~ '



( F D 2 ( tFD,(tl)) ) = K R * ~ - ~b.~ ( t '" t') ,



~



~



~



(13.85) (13.86)



The explicit expressions for the coupling constants y(6), ~ ( 4 R,,A are quite complicated and we d o not give them here. They may be found in the original paper by Reid and Walls.
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Fig. 13.2. A schematic representation of the frequency parameters for four wave mixing



To discuss the physical content of these equations we write



The function ?,(a) is the loss/gain coefficient of the mode z 2 , while yI(6) represents the dispersive response of this mode. The function ~ ( 6 is ) the semiclassical coupling constant, giving rise to the generation of the field a2 in the presence of the pump mode a , and a weak field a,. What we are especially interested in here is the squeezing spectrum of the transmitted field. Squeezing is observed by homodyne detection of a linear superposition of the output fields at frequencies toL i e. These output side-band modes are represented by the field operators uz,,,t,a,,,,,. The homodyne detection is performed with a local oscillator with a complex amplitude bLo= de'*'owhere O,, is the phase-shift of the local oscillator with respect to the external driving field at frequency o,. The spectral components of the output fields are determined by the linearised drift and diffusion matrices for the internal field amplitudes (Chap. 7). The linearisation is defined with respect to the steady state solutions of the deterministic part of the stochastic differential equations for these fields. The steady state solution for the pump mode is given by the optical bistability state equation (13.54). The steady state solution for the side-band fields are



The stability of these solutions may be determined in the usual way, by calculating the eigenvalues of the linearised drift matrix. For the degenerate situation 6 = 0, the stability criteria reduce to yR(0)> 0 and Iy(Ojl > Ix(O)I. The
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first of these conditions is always satisfied, indicating that the medium is absorbing at the pump frequency. However, the second condition indicates that as the degenerate coupling coefficient increases unstable regions become possible. The spectral matrix for the field is defined by



where p = ( x 2 ,x : , x,, x : ) . For simplicity, we only give the results for m = 0, i.e., at the local oscillator frequency,



The elements S 1 2 ( 6 )and S 3 4 ( 6 ) determine the intensity fluctuations in the detected field, while S 1,(6) determines the phase dependent properties (i.e., squeezing) of the detected field. The quadrature phase fluctuation spectrum of the observed field at cu = 0 is



where 8 = O,, - 8,, and we have assumed the optimal situation of single-port cavity. Squeezing occurs if V(O)< 1. It is now possible to give a physical interpretation of the function A. Consider decoupling the side-bands so that ~ ( 6=) R = 0. The observed quadrature phase fluctuations contain an incoherent component S 1 2 ( 6 ) ,which we shall refer to as the transmitted intensity. When the side-bands are decoupled we find for C sufficiently small,



thus A may be interpreted as the transmitted fluorescent spectrum for the atoms when the side-bands are not coupled into the dynamics. In this limit V ( 8 ) is independent of 0. In order to observe squeezing we must find a parameter ) R dominate the regime where the nonlinear phase-sensitive coupling ~ ( 6and absorption term yR(6)and the fluoresence term A. The problem, however, is that
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Fig. 13.3. The variance V [[or r h ~minimum noise quadrature at resonance (w = O), versus the normalised pump intensity. (a) C = 1000, A = - 300,6 = 0 (degenerate case), 6 = 60. (b) A = - 250, 6 = 60, (c) A = - 600. S = 60. From JOSA B 4 1453 (1987)



attempts to increase ~(6) and R will also increase A as the atomic system becomes saturated. This problem is particularly acute in the degenerate case where 6 = 0 and squeezing can only be obtained for high atomic detunings (A, > lo3)and thus high values for C (2C > A,) and high intensities ( I > A,), to attain sufficient ~ ( 0 ) . Nondegenerate operation, however, offers the possibility of moving away from the fluoresence peak of A. What really matters then is the relative size of A and x. Thus one may hope to totally saturate the atoms, achieving a high X, yet avoid the dephasing associated with spontaneous emission by increasing 6. As a consequence squeezing becomes possible at much more reasonable detunings and a wider range of parameters generally. In Figs 13.3a-c we show the squeezing function V(0) plotted versus the pump intensity normalised to the saturation intensity, I, = (1 + A:)!,, where I,,
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is the line-center saturation intensity for different values of atomic detuning, side-band detuning 6, and atomic cooperativity C. The results shown are, in fact, for a ring cavity. In Fig. 13.3a the major advantage of non-degenerate operation is clearly evident. Values of A greater than 400 result in squeezing that increases with increasing values of C (Fig. 13.3~).In this region the reduced variance is simply limited by the nonlinear gain, and the absorptive loss is negligible because of the large detuning. The variance flattens at 1111,> 0.2 because the nonlinear gain begins to saturate. This region thus represents the best squeezing, but it is difficult to achieve due to pump intensity limitations.



13.3 Experimental Results The first C13.41 observation of squeezed states of light was made by Slushrr and coworkers in 1985, using the atomic system described in the previous section.



Fig. 13.4. The measured quadrature phase noise level compared with the theoretical prediction, as a function of local oscillator phase $LO, A = - 400, 6 = 60, C = 1000, 111, = 0.056. The solid curve is the theoretical prediction for these parameters. The dashed curve represents the theoretical prediction when account is taken of the detection inefficiencies and amplifier noise. From JOSA B 4 1453 (1987)
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The atomic system was a beam of sodium atoms. The pump frequency was choosen at 1.5 G H z to the high frequency side of the D, Na resonance. In fact, the pump field did not drive a cavity mode, but was passed directly through the atomic beam at a slight angle to the cavity defining the side-band modes and reflected back through the atomic beam in the opposite direction. However, it was tuned to a frequency that is exactly centred between the two cavity side-band modes. This modification does not significatly alter the theoretical treatment given in the previous section. The side-band modes were at - 595 MHz from the pump laser frequency. The squeezed light was detected using balanced homodyne detection, with the local oscillator being a 3 mW portion of the pump field. A comparison of the experimental results and the theory is presented in Fig. 13.4 113.51. The dashed line is the average signal produced with the squeezing cavity blocked, and thus forms the shot-noise limit. The smooth solid curve in Fig. 13.4 is the predicted result for the parameters of this experiment. When the measured efficiency and amplifler noise are included to convert the theoretical predictions to the expected observed signal, the dashed curve, there is reasonable agreement between theory and experiment. The noise minima reach 0.7dB or 15% below vacuum level, instead of the predicted 1.05dB. Thus experimentally the results at small I/I,( < 0.1) and large A ( > 300) agree well with the predictions of the theory.



+



Exercises 13.1 A laser may be modcllcd by thc master equation in (13.7) by setting d = 0 and replacing the atomic damping term by



where



(31, is



the incoherent atomic pump rate.
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(a) Using the characteristic function method Fokker-Planck equation for the P representation,



c? P c?t



-=



( { - c',(



-



derive



the



following



kcx + gu) - ?,.(gctD - yiu)



+



- $ ? u [ - yll(D- Do) - 2 g ( u ~ . c[))]



+ +?t2gcxc +



c ? , ? , ( ~ c+ u ,(D ~ + N))?,



+ $ c ' i [ ( 0 , 2 ( ~- D)



+ y l l ( N+ D ) - 2g(ucx+ up)]



+ 2Kn?$\i + c . c . ) ~,



(13.100)



where Do = N



(012



- 711



u 1 2



+ 711



(13.101)



(b) By considering the deterministic equations of motion show that Do is the steady state atomic inversion and thus laser action requires Do > 0. (c) Show that the steady state field amplitude obeys the equation



where



.Y =



cx/&



and Cl = 2g2Do/~y,.



(d) Define 1 = lx12 as the cavity intensity. Show that the stable stationary solutions are
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The early days of quantum mechanics were characterised by debates over the applicability of established classical concepts, such as position and momentum, to the new formulation of mechanics. The issues became quite distinct in the protracted exchange between A. Einstein and N. Bohr, culminating in the paper of Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen (EPR) in 1935 [14.1]. Bohr, in his response to this paper, 114.21 expanded upon his concept of complementarity and showed that the EPR argument did not establish the incompleteness of quantum mechanics, as EPR had claimed, but rather highlighted the inapplicability of classical modes of description in thc quantum domain. A. Einstein, however, did not accept this position and the two sides of the debate remained unreconciled, while most physicists generally believed that N. Bohr's argument carried the day. Thus the matter rested until 1964 when J.S. Bell opened up the possibility of directly testing the consequences of the EPR premises. We will discuss the EPR argument and the analysis of Bell in the context of correlated photon states.



14.1 The Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) Argument The essential step in the EPR argument is to introduce correlated pure states of two particles (or photons) of the form



where { I U ~ ) , ) and {lb,),) are ortho-normal eigenstates for some operators A , and B, of particles 1 and 2, respectively. The correlations between the particles persist even if in the course of the experiment the particles become spatially separated after the interaction responsible for the correlated state. Now suppose one were to measure the operator A^, on particle one long after the interaction between the particles has ended, and the two particles are far apart. If the result is some eigenvalue a,, particle 1 must thence-forth be considered to be in the state la,),, while particle 2 must be in the state I b,)z. As the state of particle 2 is now an eigenstate of B, we can predict with probability A
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one that the physical quantity represented by B, if measured will give the result h,. Thus we can predict the value of this physical quantity for particle 2 without in any way interacting with it. Suppose, however, that instead of measuring on particle 1 we measured some other quantity, with eigenstates Jc,),. We then rewrite the state in (14.1) as



el,



al



, particle 2. If the result where Id,), is an eigenstate of some other operator Dfor c,, is obtained for the measurement on particle 1, particle 2 must be in the state Id,), for which a measurement of D, must give the result d,. Thus depending on what we choose to measure on particle 1 the state of particle 2 after the measurement, can be an eigenstate of two quite different operators. This is another example of the measurement ambiguity discussed in the previous chapter. However, the EPR argument now raises one very important question. Is it possible that the two operators on particle 2, B, and D ~d ,o not commute? If this were the case the EPR argument establishes that, depending on what is measured on particle 1, we can predict with certainty the values of physical quantities, represented by noncommuting operators without in anyway interacting with this particle. By explicit construction Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen showed that this is indeed possible. EPR claimed that "if without in anyway disturbing a system, we can predict with certainty (i.e., with probability equal to unity), the value of a physical quantity, then there exists an element of physical reality corresponding to that quantity". Assuming that the wave function does contain a complete description of the two-particle system it would seem that the argument of EPR establishes that it is possible to assign two different states (Ib,), and Id,),) to the same reality. However, in the language of EPR, two physical quantities represented by operators which do not commute cannot have simultaneous reality. The conclusion of EPR was that the quantum mechanical description of physical reality given by the wave function is not complete.



14.2 Bell Inequalities and the Aspect Experiment Were one to adopt the conclusion of EPR it would seem necessary to search for a more complete physical theory than quantum mechanics. T o obtain such a theory, quantum mechanics should be supplemented by additional, perhaps inaccessible, variables. As Bell 114.31 showed, attempting to complete the theory in this way and maintain the locality condition (that measurements on particle 1 carried out when the particles are spatially separated should have no effect on
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Fig. 14.1. Schematic representation of the experiment of A s p w t et al. 114.51 to test quantum mechanics against the Bell inequality. S is a source of two polarised photons. I and 2 label polarisation analysers, with orthogonal output channels labelled and . The polarisation analysers are set at angle5 0,. 0,



+



-



particle 2) leads to statistical predictions which differ from those of standard quantum theory. To elucidate Bell's argument we consider a system in which correlated photon polarisation states are produced. Such a system is the (J = O ) + (J = 1 ) -+ (J = 0) cascade two-photon transition in calcium-40 (Fig. 14.1). The two photons are emitted in opposite directions (by conservation of momentum) with correlated polarisation states. Each photon passes through separate polarisation analysers, emerging in either the horizontal ( + ) channel, or the vertical channel ( - ) of each analyser. Initially let us assume that the horizontal polarisation is chosen to be orthogonal to the plane of the experiment and that both analysers are so aligned. However, we are free to rotate the polarisers in the plane orthogonal to the propagation direction of the photons. We follow the treatment of Reid and Wulls C14.41. Let N + ( h &be ) the annihilation operator for the horizontally (+) or vertically ( - ) polarised mode for the field travelling to analyser 1 (labelled 1) or analyser 2 (labelled 2). The state of the two photons may be written as



where 10) is the vacuum state. Using the notation In,, n2,n3,n,) to denote n, photons in mode a + , n , photons in mode a - , n , photons in mode b+ and tz4 photons in mode h - , the state may be expressed as



If the photon in analyser 1 is detected in the ( + ) channel, the state of the photon directed towards 2 must be polarised in the horizontal direction. This correlation is thus precisely of the kind required for the EPR experiment. We are free to measure the polarisation in any direction by rotating the analysers through the angles 0, and H z for detector 1 and 2, respectively. The detected modes in this case are orthogonal transformations of the modes
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The detectors placed after the polarisers measure the intensities ( I : ) and ( I : ) , while the correlators measure ( I : I:), etc. In fact, for the two-photon state ( I : ) = P:, is the probability for one count in the + or - channel of detector i. Of course, these moments depend on Q1 and Q2. Let us further suppose that in a complete theory these functions also depend on the variable iwhich remains hidden from direct determination and for which only a statistical description is available. This variable is distributed according to some density p(2). In general, we may then write



where I : denotes the expected intensity at detector 1 given a value for i , namely



It is reasonable to assume, as in EPR, that for a given value of 2 the results at 1 cannot depend on the angle 8, chosen at 2, (and conversely). This is the "locality assumption", it is formally represented by



Consider the following correlation functions:



In terms of the detected mode operators this may be written in the form



where : : denotes normal ordering. Assuming a local hidden variable theory we may write
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where



,f ( i ) = p (j.) I ( iI) 0.)



with



+ IT()., 02) , 02) + I ; (i, 82) .



I I ( i )= I : ( i , 01)



I 2 ( i ) = I:@,



The latter equations correspond to the intensity of light measured at 1 o r 2 with the polarisers removed. The normalisation N is



f l l )1 and S 2 ( i ,Q2)l are bounded by unity: The functions S , (i,



T o obtain a testable statistical quantity we need to consider how E(Ol, 0,) changes as the orientation of the polarisers are changed. With this in mind, consider E(Ol, 0,) - E(O,, 0;). This quantity may be expressed as



Then using ( 1 4.17a and b)



Finally, we obtain the Bell inequality I B I5 2 ,
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This particular Bell inequality is known as the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt ( C H S H ) inequality. As we shall see, there are states of the field which violate the inequality equation (14.19)[for example, the state given in (14.4)].We note firstly, however, that if the state of the field can be represented by a positive, normalisable Glauber-Sudarshan P-representation no violation of this inequality is possible. Let a = (sc+, s c , /3+,/L)be the c-number corresponding to the modes a ,, b,. If we define the following 'transformation' variables for the modes c,,d,,



the correlation function E(O1,0,) becomes E(01,82)= ~ - ' J ~ ( a ) ( l ; , +17-12)(16+12 j~ - 16I2)d2a



(14.21)



with



Recalling that the transformations in (14.20) are orthogonal we note that



the normalisation may be written



where the integrand does not depend on 0 , or 82. Then



where



and



As S(y)is a function of 8 , and not d 2 while S ( 6 )is a function of 8, and not O,, the Glauber-Sudarshan representation is local. It then follows immediately that provided P(a) is positive and normalisable, the Bell inequality in (14.19) must hold. The correlation function E(Q1,0,) may be evaluated directly for the state in (14.4) using the normally-ordered moment in (14.9). One finds
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wherc



+e,-o,



.



If we choose



$ = 0, - 0,



=



0;



-



cos6$ .



-



0,



=



0;



-



0;



=



3(01 - 0;) ,



one finds B = 3cos2$



(14.27)



When $ = 22.5", B = 2J2 showing a clear violation of the Bell inequality IBI 5 2. This violation has convincingly been demonstrated in the experiment of Aspect 114.51. In this experiment the polarisation analysers were essentially beam splitters with polarisation-dependent transmittivity. Ideally, one would like to have the transmittivity (T') for the modes u + and b + equal to one, and the reflectivity ( R ) for the modes a and b also equal to one. However, in the experiment the measured values were T: = R; = 0.950, T ; = R: = 0.007 and T,' = T i = 0.930, TT = R: = 0.007. The expression for E(B,, 0,) is then modified: E(0,, 0,)



=



F



(T: - T;)(T; - TT) cos 2$ , (T: T;)(T,f TT)



+



+



where F is a geometrical factor accounting for finite solid angles of detection. In this experiment F = 0.984, and quantum mechanics would give for $ = 22.5", B = 2.7. The observed value was 2.697 i 0.015, in quite good agreement with quantum theory and a clear violation of the Bell inequality. In Fig. 14.2 is shown



Fig. 14.2. Correlation of polarisations as a function of the relative angle of the polarisation analysers. The indicated errors are 2 standard deviations. The dotted curve is the quantummechanical prediction for the experiment. For ideal polarisers the curves woudl reach the values i 1. ( F r o m Aspect et al. Phys. Rev. Letts. 49, 92 (1982))



+
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a plot of the theoretical and experimental results as a function of $. The



agreement with quantum mechanics is better than 1 %. It would appear in the light of this experiment that realistic local theories for completing quantum mechanics are untenable.



14.3 Violations of Bell's Inequalities Using a Parametric Amplifier Source The Bell inequality presented in (14.19) is only one of a large class of inequalities violated by quantum mechanics. Another inequality has recently been tested by Ou and Mundel C14.61 based on an experiment first suggested by Reid and Wulls 114.41.It has now been realised in a number of configurations [14.7,8]. We shall discuss the Ou and Mundel experiment presented schematically in Fig. 14.3. A parametric down converter produces two beams of linearly polarized signal and idler photons. Phase matching conditions give a relative angle of 4- between the propagation direction of the two beams. The idler photons pass through a 90 polarization rotator. The signal and idler beams are then incident from opposite sides onto a beam splitter. After the beam splitter, the two beams now consisting of mixed signal and idler photons pass through linear polarizers set at adjustable angles 0 , and H 2 before falling on two photodetectors. The coincidence counting rate of the two detectors is then measured with a time-to-digital



Detector



I



Fig. 14.3. Schematic representation of the experiment of Ou and Mundrl to test the CHSH inequality using parametric down conversion 114.91
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converter. This provides a measure of the joint probability of detecting two photons for various settings O1 and 0, of the two polarizers. In this experiment the polarisation analysers used have only a single output channel. However, we can still derive a Bell inequality violated by quantum mechanics. If we define the correlation function P(HI, Hz) by



the following Bell inequality may be derived as



where



are the intensity correlation functions with one or the other polariser removed. The inequality in (14.30) is known as the Clauser-Horne inequality. Just as in the case of the CHSH inequality (14.19) this inequality is satisfied for states of the field which can be represented by a positive, normalisable GlauberSudarshan P-representation C14.41. It may, however, be violated for certain quantum fields. We follow closely the treatment given by Tun and Wulls 114.91. We now proceed to calculate P(Ol,0,) and S for the experiment of Ou and Munrlel 114.61. We include the possibility of placing an attenuator in the idler beam. Let u + and u denote the annihilation operators for the x and y polarized modes in the idler beam, and let h+ and h denote the operators for the corresponding modes in the signal beam. The outgoing modes from the beam splitter are described by the operators c , and d,, and obey the following relationships:



where T , and R , are the intensity transmission and reflection coefficients for the x and y polarizations. The phase relationships arise from the Fresnel formula. Since the signal beam is polarized in the x direction, and the idler beam is polarized in the y direction, the modes associated with the operators u+ and h+ are the annihilation operators for the output modes of the parametric
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down converter. When an attenuator with the intensity transmission coeficient y is placed in the idler beam, the operators u in the above equations is replaced by &a-



+



&U



,



(14.34)



where the vacuum mode operator c is included to give the correct level of fluctuations in the attenuated beam. Photodetectors 1 and 2 respond to the fields E \ + )and E Y i , respectively, where



Ey)= d + cos Hz + d - sin Hz



,



(14.35)



The joint two-photon detection probability (for perfect detector efficiency) is



For low conversion efficiencies the output of the parametric down converter is a pair of photons, one in each of the signal and idler modes a - and h + . Thus / $) = 11, I), this yields P(Ul,HZ)= y(v/R+R_sin 0, cos H2



+,



Taking a 50150 beam splitter (R+ = R-



/ E c o s H I sin 02)2.



=



T += T



=



(14.37)



4);



Removing one polarizer, we must calculate



where : : represents normal ordering. For the input state I1,l) we find



and similarly



for a 50150 beam splitter. Substituting (14.38, 14.40 and 14.41) into the Clauser-Horne-Bell inequality (14.2) gives



Choosing the angles such that 0 , = 7~18,H, = 7~14,Hi



which violates the inequality.



=



3n/8 and H; = 0,
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In a classical wave analysis of the parametric down converter, we represent the signal and idler fields incident on the beam splitter by the complex numbers E, and Ei. The beam splitter combines these fields to produce E l and E , at the detectors, where



The joint detection probability P(Hl,H,) is proportional to the intensity correlation (I Ell2E Z l 2 ) .Using the above forms for E l and E,, and assuming that the difference in the phases of the signal and idler fields is random, we find that for a 50/50 beam splitter



where we have written I, for lESl2and for Ii for I E i I 2 With the attenuator in the idler beam, Ii = qI,, and if we assume that the intensity fluctuations are such that ( I 2 ) IX ( I ) , and ( l i I , ) x ( I i )( I , ) , then



In order to compare the quantum and classical result we consider P(H,n/4) with R+ = R = T + = T = f. Then



which exhibits a sinusoidal modulation with respect to the angle 20. The visibility of the resulting modulation is unity. However, the classical result gives II v sin2 U , P(H,n/4) K (1 + sin 2H) + c1 o s 2 fl + 2 2 2



which in the absence of the absorber ( q = 1 ) gives



P(U,n/4) x ( 1



+ f sin 20) .



(14.48)



In the classical case the modulation is not loo%, in fact the visibility is only one half. In the experiment of Ou and Mundel the value of S was found to be positive with an accuracy of six standard deviations, in clear violation of the Bell inequality (14.30). The experiment also distinguished between the different These quantum and classical predictions for the phase dependence of P(0, 7~14). results are shown in Fig. 14.4. The solid and dashed-dotted lines correspond to the quantum and classical wave predictions, respectively, with constants of
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Fig. 14.4. The coincidence counting rate as a function of polariser angle 0 , with 0, fixed at 45'. The solid curve is the quantum prediction based on (14.46), and the dash-dot curve is the classical prediction based on (14.48). The dashed and dotted curves are the quantum and classical predictions, respectively, including a detector inefficiency of 0.76.



proportionality adjusted to fit. Clearly, P(O, n/4) does exhibit the phase dependence predicted by quantum mechanics. The observed visibility obtained from a best fit was 0.76; greater than the classical prediction of 0.5. Instead of the correlated two-photon state discussed above we can also use the output state of a parametric down converter. We assume that the pump field in this device may be treated classically. The solutions for the output modes of the device are



where K is proportional to the second-order nonlinear susceptibility of the crystal, and uo,ho are the input modes. We assume that the input state is a vacuum. With a 50: 50 beam splitter q = 1 and with 0; = 0, H I = $, H, = 2$, 0; = 3$ the quantity S which occurs in the Bell inequality (14.30) is given by (Exercise 14.2)



where
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Fig. 14.5. The correlation function in (14.51) normalised by sinh2 ti, versus $for varlous values of ti. The violation of the classical inequality is evident for small K .



When



K



< 1 this may be approximated



by



For purposes of comparison the two-photon state, with the same choice of angles would give



Up to a scale constant in this limit the parametric down converter gives the same result as for a correlated photon pair. In the limit ti 9 1 we find



As the function on the right-hand side is always nonpositive no violation of the Clauser-Horne inequality is possible. In Fig. 14.5 we plot S normalised by the intensity I = sinh 2 k versus $ for various values of K. We see that the maximum violation for K < 1 occurs when O = n/8 (solid curve). We note that the form of the intensity correlation function for the parametric down-converter in the limit of ti 9 1 coincides with that of the classical analysis (14.44).



14.4 One-Photon Interference In all the schemes discussed above the states which lead to a violation of the Bell inequalities are correlated two-photon states. We now consider a scheme which demonstrates the non-local nature of quantum mechanics, which does not rely on two-photon states. This experiment illustrates on the nonlocal behaviour of a single photon.
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detector



Ic$)



detector



0



detector



Fig. 14.6. Schematic representation of an experiment with a single photon state to demonstrate non-locality [14.10]



The scheme is illustrated in Fig. 14.6. A field is split at a 50: 50 beam splitter, and each of the two output fields directed to homodyne detectors. Each of the homodyne detectors mix the output field from the first beam splitter with a coherent local oscillator of amplitude sc, = sceiok,and the final intensities at the two output channels of each of the homodyne detectors are measured using photodetectors. We follow closely the treatment of Tun et al. [14.10]. Referring to Fig. 14.6 we see that the homodyne detector k may be regarded as making a measurement of h, with a local parameter 8,.This parameter is analogous to the angle of the polarisation analysers in the two-photon schemes. We wish to determine the probabilities with which the individual photodetectors respond, and the coincidence probabilities for pairs of photodetectors, one in each homodyne detector. The transformation between the mode operators shown in Fig. 6 are given by
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Thus thc modcs input into the detectors may be expressed in terms of the input mode operators by



This enables us to calculate the coincidence probabilities between the detectors directly in terms of the input field. We begin by considering vacuum inputs to the modes u and a. The local oscillators are assumed to be in coherent states re'"), Iaeio2).The intensities at all detectors are found to be equal



The two-photon coincidence rates due to rare chance coincidences between the local oscillators are also equal between the pairs of detectors



We now consider the input of a single photon in mode u while the mode a is the vacuum. The state of the two-mode field ( h , and b2) after the first beam-splitter is then an entangled state of a one-photon state and the vacuum



which is precisely the same state as one gets (except for a phase factor) for a one-photon state incident on the two slits in Young's interference experiment. The photon count probabilities at the individual detectors are now (I,,)



=



(I,,)



=



(I,,)



=



(I,,)



=



3a2



+$.



(14.60)



Thus the intensities at each detector are increased by i, being the probability that the one-photon input is detected by any given detector. The coincidence count probabilities between the pairs of detectors differ, now depending on which is considered. We find



and



The coincidence probabilities depend on the phase difference between the local oscillators H I - 8,. If this is set to - 7~12,we get the minimum possible
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coincidence probability of i x 4 between detector pairs (c,, c2)and (dl,d2)and the maximum coincidence probability of $x4 + i x 2 between the pairs (el, d,) and (d,. d,). We shall be most interested in the situation where r is small compared to one. Let us first try to interpret these results from a nai've particle viewpoint. The great enhancement of the single count probability over that with vacuum inputs is easily understood by the above argument. On the other hand, a coincidence between two detectors is expected to be a rare event since there is only one incident photon, and a coincidence can only occur if an additional photon is generated by the (weak) local oscillator of the homodyne detector which the photon does not reach. Since these two photons are detected at two spatially separated detectors and have apparently arisen from independent sources, we would not expect any correlation between the paths of these photons within each homodyne detector. Nevertheless, the quantum mechanical analysis reveals that such a correlation is present. In fact, this correlation is so great that for the choice of phases given above, no additional coincidence (above the vacuum level) occur for particular detector pairs, whereas there is a relatively large coincidence probability (proportional to the local oscillator intensity) for the other pairs. Non-local intensity correlation and their dependence on the local oscillator phases are not unexpected from a classical wave description of light. A classical analogue to the single photon input is a wave of low amplitude and unspecified phase. We may formally obtain the results for the classical wave theory from the quantum-mechanical calculation by substituting the wave amplitude be*'$ for h and ht, respectively, and averaging over the random phase 4. It is easy to check that the predicted average intensities and intensity correlations are given by



a



(Ic,ldz) = (IdlIC2) = ( r 4+ x2p2[ l



-



sin (HI



-



$,)I + ip4) .



(14.65)



If we consider the coincidence probabilities as a function of (HI - H,), we see that they can vary between $(a 4 + ip4) to i(x4 + 2r2P2+ iB4).This corresponds to a "visibility ' of 7



~ . visibility attains a maximum value of 4 when p = 4.By where p = ( ~ l p )The contrast, the visibility as calculated from the quantum-mechanical result is
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Fig. 14.7. Coincidence probabihty for the single photon non-locality experiment. The solid line I S the quantum mechanical model, the dashed line is the prediction for a classical wave model [14.10]



This can be made arbitrarily close to unity by choosing a sufficiently small value of sc. Figure 14.7 shows the coincidence probabilities ( I , , I,,) = (I,,I,,) as a function of the local oscillator phase difference for the quantum mechanical and classical results with = 1 and cx = I/*. This gives the same single count probability of in each detector, and the local oscillator amplitudes are optimized for maximum visibility in the classical result. However. the quantum mechanical visibility is considerably larger than that expected classically. This is clearly seen in Fig. 14.8 where the visibility v is plotted as a function of the coherent local oscillator amplitude a for the quantum mechanical single state and the classical wave mode with /3 = 1. We thus see that by measuring the coincidence probability in a pair of detectors, it is possible to distinguish between the classical and quantum mechanical models. If the detector efficiencies are less than unity, coincidences will be missed, but this does not affect the measurement of the visibility of the effect. Preparation of a single photon state may be achieved experimentally by using the signal beam of a parametric amplifier while monitoring photons in the idler beam C14.111. Hong and Mundel C14.121 described an experiment in which a nearly pure single photon state was produced using this method. If the pump for the parametric amplifier is derived by frequency doubling a coherent beam, this provides a convenient source for the local oscillator required in the experiment under discussion. In order to rigorously rule out classical explanations for the quantum mechanical result, it is necessary to show that Bell's inequality may be violated.
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Fig. 14.8 Variation of visibility with thc amplitude of the local oscillator for the quantum model (solid line) and a classical wave model (dashed line) l14.101



An intensity correlation coefficient is used which involves all four photodetectors



Evaluating this in terms of the statistics of the input mode u, where u is the vacuum yields



E(O1 - $2) = where ( u 2 ) reduces to



=



+ I ( u 2 ) l sin (H2+ H1 t)) x4 + ( u t u ) r 2 + + ( u t Z u 2 )



r Z{ ( u i u ) sin (02 - U1)



-



(14.69)



Rexp(i(). When a single photon input is considered for u , this



it is well-known that this If th coefficient of sin(Ul - 8,) is greater than I/$ functional form for the correlation allows a violation of Bell's inequalities. This is clearly possible if r is made sufficiently small. It has been shown C14.131 that such a violation of Bell's inequalities is not possible if u is in a coherent state, no matter how small the input amplitude may be. In conclusion, some of the most striking features of non-locality in quantum mechanics may be demonstrated using phase-sensitive measurements on the field produced by a single photon. These effects may not be explained classically using a particle, wave or hidden-variable theory involving local causality.
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Exercises 14.1 Derive (14.26) for the correlation function E(0,,U2). Show that with the choice $ = 0, - H I = H i - 0, = H i - 0; = f(U, - 0;) one obtains (14.27)for B. 14.2 Derive (14.51) for the Bell parameter S for the parametric amplifier. 14.3 The state going from the beam splitter in the one-photon interference experiment is the linear superposition state
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=
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+ IO>Il>) .



Compute the intensity correlations were this state replaced by the mixed state P = i ( l l > u < l l@



l O > C < O l



+ lO>Urll>)



and show that no violation of the Bell inequality can occur.



15. Quantum Nondemolition Measurements



Current attempts to detect gravitational radiation have to take into account the quantum uncertainties in the measurement process. Considering that the detectors are macroscopic objects in some cases as large as a 10-ton bar, the fact that quantum fluctuations in the detector must be taken into account seems surprising. However, as discussed in Chap. 8, gravitational waves interact so weakly with terrestrial detectors that a displacement of the order of 10-l9 cm is expected. To illustrate how the measurement process may introduce uncertainties which obscure the signal we consider the simple example of a free mass. A measurement of the position of a free mass with a precision Axi 10-l9 cm will disturb the momentum by an amount given by the uncertainty principles as Ap 2 h(2Axi)-'. The period of the gravitational waves is expected to be about s, hence a second measurement of the position should be made after this time. During this period, however, the position uncertainty will grow under free evolution by an amount Ax2(z)= Ax2(0)+ [Ap2(0)z2/m2]. The following inequality then holds



Using the uncertainty principle we then find Ax2(z) 2 hz/m. Taking the detector mass equal to 10 tons, we find Ax 2 5 x 10-l9 cm. That is, the uncertainty introduced by the first measurement has made it impossible for a second measurement to determine with certainty whether a gravitational wave has acted or not. This is the standard quantum limit. It is instructive to consider measurements of momentum instead of position. The first measurement of momentum causes an uncertainty in position. This however does not feed back to disturb the momentum as the momentum is a constant of motion for a free mass. Hence, subsequent determination of the momentum may be made with great predictability. The momentum of a free mass is an example of a quantum nondemolition (QND) variable. The concept of quantum nondemolition measurements has been introduced over the past few years to allow the detection, in principle, of very weak forces below the level of quantum noise in the detector. In the next section we will give a brief review of the concept of a quantum nondemolition measurement. We mention here another way in which the standard quantum limit might be overcome. Quantum nondemolition measurements generally presume that
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nothing at all is known about the state of the system to be measured. The standard quantum limit for a free mass, for example, was derived by assuming no correlation between position and momentum. If however we are permitted to prepare the state of the system to be measured, the accuracy of a measurement can be improved without resort to a Q N D scheme. For example, in the case of a free particle the position variance at time T is given by



where the possibility of nonzero correlation between position and momentum has been included. In fact, this correlation may be negative if the initial state of the particle is chosen to be a 'contractive state'. If this is the case it is clear that at a later time T it is possible that Ax2(z) < hs/m, thus allowing a greater accuracy than the standard quantum limit.



15.1 Concept of a QND Measurement The basic requirement of a Q N D measurement is the availability of a variable which may be measured repeatedly giving predictable results in the absence of a gravitational wave [15.1]. Clearly this requires that the act of measurement itself does not degrade the predictability of subsequent measurements. Then in a sufficiently long sequence of measurements the output becomes predictable. This requirement is satisfied if for an observable A1(t) (in the interaction picture)



The condition ensures that if the system is in an eigenstate of A1(t,) it remains in this eigenstate for all subsequent times although the eigenvalues may change. Such observables are called QND observables. Clearly constants of motion will be QND observables. Thus for a free particle, energy and momentum are Q N D observables while the position is not as



and
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For a harmonic oscillator of unit mass [x(t), x ( t + T )]



=



[p(t), p(t + z)]



=



ih



.



sin wz .



( 15.6)



ihto sin COT ,



( 15.7)



-



(0



and



thus position and momentum are not Q N D observables for the harmonic oscillator. There are, however, Q N D observables for the harmonic oscillator. We define the explicitly time dependent quadrature phase amplitudes for the oscillator as follows.



and x 2 ( t )=



-



i(uei"* -



,



(15.9)



In the Heisenberg picture the quadrature phase operators are given by XI = a + u t , X, =



-



i(u - ut) ,



(15.10) (15.11)



which clearly shows that the quadrature phase operators are constants of the motion. In terms of the position and momentum the quadrature phase operators are



and



Thus the XI and X 2 axes rotate with respect to the position and momentum axes of phase space, at frequency w . The behaviour of X , and X2 are most easily discussed with reference to an amplitude and phase diagram. In such a diagram the state of the system is represented by a set of points centred on the mean and contained within an error ellipse determined by the variance of the quadrature phases. Alternatively the error box may be regarded as a contour of the Wigner function. In Fig. 15.1 an error ellipse for the oscillator is shown. The error ellipse is stationary with respect to the X , and X , axes but rotates with respect to the x and p axes. This clearly illustrates how uncertainties in momentum feed back into position.
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Fig. 15.1. Error box in the phase plane for a harmonic oscillator. The error box rotates with respect to the s and p (11 axes but is stationary with to the X , , X , axes



15.2 Back Action Evasion Having first determined the Q N D variables of the detector it is necessary to couple the detector to a readout system or meter. It is essential that the coupling to the meter does not feed back fluctuations into the Q N D variable of the detector. In order to avoid this it is sufficient if the Q N D variable A commutes with the Hamiltonian coupling the detector and the meter, HDM,that is



[A.H D M ]



=



O



(15.14)



This is known as the buck uction evasion criterion. In this chapter we are primarily concerned with Q N D measurements on optical systems. This requires a slight change in nomenclature. We will refer to the field with respect to which the Q N D variable is defined as the 'signal' rather than the detector, and the field upon which measurements are ultimately made as the 'probe' rather than the metcr.



15.3 Criteria for a QND Measurement We need to clearly define the objectives of a quantum nondemolition measurement in an optical context. These objectives may differ depending on the situation of the measurement. For example, in a transmission with a series of receivers, the goal may be to tap information from the signal, without degrading
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nonlinear medium
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1



Fig. 15.2. General scheme for a Q N D measurement in an optical context



the signal transmitted to the next receiver. In a system used to measure the magnitude of an external force the goal of the measurement may be state preparation. That is an initial measurement prepares the system in a known quantum state. The presence of the perturbing force will be detected by a subsequent measurement on the system. In order to evaluate the merits of a measurement scheme we shall define a set of criteria which we would like to be satisfied in a good measurement. We begin by considering the general measurement scheme depicted in Fig. 15.2 where an observable Xi,of the input signal is determined by a measurement of an observable Yo,, of the output probe. The measurement may be characterised by the following criteria 115.21:



1. How good is the measurement scheme? This is determined by the level of correlation between the probe field measured by a detector and the signal field incident on the apparatus. The appropriate correlation function is



where V(A) = ( A Z ) - ( A ) ' is the variance in a measurement of A and (AB), = (AB + BA)/2. For a perfect measurement device the phase quadrature of the probe output is equal to the amplitude quadrature of the signal input multiplied by the Q N D gain, plus the input probe phase quadrature. In this case the correlation coefficient defined above is unity, for large gain. 2. How much does the scheme degrade the signal? The quantity of interest here is the correlation between the signal input field and the signal output field:



This is a measure of the back action evasion, that is the ability of the scheme to isolate quantum noise introduced by the measurement process from the observable of interest. For an ideal QND scheme we require this correlation to be 2 + Cx8nxauc = 2. unity. Thus, for a perfect Q N D scheme we have c:,. 3. How good is the scheme as a state preparation device? If we have a perfect measurement device that does not degrade the signal at all, we satisfy the two
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Fig. 15.3. Illustration of a situation in which a value of the probe output has been measured. but when mapped onto the error ellipse, does not permit an inference of the signal to better than the quantum limit



previous criteria exactly, then we must be able to completely predict the state of the signal output. However, once we leave this ideal case the predictability of the signal output is no longer fully determined by correlations with the signal input. The extreme example is that of a destructive measurement: independently of how well the input is measured the output is always the vacuum. O n the other hand, the correlation between the signal and probe output fields is not a good indicator of the quality of state preparation. Figure 15.3 shows a situation in which both output fields are well correlated, but a probe measurement does not allow inference of the signal output field to be better than the quantum limit. This situation arises when the interaction within the Q N D medium introduces significant correlated noise to both output fields. Given that we have made a perfect measurement of some physical quantity X with the result x,what is the state of the system after such a measurement conditioned on the result x? In standard quantum mechanics the conditional state is generally assumed to be an eigenstate of X with an eigenvalue equal to the measured result, at least for perfect measurements. In the case of the Q N D measurement scheme above we then expect the state of the signal mode conditioned on the results of the probe measurements should in some limit be an eigenstate of XO"'.Of course, the variance of X""' in such a state is zero. Thus as a measure of how well the scheme prepares eigenstates at the output we need to I This quantity is calculated as consider the conditional variance V ( X o U tYo"'). follows: The probability to obtain the result Y ou' for a probe measurement is given by
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(assuming perfect readout of the probe state). The conditional state of the signal mode based on this result is



Using this result we see that the conditional distribution for Xou' is P(XoUt / Y O U t ) = Trsig,,, { pfl&,, 1 XoUt)(Xou' I$



where



In many cases of interest P(Xout,YOu') is a bivariate Gaussian. In that case one may show



Thus. the condition for a perfect state reduction in the conditional state is C$,,L,,y",,, = 1 .



(15.21)



We shall now analyse some possible measurement schemes and see how well they approach the conditions for an ideal measurement.



15.4 The Beam Splitter We consider first a beam splitter deflecting part of the incident signal field onto a homodyne detector, as shown in Fig. 15.4. This will serve as a standard of comparison for other measurement schemes. There is obviously little point in constructing complicated schemes involving cavities containing nonlinear media if they cannot improve on the performance of a beam splitter. We consider the case where the signal and probe fields are single mode with annihilation operators a and b, respectively. The amplitude and phase quadratures of the signal and probe fields are defined as
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probe



1



Fig. 15.4. An optical measurement scheme for the quadrature phase based on a beam splitter



(This notation assumes that the coherent amplitude of each field is real). Note that according to the uncertainty principle



where AX, and AX, are the square root of the variances. A precise measurement of the amplitude quadrature must therefore be at the expense of uncertainty in the phase. A good back action evading scheme must be able to feed all the quantum noise induced by the act of measurement into the phase quadrature of the signal. In the beam splitter the phase change on reflection gives a coupling between the amplitude quadrature of the signal and the phase quadrature of the probe. We consider making a measurement on the phase quadrature of the probe in order to determine the amplitude quadrature of the signal. The input quadrature fields can be related to the output quadrature fields using the transformation at the beam splitter:



where q is real and represents the mirror amplitude reflectivity, and there is a rc/2 phase change upon reflection. The first criterion for a good Q N D measurement scheme is that it must be a good back action evading device. In other words, it must be able to isolate the signal field from quantum noise introduced by the measurement. How well the
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beam splitter achieves this is represented by the correlation between the input and the output signal fields,



where Vx, denotes the variance of the signal input, and Vy2is the corresponding variance for the probe. These quantities are a measure of the quantum or classical noise present in the input fields at the appropriate qudrature phase. For a beam splitter with 50% reflectivity, the correlation between the signal input and output is given by the ratio of the signal noise to the total noise introduced to the system through both input ports. The second criterion reflects how well the scheme acts as a measurement device. The readout measurement is made on the probe output field, so the level of correlation between this quantity and the signal field incident on the device determines how well a measurement can be made. The appropriate correlation function is



Again, for a 50% beam splitter, the correlation is given by the ratio of the incident signal noise to the total noise introduced. The third criteria is that the measurement must prepare the output observable in a well known state. This is given by the variance in the output state after the measurement has been performed. Using



and



and the linearity predictor for the beam splitter, the conditional variance is given by V ( X ' y Y y )=



q



vx:;vyx. ( 1 - r12)Vy2



v,, +



We would like this variance to be zero. If both signal and probe inputs are in the vacuum or coherent states with unit quantum variance in both quadratures, then
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As expected, the correlation between the signal input field and the signal output field is the intensity transmission coefficient of the mirror. To reduce the amount of noise added to the signal variable we would like to split off only a small portion of the light field. However, this reduces the correlation between the signal input field and the probe field upon which the readout is made, which is given by the intensity reflection coefficient. It is not possible therefore to simultaneously satisfy the first two criteria for a good Q N D scheme. Since the signal and probe fields are completely uncorrelated, a measurement of the probe does not reduce the signal output variable at all. The result is that you cannot use a beam splitter to prepare the state of the output signal with probe fluctuations at the vacuum level. Clearly the performance of the beam splitter improves if the input probe has squeezed fluctuations (Exercise 15.5). Note that for the beam splitter C$y,TL + C&y:uL= 1, a typical result for a non-back-action evasion scheme, and significantly less than the maximum result of 2 for this quantity achieved in an ideal scheme. The quality of a Q N D scheme can thus be measured by the extent to which this quantity exceeds unity and approaches the upper limit of 2.



15.5 Ideal Quadrature QND Measurements We now consider another scheme to make perfect Q N D measurements of the quadrature phase of a single mode field. We shall assume that the amplitude quadratures of each mode are coupled. That is, the interaction Hamiltonian has the form



where is the coupling strength and X,, Y, are defined by (1 5.22,24). Clearly X , is a Q N D variable of the signal which satisfies the back action evading condition (15.12). The input and output quadratures are related by



where G = l t is known as the Q N D gain ( t being the interaction time). A measurement on the phase quadrature of the probe will be used to determine the amplitude quadrature of the input signal. To begin we calculate = 1, the correlation coefficients which define the measurement. Clearly CxLnFy the signal is completely unaffected by the measurement. The correlation between
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the input signal and the phase of the output probe is



where we have taken ( Y : )



=



0. For a large Q N D gain ti2



$ 1,



The conditional variance V ( X r t I Y y ' ) which determines the value of the scheme as a state preparation device is given by



+O



for G 2 $ 1 .



Again in the limit of high Q N D gain this device operates as a good state preparation device. Another measure of the performance of the measurement is the signal-tonoise ratio of the probe output signal ( Y?')' noise Vyy



( ~ 2 ) ' for G 2 $ 1



+-



v xy In the limit of large QND gain the signal-to-noise ratio of the output probe is equal to that of the signal input.



15.6 Experimental Realisation It is possible to achieve a Q N D coupling of the form in (15.33) by considering two degenerate modes a and b with frequency o and orthogonal polarisation, which undergo parametric amplification C15.31. The two polarisation modes initially undergo a mixing interaction using polarisation rotators, after which a mixture of the signal and probe fields will propagate along each of the ordinary and orthogonal extrordinary axis of a K T P crystal pumped by a pulsed intense classical field. After this amplification step the fields then pass
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signal



probe Fig. 15.5. Schematic representation of a perfect Q N D scheme based on a parametric interaction



through a second polarisation rotator adjusted t o give the same mixing angle as the first. In order to ensure that the device operates as an ideal QND scheme the mixing angle of the rotators must be carefully adjusted. The situation is depicted in Fig. 15.5. The transformation performed by the polarisation rotators is given by a ( 8 ) = a cos 8 + ih sin 8 ,



( 15.36)



h(O) = h cos 0 + ia sin H ,



( 15.37)



with 8 being the mixing angle. The transformation in the parametric amplification process is



+ iht sinh r , h(r) = h cosh r + iat sinh r , a ( r ) = a cosh r



( 15.38) ( 15.39)



where r is related to the parametric gain Gf by G, = e'. Using these transformations for the system in Fig. 15.5, we find that the transformations for the signal and probe quadratures are



where we have taken the polarisation mixing angle to be 8



=



arc cos



(g&)



Clearly this represents an ideal Q N D scheme. In the experiment of La Portu et al. C15.31, the incident signal was in a coherent state while the probe was in the vacuum state at input. The measured gain was Gf= 1.33 thus giving H = 8". The output quadratures are measured by
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phase sensitive homodyne detection using polarisation beam splitters. To demonstrate that the experiment is operating as a back action evading measurement, three quantities were measured. Firstly the variances of each quadrature of the signal and probe were measured, with the gain both on and off. The probe shows a large noise in only one quadrature when the paramp was on. This is a reflection of the gain term appearing in the amplitude quadrature of the probe. The phase quadrature noise was at the shot-noise level. Secondly, the signal variances alone were measured showing a similar effect. Finally the variance of the quantities



was measured. For the choosen input states one easily verifies that



These quantities were measured by adjusting the relative gain of the photocurrent amplifiers to weight the X:"' quadrature as indicated. This ensures that any correlation between Xzu' and Yiu' will give maximum cancellation of the noise from each quadrature seperately in the variances for X , . The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 15.6. The results of all experiments taken together clearly indicate that the scheme is operating as a back action evasion device.
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Fig. 15.6. The combination of the amplified signal and probe quadrature at output versus the phase of the local oscillator. The variance of X - occurs at integer multiples of n. The dotted line corresponds to the case of the paramp off, and is identical to randomly added shot-noise levels of the signal and probe. The noise reduction is 0.6dB below the combined shot-noise level. From Arthur La Porta: Phys. Rev. Lett. 62, 28 (1989)
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Recently, Q N D experiments have been performed C15.51 with two-photon transitions in three-level atoms, where the signal amplitude is strongly correlated with the probe phase. The measurement correlation between the signal in and the probe out is c ; ; , ~=, 0.45 and the back action evasion correlation between signal in and signal out is c::.,;.I = 0.9. The overall performance measure of this device as a Q N D optical tap is then determined by ~i~~~ CiFxF = 1.35, which exceeds the beam splitter limit of one, but is still well below the optimal value of 2.



+



15.7 A Photon Number QND Scheme We turn now to a scheme to measure the photon number in the signal field. Conventional photon counting techniques absorb quanta. The scheme considered is a true nondemolition measurement of photons in that no photons are absorbed from the signal field C15.41. Consider the coupled signallprobe system described by the interaction Hamiltonian



where a refers to the signal mode, and b to the probe. Such a coupling can occur in a four wave mixing process in which case x is proportional to the third-order nonlinear susceptibility. Clearly, a t a is a constant of the motion and is thus a Q N D variable for the signal. The solution of the Heisenberg equations of motion gives



These equations describe a mutual intensity-dependent phase shift for the signal and probe fields. If we can measure this phase shift on the probe, information on the signal photon number may be obtained. The probe phase shift may, in fact, be determined by homodyne detection of a probe quadrature. Using (15.24 and 25) the phase quadrature for the probe field becomes



where K = ~ tIt. would appear from this equation that the signal operator that we actually measure is not simply a t a but a nonlinear function of a t a. However in any practical scheme ic is so small that we may approximate the trignometric functions by the lowest order in K. Thus, we use
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What quantity plays the role of the QND gain in this scheme? T o answer this question we need to evaluate the correlation functions which provide criteria for the quality of the QND measurement. The first of these functions is



where



and the symmetrised correlation function is defined by



If we now assume ( YF)2 9 V( YF), V(Y:) (that is the coherent amplitude of the probe is much greater than the fluctuations in either quadrature), we find,



when (Y.:) is large. It would thus appear that the coherent amplitude of the probe plays the role of the QND gain. This result is easily understood in terms of a complex amplitude diagram for the probe. If the vector representing the input state of the probe is very long a small rotation due to the signal makes a large change in the projection of the coherence vector onto the phase quadrature direction. In a similar way the signal-to-noise ratio of the output quadrature reduces to the signal-to-noise ratio for uta in the limit of ( Y F ) 9 1. One easily verifies that the conditional variance of a'a at the output approaches zero in the same limit. This last result indicates that the conditional state of the signal output will have sub-Poisonnian statistics. If K is not small, we cannot simply approximate the coupling between the signal and probe as being linear in the signal photon number. A measurement of the probe quadrature phase still provides information on the signal photon number, however, due to the multivalued nature of the trignometric functions, the signal is reduced to a superposition of number states in the case that the initial photon number distribution of the signal is sufficiently broad C15.43.
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Exercises 15.1 Consider a signal beam and a probe beam coupled via a four wave mixing interaction;



.PI= hzatabtb



( 15.55)



Calculate the Q N D correlation coefficients between the amplitude quadrature of the signal X, = a t + a and the phase quadrature of the probe, Y4 = - i(b - bt).



15.2 Consider a Q N D measurement in an optical cavity. Generalise the Q N D correlations to the frequency domain. For example, the stationary spectral covariance between signal X and probe Y is defined as



1



1



CXy(co) = d~ eCi"'- ( x ( t ) y ( t



+ 7) + y(t + i ) x ( t ) )



( 15.56)



Using the input/output formulation developed in Chap. 7, calculate the spectral Q N D correlations between the signal amplitude and the probe phase in the input and output fields for the intracavity interaction



15.3 Consider the four wave mixing process with the Hamiltonian



taking place inside a cavity. Calculate the Q N D spectral correlations between the amplitude quadrature X, of the signal and the phase quadrature Y4 of the probe, in the input and output fields.



15.4 Consider a degenerate parametric amplifier inside a resonant two-sided optical cavity with mirrors with loss rates y,, Treat the left-hand input as the signal and the right-hand input as the probe. Calculate the Q N D spectral correlations between the phase quadratures of the signal and the probe. ;12.



15.5 Calculate the Q N D correlations for a beam splitter with a squeezed input probe.



16. Quantum Coherence and Measurement Theory



The feature of quantum mechanics which most distinguishes it from classical mechanics is the coherent superposition of distinct physical states. Many of the less intuitive aspects of the quantum theory can be traced to this feature. Does the superposition principle operate on macroscopic scales'? The famous Schrodinger cat argument highlights problems of interpretation where macroscopic superposition states is allowed. In this chapter we discuss schemes to produce and detect superposition states in an optical context. As we shall show such states are very fragile in the presence of dissipation and rapidly collapse to a classical mixture exhibiting no unusual interference features. The superposition principle is also the source of the 'problem of measurement' in quantum mechanics. We do not seek to present a solution to this problem here. Rather we show how the effect of the environment on superposition states enables a consistent description of the measurement process to be given, which avoids some of the problems inherent in previous approaches.



16.1 Quantum Coherence The well known two slit experiment demonstrates the observational consequences of the coherent superposition of states, namely the possibility of interference patterns. In analogy with the classical theory of wave interference the visibility of the interference pattern in the probability distributions for various measurements can be used as a measure of quantum coherence. (There is a possibility of confusion here which should be cleared up. In the interference of waves we are usually concerned with the interference of two or more field modes. In this chapter, however, we are concerned with the superposition of different states of a single mode.) The essential point in understanding quantum coherence is the physical distinction between the coherent superposition state



I$>



=



CcjI$j> j



and the classical mixture



(16.1)
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The density operator corresponding to the pure state in (13.1) is



How is one to distinguish these states in practice? Let X be the operator corresponding to some physical quantity with eigenvalues x. The probability distribution for X in the state / $ ) is given by



where P,(x) is the probability distribution for the state p, given by



Measurements of X will distinguish the states p, and p, provided the second term in (16.4)is nonzero. We are thus led to define the quantum coherence with respect to the measurement of X by the coherence function



How does one choose an operator X such that the resulting probability distribution will exhibit interference fringes? Clearly one cannot choose operators which are diagonal in the basis (14i)) as then the coherence function vanishes. The simplcst example of an operator which distinguishes these states is the projector



with eigenvalues p E (0, 1). Then



while



The coherence function is



In practice, however, there may be no way to measure the operator P.
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In quantum optics one either measures photon number (by photon counting) or quadrature phase (by balanced homodyne detection). As an example consider the superposition of two number states



and the corresponding mixed state



A measurement of the photon number will not distinguish these states. However, as the quadrature phase does not commute with the number operator, quadrature phase measurements should distinguish the states. Define the quadrature operator



with the eigenstates 1x0). Using the result



one finds



and



where



Thus a superposition of number states will exhibit interference fringes for some quadrature phase angle 8. In Fig. 16.1 we plot P,(x,) versus x0 for 8 = 0. It is surprising that, depending on whether n , - n2 is even or odd, certain phase angles do not give interference. However, it is quite clear that the superposition of two number states will exhibit phase dependent noise despite the fact that number states themselves have phase independent noise. As a second example consider the superposition of two coherent states
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Fig. 16.1. A plot of the probability density for the quadrature phase with phase angle at zero, for a superposition of two number states with n l = 0, n, = 5.0



where



and



In this case measurements of either quadrature phase or photon number should exhibit interference fringes as neither of the corresponding operators commutes with a coherent state projector. However, as we shall see there is an optimal quadrature phase angle which leads to maximum interference. In the case of photon number one finds



where



and



If we write a; = (ai(eibthen



%(n)= 2 [ P ( " ( n ) P ( 2 ) ( n ) ] 'cos / 2 n($l -



4,)
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and we see that the degree of interference depends on the phase angle between the amplitudes of the superposed states. For simplicity, let us take Ixll = lx21= 1x1. Then



- 42= x, Pp(n) is zero for n odd. Thus a superposition of coherent When states x out of phase but of equal amplitude will contain only even photon number; a similar situation to that of a squeezed vacuum state. In the case of quadrature phase measurements one finds



and thus



(16.28)



%'(x0)= ~ [ P ~ ( x ~ ) P ~ cos ( x (D(a1, ~ ) ] a2, ~ ' XO) ~ where



To gain some insight into these equations we take lxll choose



=



lx21 = la1 and



This phase angle bisects the angle between the two coherent states (Fig. 16.2). We then have



and



%'(x)= 2P(l)(x)cos [2 I a1 sin 4 - (x with



4 - = (4, - 4,)/2



I sl 1 cos 4



and we have put x



=



)]



(16.32)



x 4 + .Thus



This is a gaussian centred at 2 1 r 1 cos 4 - modulated by an interference envelope (Fig. 16.3) The above result has a simple geometric interpretation. Referring to Fig. 16.2 we see that projecting the two coherent states onto the x4+ axis gives a maximum overlap centred on the mean value (X4+) = 21 a1 cos 4 . We conclude that whenever the coherent states are projected onto a quadrature such that they overlap exactly, the inteference will be maximum. Conversely, we expect that if we project the coherent states onto a quadrature with 8 = 4+ x/2,



+
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Fig. 16.2. Phase-space representation of the superposition of two coherent states. The dashed line represents the direction of the quadrature phase angle which exhibits maximum interference



Fig. 16.3. The probability density for the quadrature phase at phase angle 0 = 9 , = 4 2 for a superposition of two coherent states with 9 = n/2. This is the quadrature direction that bisects the angle between the two coherent amplitudes, and which exhibits maximum interference (a = 4.0)



there will be minimum overlap and thus the least interference. (Exercise 16.1) In the next section we consider schemes to generate such coherent superpositions of coherent states in nonlinear optics. We now need to analyse the effect of dissipation on the interference features discussed above. With this is mind we write the coherence function in terms of the complex valued functions C(x)
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where for a general superposition state



A convenient measure for the degree of quantum coherence is the quantum visibility defined by



In all the cases investigated above V(x) is unity for all values of x and the states considered thus have maximum quantum coherence. However, when dissipation is present this is no longer the case.



16.2 The Effect of Fluctuations In this section we show that quantum coherence associated with superposition states is extremely fragile in the presence of nonunitary effects such as damping. Such effects cause a decay of quantum coherence at a rate which is proportional to a parameter which measures the separation of the superposed states. For macroscopic separations this decay can be very rapid. Early work on this subject was done by Joos and Z e h [16.1] and Calderia and Leggett C16.21. We follow the treatment of Milhurn and Walls C16.31. We first consider the effects of dissipation. The master equation for a damped harmonic oscillator in the interaction picture is



where y is the damping constant and the reservoir is taken to be at zero temperature. We will solve this equation for an initial superposition of coherent states using the normally ordered characteristic function,



Using (16.36) the equation of motion for X(A, t ) is



where C.C.means complex conjugate. The solution to this equation is
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where



For the initial state given in (16.19), a superposition of coherent states, we find



Thus



The corresponding solution for the density operator is



Due to the coefficient with i # j in this expansion the contribution of the off-diagonal terms to the coherence function will be small. Thus the superposition is reduced to a near mixture of coherent states. The visibility for any measurement is easily found to be



where x = x, for quadrature phase or x = short times this is given approximately by



11



for number measurements. For



Thus the rate at which coherence decays is proportional to the square of the distance between the superposed coherent amplitudes. In the last section we considered the case a , = - a, which gave good interference fringes centered on the origin for the appropriate quadrature. However, we now see that such fringes must decay rapidly causing the quadrature phase statistics to be indistinguishable from a classical mixture of coherent states. A word of caution is required here. Even though the visibility decays in the same way for all measurements in this case, for certain measurements there may be no interference in the first place. For example, if we take a superposition of two coherent states with amplitudes K and - K (with 'x real), the measurements of the real quadrature X = a t + a, will not show interference. In this case there is no decay of the cross term in the probability density as it merely represents the overlap of two distinct gaussians, not interference.
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This result is not confined to amplitude damping. For example, for the phase diffusion model discussed in Exercise 6.3 the master equation is



The solution for the matrix elements in the number basis is (nlp(t)lm)



=



exp



If p(0) is a superposition of number states lnl) and quadrature phase statistics is given by



(16.48) lit2)



thc visibility of the



which shows a rapid decay when n, - n2 is large. These examples are special; the visibility in each case decays in the same way for all measurements which give interference fringes. This is because the superposed states are eigenstates or near eigenstates of the operator appearing in the irreversible part of the evolution equation. This is an important point to which we shall return in the next section. In other cases the visibility is more complicated. For example, consider the effect of phase diffusion on the quadrature phase statistics of a superposition of two coherent states with x , = - x2 = yo where yo is real. If we choose 8 = 4 2 (that is, we project onto the imaginary axis in the complex amplitude diagram) we find that for short times



As expected, the coherence decays from unity at a rate which is proportional to the square of the separation of the superposed states. In Fig. 16.4 we plot the exact visibility for the quadrature phase with a superposition of coherent states subject to phase difussion at y t = 0.1. A similar result may be derived for quadrature-phase measurements on a superposition of number states undergoing damping. To show this we use the complex P-representation for the projector Ini) (njl



where 1 n,.,')1.2~-'nt'"p-'n,'" Pij(a,p) = - -1- eEP(ni. 4n2
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Fig. 16.4. A plot of the visibility for quadrature phase measurements on an oscillator prepared in a coherent superposition of coherent states which is subject to phase diffusion



and c l , c, are contours encircling the origin. Thus under time evolution I n i ) (njl evolves to



Using this result one may show



The dominant term in the sum occurs for p = min(n,, n,). For example, if n , > 11, the time dependence of the dominant term is proportional to exp [ - ;lt(nl - n2)/2]. The coherence decays at a rate which is proportional to the separation of the states.



16.3 Quantum Measurement Theory The object of any physical theory is to provide an explanation for the results of measurements. It is usually the case that measurements are made by coupling a macroscopic device to the system of interest which may be of any size. If the system is very small then some element of amplification is required. Can this
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process, considered purely as a physical interaction between systems, be described entirely within the framework of quantum mechanics? Would such a description, if given, accord with our intuitive understanding of real measuring devices? How is the measured system effected by the measurement? These are questions which are generally included under the heading of the measurement problem. To understand why there might be a problem we will consider a simple model for the interaction between a measured system S and a measuring device M. Let us first ignore the macroscopic nature of M and simply treat it as a single quantum system with one degree of freedom. As we shall see such an assumption does not lead to an adequate description of the measurement process. The macroscopic nature of M is essential for a complete description. Let { I m i ) }denote a set of eigenstates of some meter quantity and let { I s i ) ) denote the eigenstates which diagonalise the system operator we are seeking to measure. Suppose the initial state of the system is Imo)@ Isi), and further suppose that under unitary evolution this state evolves to



Then, for a general system state



the state at time t will be



We regard m i as the value read-out from the meter scale. If an observer finds the meter in a state Imj) (with probability Icj12) the system is subsequently (i.e., conditionally) described by the state Isj). It is clear that in effect we have measured some physical quantity S, which is diagonal in the basis { I s i ) ) ,



Suppose one only knows that a measurement has taken place but we do not select a particular result. The state of the system must then be described by the reduced density operator obtained by tracing out over the meter states



Thus as a result of the measurement the density operator of the system is diagonal in the basis which diagonalises the measured operator. Alternatively the basis in which p, is diagonal determines the system operator which has been measured. This is the standard description of the measurement process. Unfortunately, it is inadequate as we now explain.
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The description given above assumed we read out a meter quantity which is diagonal in the basis {Imi)). Suppose, however, we decide to read out another meter quantity diagonal in the basis ( I f i i ) ) . We can then express the meter states / m i ) in the alternative basis (/mi) ), i.e.,



The state of the combined system after the interaction is then



where



Although the system meter coupling has not altered there is now some ambiguity as to what system operator has been measured; is it



This ambiguity can only be removed if we say that the meter is so constructed that the only physical property that we readout is the one which is diagonal in the basis {Imi)). What is the property of the meter which determines such a preferred or pointer basis? We can answer this question by admitting that a true measuring device must be macroscopic and thus contain many degrees of freedom. Hence, in addition to the read-out variable, we must consider the meter as composed of many other degrees of freedom possibly coupled to the read-out variable. These other degrees of freedom cannot be determined in any realistic scheme and thus may be treated as a reservoir. In order to model this situation we now divide the measurement scheme into system + meter + reservoir. The system and meter are directly coupled and the meter is coupled to the reservoir (Fig. 16.5). As Zurek has shown C16.41, it is the coupling between the meter and the reservoir which determines the pointer basis. In order that the special correlation between the system and the meter given by (16.54) be preserved in the presence of the coupling to the reservoir, described
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Fig. 16.5. Schematic representation of the subdivision of a generic measurement scheme



by some Hamiltonian XME, we require that the pointer basis { ] m i j) be a complete set of eigenstates for a pointer quantity M which commutes with XME. This ensures that fluctuations from the reservoir do not find there way back to the measured system quantity S. In many situations it may not be possible to find an operator which satisfies this condition exactly. However, an approximate pointer basis may exist in as much as the diagonal elements of the density operator in such a basis relax on a very long time scale while the off-diagonal elements decay on a much shorter time scale. Thus it is the meter-reservoir interaction which determines the pointer observable M and thus the corresponding pointer basis appropriate to the measurement. The to-be-measured quantity is only defined in the course of the meter-reservoir interaction; a situation consistent with Bohr's general description of measurement in quantum mechanics. The meter cannot be observed in a superposition of pointer-basis states as its state vector is being continually collapsed. It is the monitoring of the meter by the reservoir which results in the apparent state reduction of the system and the meter is so constructed to ensure that this occurs. The correlations between the corresponding system and pointer-basis states are preserved in the final mixed state density operator



where {Irf ) } are the system states determined by the pointer basis, referred to as the relative states.
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There is a close connection between the concept of a quantum nondemolition measurement and the concept of a pointer basis. The condition that an operator Q(t) be a QND variable is that (in the interaction picture)



Applying this idea to the measurement description above it is clear that the pointer observable P, which determines the pointer basis, must be a Q N D variable of the meter. This ensures that an initial eigenstate of P exolves entirely within the pointer basis set. In the theory of Q N D measurements we also require the variable Q to maintain its Q N D property in the presence of couplings to other systems, the reservoir in our example, which represent further stages of the meter device. This will be true provided the back action evasion criterion is satisfied



where XM,represents the interaction Hamiltonian between the system of the Q N D variable and other systems to which it is coupled (the reservoir in our case). This property is precisely the property that the pointer observable must satisfy. We may thus view the pointer observable as a QND variable of the meter which is coupled to the environment by a back action evasion coupling.



16.4 Examples of Pointer Observables In Sect. 16.2 we considered a number of models which lead to the density operator becoming diagonal in a preferred basis. For example, if the meter is a harmonic oscillator coupled to the bath by



so that it evolves according to the master equation (13.46),the state of the meter becomes diagonal in the number basis. The pointer observable is atu and (16.67) represents an ideal back action evasion coupling. As another example suppose that the amplitude of an oscillator is coupled to the environment by



This is not a back-action evasion coupling. However, the meter state tends to become diagonal in the coherent state basis which are eigenstates of the operator a. Unfortunately the diagonal elements of the density operator in this basis are also changed. However, as we saw in (16.43) for short times the diagonal elements do not change much, yet coherence between states separated by large coherent amplitudes decays quite rapidly. In this case we can say that the coherent states are an approximate pointer basis.
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16.5 Model of a Measurement We are now able to consider a full model of a quantum limited measurement including the interaction of the meter with the environment. The model we discuss was first given by Walls et al. 116.51. The quantum system and meter are taken to be harmonic oscillators with annihilation operators a and b, respectively. The coupling between the system and the meter is taken to be quadratic in the system amplitude and the interaction Hamiltonian is



Such a system may represent a four wave mixing interaction in quantum optics, where one field is taken as classical of amplitude E. The measured system operator is, as we shall see, ilta (or some function thereof). We assume that mode b is coupled to the environment by amplitude coupling



This will determine a particular pointer basis. There are good physical reasons why this is a suitable choice for XME. First, if the oscillators are realised as field modes this coupling represents the usual system-bath interaction of a linear loss mechanism. In particular it could represent the interaction of a field mode with a photo-electron counter. Perhaps the most important reason for choosing XME in this form, however, is that it leads to the coherent state pointer basis. As coherent states have a well defined semiclassical limit this is a desirable basis for a real (i.e., classical) measuring device. We now solve for the complete dynamics of the system and meter coupled to the bath. The density operator for the system and meter after tracing out the reservoir obeys the master equation



We have assumed that the environment is at zero temperature. Initially the state of the system is arbitrary while the meter is in the ground state



where we have expanded the system state in energy eigenstates and prim = 
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The solution is



where Irn(t)) is a meter coherent state with



In the long-time limit we have



where P(n) is the initial number distribution for the system. This is a mixture of number states in the system, perfectly correlated with a mixture of coherent states in the meter. It is thus of the general form of (16.65). The coherent states Ir,) are the pointer basis states and the number states the corresponding relative states. The amplitude of the coherent states can be made arbitrarily large by increasing the strength of the system meter coupling E. Hence this model includes amplification in a natural way. The large-E limit is the appropriate limit for an accurate measurement C16.51. In fact, the states Ir,,)for different values of rl become approximately orthogonal as the coupling strength is increased. We have assumed in this analysis that the environment is at zero temperature. For photoelectric detection this is a good assumption at optical frequencies. Were the environment not taken at zero temperature there would be an additional thermal spread in the diagonal part of the meter states. This model contains all the features of the measurement process discussed in Sect. 16.3. The correlations between the system and the meter are created by unitary evolution. The (almost complete) reduction of the meter states to the pointer basis (the coherent states) occurs as a result of nonunitary dissipative evolution, which causes the off-diagonal elements of the meter state in the pointer basis to decay. It is clear that the model represents the measurement of some function of the system number operator ata. To determine what this function is, we must reconsider the interpretation of the environment as a photoelectron counter. If we assume that every meter quanta lost to the environment is actually counted in the detector, a full analysis shows that, in fact, the model describes the measurement of the square of the number operator. This analysis may be found in the paper by Walls et al. [16.5]. From (16.74) we can calculate the reduced state of the system by tracing out over the meter states. The resulting state has an exponential decay of
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off-diagonal elements in the number basis which goes as t 2 for short times. Such a dependence indicates that for short times a Markovian evolution equation does not describe the evolution of the system state. However, if the rate of photon counting, is very large, then this short time behaviour is rapidly superceded by an exponential linear dependence. If we differentiate the resulting long time solution with respect to time we find the effective master equation for the system state is ;I,



This equation may also be obtained by writing down the master equation for both modes a and h, and adiabatically eliminating mode b. In this strong measurement limit we see that as far as the system is concerned the effect of the measurement of photon number is to induce a diffusion in the oscillator phase. In some sense the phase is the conjugate variable to the photon number so this result is consistent with the uncertainty principle.



Exercises 16.1. Consider the superposition of two coherent states



where x0 is real. Show that the probability distribution for X , = a + a t is a double peaked Gaussian (3, % I), while the distribution for X , = - i(a - a t ) exhibits interference fringes.



16.2. The superposition of two squeezed vacuum states with orthogonal squeezing is given by



Calculate the photon number distribution and show that only even photon numbers occur. Demonstrate also that the quadrature phase distributions exhibit interference fringes.



16.3. Consider the Hamiltonian



Show that this Hamiltonian can generate a superposition of two coherent states or two squeezed states of the type discussed in the preceeding questions.
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16.4. The spin coherent states are defined by



where y = ei4 tan ($12)and I j, j ) is a J, eigenstate with eigenvalue j. Consider the superposition stale



with y o real. Calculate the probability distributions for J,, J,, J, and show that the J, distribution exhibits interference effects. Give a geometrical interpretation of this result.



16.5. Consider the two-mode squeezed vacuum state



and the mixed state with the same diagonal distribution cc



p



=



(cosh r ) - 2



(tanh r)2n1n)1(nl @ In), (nl n=O



Show that these states may be distinguished by the probability distributions for the two mode operators a i a , where



17. Atomic Optics



The wave-particle duality of matter is a well established consequence of quantum theory. Interferometers with de Broglie waves have been demonstrated for electrons and neutrons. More recently such interference experiments have been demonstrated for atoms. Interferometric effects of neutral atoms were first observed in diffraction from optical standing waves [I 7.11. This was followed by demonstrations of optical interferometers which explicitly used beam splitting and recombining mechanisms. The simplest configuration is a Young's double slit experiment shown in Fig. 17.1 which was demonstrated by Carnal and Mljvzek C17.21. The source of atoms in this experiment was a thermal beam of metastable helium atoms. The temperature of the source could be set to T = 295 K corresponding to a mean de Broglie wavelength of i.,, = 0.56 or to T = 83 K corresponding to iDB = 1.03 A. The interference pattern of the detected atoms is shown in Fig. 17.2. Other experiments have separated the atomic paths using gratings C17.31 or a splitting due to a coherent transition between two internal states C17.4-61. Laser cooling of the atoms may be employed to increase the de Broglie wavelength of the atoms [17.4,7]. 111 a cold atom interferometer the passage time of the atom is long. This greatly increases the phase sensitivity to a perturbation of potential energy. Atomic interferometers have the advantage of a greater mass than electron or neutron interferometers and hence a greater sensitivity to changes in the gravitational potential. Atoms also have internal degrees of freedom which may be probed with light fields giving, for example, position information. This may be used to demonstrate certain quantum mechanical phenomena such as loss of interference when which path information is available. We shall give a description of a Feynman light microscope which gives path information in a Young's double slit experiment with atoms. Experiments and theory on atomic diffraction by a classical standing wave are discusssed. We then consider the optical Stern-Gerlach effect where an atomic beam passed through a standing light wave is split into two beams depending on the atomic state. This phenomenon may be used to obtain a QND measurement of the atomic inversion. We next consider atoms interacting with a quantum standing light wave. The momentum distribution of the scattered atoms is shown to be dependent on the photon statistics of the light field. This may be used to give a QND measurement of the photon number in a cavity field mode. The interaction of the atom with the light field imparts a phase shift to the light field depending on the position of the standing wave which the atom passes
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Fig. 17.1. Sketch of a double slit interferometer
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Fig. 17.2. Measured atomic intensity profiles in the detector plane as a function of the lateral detector position I.The profile is probed with a 2 pm wide single slit 117.21. Atomic wavelength (a) iDB = 0.56 A, (h) i,, = 1.03 A



through. Thus, a phase-sensitive measurement of the field will give atomic position information.



17.1 Young's Interference with Path Detectors Young's double slit experiment perhaps provides the simplest example in which the coherent addition of quantum-mechanical amplitudes leads to interference. When a path detector is introduced in order to monitor which slit the particle passes through, the principle of complementarity states that the interference is
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Fig. 17.3. Young's interference experiment with path detectors



necessarily destroyed. Detection of path information necessarily involves an interaction which couples the particles to the detectors. A path detector may be realised in atomic interferometry using the interaction with a light field. Consider a Young's interference experiment for atoms of mass m together with a path detector (Fig. 17.3). We suppose that the atoms are propagating along the z direction with a well defined longitudinal momentum pZ = Ak which is large compared to the transverse momentum changes during the course of the experiment. This allows us to work in the paraxial approximation throughout. The screen with the double slit is taken to be in the plane z = 0 with the narrow slits spaced d apart at the positions x = 5 , = 3 d and x = t2= - 3 d . Starting with a plane atomic wave and assuming infinitesimally wide slits, the state immediately after passing through the double slit (at time t , ) is a coherent superposition of eigenstates



If we first suppose that no path detector is present, the atom propagates freely to the screen (located in the plane z = L) under the unitary time evolution U(t,, t l ) for free motion with the Hamiltonian 2 = p2/21n.Thus when the atom hits the screen
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where



is the probability amplitude for detecting the atom at x on the screen given that the atom passed through slit I. We shall not be concerned with the normalisation constant in this discussion. Under the assumption that the longitudinal momentum remains approximately constant at p, throughout the interaction, the time of passage between double slit and screen is mL/p,. We can then write



From (1 7.2) the probability density for detecting an atom at the position x on the screen is



Substituting the expression for $, and I), for the situation of infinitesimally wide slits, yields



which is the familiar two-slit interference pattern with unit visibility. We now include the effect of the path detector. We shall treat the path detector also as a quantum mechanical system which is initially in a pure state I D o ) . As a result of the interaction between the atom and the path detector, by the time the atom hits the screen, the detector has evolved either into state I D l ) or into state ID,) depending on the path taken by the atom. The joint state of the system and the path detector at time t , is thus given by



This is an entangled state of the system and the path detector. If we again ask for the probability density that the atom be found at position x on the screen, we need to compute



The interference term has the additional factor ( D 1 ( D , ) which causes the visibility to be reduced by 1 ( D l 1 D , )I. If the detector states 1 Dl ) and I D 2 ) are
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orthogonal, it becomes possible to distinguish them with certainty and the interference disappears. On the other hand, if the detection process is less efficient, the overlap between ID,) and ID2) is larger and partial interference remains. As an example of a path detector we shall consider the Feynman light microscope.



17.1.1 The Feynman Light Microscope In the Young's double slit experiment in Fig. 17.4 a light field travelling along the x direction is used to indicate the path by scattering off the atom. We shall consider only elastic scattering and use the S-matrix approach for the problem. Following Cohen-Tannoudji et al. C17.81, we denote by S(Ki,Ks, k) the amplitude of the elementary process where a photon of initial momentum hKi scatters off an atom of momentum hk to yield a final photon momentum of hKf and an atomic momentum of h(k - K, + Ki). If we neglect the Doppler effect, this amplitude is independent of the atomic momentum hk and we may write S(Ki, Kf). The magnitude IS(Ki, Ks)l depends on the projection of the polarisation vector of the outgoing photon on the polarisation vector of the incoming photon if the atomic dipole moment is aligned with the incoming polarisation. If we denote the polar and azimuthal angles of K, relative to Ki by ($,4), the angular dependence of this amplitude is



IS(Ki, K,)I cc J1



+ sin



2



$cos2 4 d(1KiI - I Kf I )



for linear polarization ,



where the delta-function restricts our attention to elastic scattering. In order to assign the phase to the scattering amplitude, we consider scattering off an atom in a position eigenstate



For an initial joint state lx)l K,) of atom and photon, the outgoing state is proportional to



Thus, if we choose S(Ki, Kf) as purely real, this corresponds to the assumption that all the plane wave components of the scattered field are in phase at the location of the atom.
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Fig. 17.4. Path detectors using the Feynman light microscope



In this configuration, the state of the outgoing photon plays the role of the path detector. If the two slits are located at x = (,= d/2 and x = t2= - d/2, the state 1 D l ) of the outgoing photon which couples with the path though the slit at 5, is



where K = / Kil = / K , 1. The inner product of these two states, for either circular or linear polarisation, is



where



The modulus of this quantity v = 1 V ( k d ) Jgives the visibility of the interference pattern, in agreement with the result of Sleator et al. C17.91. A graph of V ( u )is shown in Fig. 17.5. The total interference pattern is given by (17.7)



For small slit separation d of much less than 242 the visibility is close to unity since the atomic position cannot be localised by the optical probe to better than about a wavelength. As the slit separation is increased, localisation becomes possible and the visibility is reduced. Physically, this arises from the convolution of the interference pattern with the momentum transferred to the atom by the photon. This can be seen from the following simple argument. The spacing between the fringe maxima corresponds to a transverse momentum change of
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Fig. 17.5. Fringe visibility versus slit separation



the atom of hid. If the momentum kick(p = hli) imparted by the photon is greater than the fringe spacing (hli > hld), that is d > 2, then the fringes will be washed out.



17.2 Atomic Diffraction by a Standing Light Wave We shall consider the deflection of a beam of two-level atoms by a classical standing wave light field in a cavity. The atomic beam is normally incident on the standing wave and experiences an exchange of momentum with the photons in the light wave. We shall assume that the frequency of the light field is well detuned from the atomic resonance so that we may neglect spontaneous emission. The Hamiltonian describing the interaction is



where p is the centre of mass momentum of the atom along the transverse (x direction), m is the atomic mass, a, and o + are the pseudo spin operators for the atom, w, and w are the atomic and field frequencies, k = w/c is the wave number of the standing wave, and Q = pc,/h the Rabi frequency with p being the dipole moment and e, the maximum field amplitude. We shall assume that the interaction time is sufficiently small that the transverse kinetic energy absorbed by the atom during the interaction can be neglected. This is known as
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the Raman-Nath regime and requires t < 2n/to,, where the recoil energy is Ato, = (2rt1k)~/2rn where r is an integer. This is equivalent to neglecting the term p2/2m in the Hamiltonian. Transforming to the interaction picture with X o= Awo, the Hamiltonian may be written in the form



2 = hdwo,



+ 2hQo, cos kx .



where d o = w, - w and 20, ised and written in the form



=



(17.16)



a + + o . This Hamiltonian may be diagonal-



2 = V(x)[cos O(x)az+ sin H(x)o,]



(17.17)



where



cos O(x) =



sin H(x) =



6w J ( 6 ~ r ) )+ ~ ( 2 cos ~



'



2Q cos kx ~ ( s w+ ) ~(2Q cos k ~ ) ~



In the limit of large detuning (6t0 $ 2 Q cos kx),



so that



This leads to the effective Hamiltonian



The atomic state vector in the coordinate representation may be written as



where 1 a ) and I b ) are the upper and lower atomic states, and a(x, t) (b(x, t ) )are the probability amplitudes for the atom to be in the upper (lower) state at the transverse coordinate x at time t. We assume that the atoms are initially in their ground state with a Gaussian wavefunction



b ( t , 0) = ( n o 2 )'I4 enp



( c) -
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where = kx and o is proportional to the r.m.s. transverse position spread of the input beam. This may be written as



where o, is the r.m.s. transverse momentum spread of the input beam scaled to the photon momentum Ak ( q = plhk). The Schrodinger equation in the large detuning limit is



-



z



(a) =



2.r b I



where z = Qt and A = 6w/2Q. We shall assume that the atom interacts with a field of constant amplitude for a time z.The Rabi frequency is Q. The solution for h(e, z) may be written in the form [17.10]



Momentum (units of hk)



Fig. 17.6. Output momentum distribution for atoms scattered from a standing optical wave in the Kapitza-Dirac regime in the large detuning limit. Initial RMS momentum uncertainty is cr, = 0.1 (units of hk) and the normalised interaction time ?/A = 10
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Fig. 17.7. Output momentum distribution for atoms scattered from a standing optical wave. Comparison of experimental data C17.91 ( - ) and theoretical predictions C17.121 (---) for (a) A = 0 , (b) A =0.6,(c) A = 1.2
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Taking the Fourier transform of this relationship shows the effect in momentum space is a convolution



where denotes the Fourier transform of b. The scattered ground state wavefunction is a superposition of Gaussian modulated plane waves with momenta p = 2nhk. The momentum transferred from the field to the atom is in even multiplies of hk corresponding to the absorption of a photon from the (+ k ) component, followed by induced emission into the (- k ) component of the standing wave. The final output momentum probability distribution is composed of a comb of images of the initial momentum distribution. In order to resolve these peaks it is necessary to have a narrow initial momentum spread such that Ap 4 2hk or o, 4 1. The output momentum distribution is shown in Fig. 17.6 for o, = 0.1, where the propagation time after the interaction is assumed short so that further spreading has been neglected. The above result holds for large atomic detuning. For smaller atomic detunings spontaneous emission becomes important. Since the recoil imparted to an atom by a spontaneously emitted photon occurs in a random direction, exchanges of momentum in non-integral multiplies of hk may occur and the diffractive peaks will be smeared out. That is, as the laser is tuned closer to the atomic resonance one moves from the diffractive to the diffusive regime. The transition from the diffractive to the diffusive regime has been demonstrated in an experiment by Gould et al. C17.111. A fit to their data using a calculation which includes spontaneous emission has been given by Tan and Walls C17.121 and is shown in Fig. 17.7.



17.3 Optical Stern-Gerlach Effect In the previous section, we discussed the diffraction of atoms in their ground state from a standing wave light field. In order to resolve the diffraction peaks in the momentum distribution it was necessary that the initial atomic spatial wave packet be larger than a wavelength. In this regime, the momentum transfer is symmetrical about Ap = 0 and is the same for input atoms in either the ground or excited states. As the spatial extent of the input wave packet is reduced to a fraction of the optical wavelength, the momentum transfer becomes asymmetrical and dependent upon the initial atomic state. Figure 17.8 shows the outgoing probability density of the atomic momentum for an initial atomic beam width o = 0.3. The solid curve is for atoms in the ground state while the dotted curve is for the excited state.
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Momentum (units of tik)



Fig. 17.8. Output momentum distribution for atoms scattered from a standing optical wave in the Stern-Gerlach regime. Initial rms momentum uncertainty is o, = 2.4 (units of hk). The atomic beam is incident midway between a node and an antinode and the normalised interaction time r;A = 20. (a) solid curve, ground state atoms, (b) dotted curve, excited state atoms



Position in Standing Wave [pm] Fig. 17.9. Deflection of an atomic beam by a standing wave as a function of the atomic beam position in the standing wave. The detuning from resonance was A:2n = 160 MHz. Position 0 on the horizontal scale was arbitrarily chosen to be at a node. Inset: Atomic intensity profile at the detector for the atomic beam at a position of - 11 pm in the standing wave. The peak at zero angle is due to undeflected atoms [I 7.131



In the limit when the spatial extent of the input wave packet is very small compared to the optical wavelength, an input beam is split into two beams depending on its atomic state. This is called the optical Stern-Gerlach limit in which the atom interacts with only a small part of the light wave (AxIN4 llk) and the individual photon exchanges are not resolvable (Ap $ Ak). In the large-detuning limit the momentum transfer, which can be many times the photon momentum, depends on the intensity gradient of the optical field. An experimental demonstration of the optical Stern-Gerlach effect has been given by Sleator et al. [17.13] using a beam of metastable He atoms (Fig. 17.9).
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We shall demonstrate how the standing wave optical field encodes information about the atomic state in the centre of mass momenta of the outgoing atoms. A non-destructive determination of the atomic state may be useful in conjunction with micromaser experiments in which the photon statistics within the micromaser cavities are indirectly measured via their effects on the states of the Rydberg atoms which pass through them. The ability to spatially separate atoms according to their state without destroying them also makes it possible to consider their subsequent coherent recombination in an atomic interferometer. In order to measure their atomic state we shall require that the momentum transfer be well correlated with the initial atomic state and that the process of splitting the input beam should not cause this atomic state to change. We shall demonstrate how one may make a QND measurement of the atomic inversion. We consider the case where the standing wave field is far detuned from the atomic resonance. In this case we may use the effective Hamiltonian given by (17.19). The inversion of the atom, oZ,we take as the signal observable and the centre of mass momentum p of the atom as the probe. It is evident that the Hamiltonian is back action evading for which is a constant of the motion. We shall follow the treatment given by Tan and Walls [17.14]. Consider a beam of atoms in a mixture of excited and ground states. The interaction with the standing light wave will impart some momentum to these atoms causing a deflection. The mean momentum transfer will have opposite signs for the two states. The mean momentum transfer compared to the standard deviation of the momentum transfer will determine how well the atomic beam can be separated into two beams of either excited or ground state atoms. The probability amplitudes a(


where q = p/hk is a normalised momentum. Similarly the mean squared momentum transfer is r



o: =



(souT2) =
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In the large detuning limit we find for a Gaussian beam with width o centred at to



( q OUT + )= f



T



2A



ePo2sin(2to)



(1 7.28)



where the + sign is for initial state le) and the - sign for initial state lg). In Fig. 7.10 we plot these quantities as a function of the width of the atomic beam o for ?/A = 20. The mean momentum transfer depends on the gradient of the intensity of the light field where the atom crosses and so the atomic beam must be narrow in order for the momentum transfer to be well defined. As the width of the atomic beam increases, different portions of the beam are deflected differently, reducing the mean momentum transfer. The variance of the output momentum arises from two effects: The term involving (2g2)-' represents the original momentum uncertainty of the input beam, which increases rapidly as o is reduced. If, however, o is increased so that it covers a significant portion of an optical wavelength, the variation in momentum imparted to different parts of the beam again increases the variance. Consequently there is a minimum in the standard deviation, as seen in Fig. 17.10. The condition for a good measurement



Normalized width of atomic beam a Fig. 17.10. Mean (solid curve) and standard deviation (dashed curve) of the atomic momentum plotted against the normalised width of the atomic beam. The atomic beam is incident midway between a node and an antinode and the normalised interaction time T/A = 20
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is that the mean momentum transfer to the beam prepared in an eigenstate is larger than the spread of the outgoing momentum. From Fig. 17.10 it is clear that there is an optimal width of the input beam which gives the best quality of measurement. This optimum width depends on the interaction time since the mean momentum transfer rises with ?/A, and for larger interaction times this will exceed the intrinsic momentum uncertainty for a narrower initial beam. We may use the Q N D correlation coefficient introduced in Chap. 15 to evaluate the quality of the measurement. In this case the signal is the atomic inversion o, and the probe is the centre-of-mass momentum of the atom. These correlation coefficients depend on expectation values which have to be taken over some initial state. We choose the state which is a statistical mixture of ground and excited states with equal probability. In the large detuning limit the measurement correlation may be written as



from (17.28 and 29) this may be written as



The state preparation correlation c ; m A o u T has an identical expression. In the large detuning limit an atom prepaiedPin an eigenstate of o, remains in an eigenstate of o,. Consequently, the non-demolition correlation



T a function of the width of the atomic beam In Fig. 17.11 we plot C ~ I N ~ O U as o for a range of differeniinferaction times ?/A = 2, 5, 10,20,50. The position of the beam centre is to= 7c/4 corresponding to the point midway between a node and antinode where the intensity gradient is greatest. We see that for sufficiently large interaction times and an atomic beam of optimal width the measurement correlation may approach unity. Thus the deflection of an atomic beam by a standing wave field may be used to give a good Q N D measurement of the atomic inversion o, in the detuning limit. For smaller detuning a Q N D measurement of an operator dx a, + dy a, + dz a, can be made. For example, for zero detuning the appropriate Q N D observable is the atomic polarisation ox.
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Normalized width of otomic beom a Fig. 17.11. Measurement correlation coeficient squared plotted against the normalised width of the atomic beam for r!A = (a) 2, (b) 5, (c) 10, (d) 20, (e) 50



17.4 Quantum Non-Demolition Measurement of the Photon Number by Atomic Beam Deflection If we consider atoms passing through a quantised standing wave field the outgoing momentum distribution of thc atoms is sensitive to the photon statistics for a small photon number. We shall show that by measuring the momentum distribution of a sequence of atoms passing through a cavity field a quantum non-demolition (QND) measurement of the photon number can be made. With a quantised single mode cavity field the Hamiltonian (17.15) describing the interaction is modified to



where the field is described by the boson annihilation operator a, and g is the dipole coupling constant. We shall once again consider the case of large detuning where spontaneous emission can be neglected and the upper atomic level adiabatically eliminated. The effective Hamiltonian (17.19) is modified to
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where we have replaced R 2 by Igj2ata. A derivation of this effective Hamiltonian is given in Appendix 17.A. We see from this Hamiltonian that the photon number a t a is a QND observable. It may be determined by either measuring the atomic phase C17.151 or the outgoing momentum [17.16]. We shall calculate the outgoing momentum distribution which is the probe observable in this QND measurement. Consider the atom to be in the ground state with an initial Gaussian position distribution given by (17.21). Then, if the field has n photons initially the state of the atom after the interaction is given by (17.24) with R = lg(&. In terms of the original variables



or in the momentum representation,



Since the photon number of the field is unchanged by the interaction, the joint state of atom and field is 1Ln(f7,t)l n) 1 v) dl7 Now let us suppose that the initial state of the field is given by the superposition of number states x c n l n ) . The final joint state is then presented by



We now wish to measure the probability that the final atomic momentum is p = vhk without regard for the field state. This involves calculating the following trace



If the original momentum uncertainty is so small that ?;(v)is non-zero only when lvl < 1,



which consists of copies of the input beam shifted in momentum by even multiples of hk. The amplitudes of these copies are related to the photon number statistics of the light field P(n) = I C , ) ~ .
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Fig. 17.12. Output momentum distribution for atoms scattered from a standing wave field in (a) a number state N = 10, (b) a coherent state ti = 10, (c) a thermal state t? 10. The interaction time ranges from t = 0 to IglZt/(2Srr))= 2. The successive points along the momentum axis are separated by twice the photon momentum



The output momentum distribution P ( g ) is plotted in Fig. 17.12 for the cavity field in (a) a number state N = 10, (b) a coherent state ii = 10, (c) a thermal state ii = 10. We see that for a number state the momentum distribution consists of a series of peaks corresponding to exchanges of 2nhk units of momentum. For a coherent state the distribution is split into two principle peaks. For a thermal state the spread of momentum is much smaller. For a more intense coherent
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field Anlii I/&- is small and the momentum distribution corresponds closely to that derived for a classical field in Sect. 17.2. We see from (17.39) that the momentum distribution depends on the photon statistics P(n) of the cavity field. This may be exploited to obtain a quantum non-demolition (QND) measurement of the photon number by measuring the momentum distribution of the scattered atoms. This is equivalent to the position distribution in the far field. Each atomic position measurement gives some information about the field photon statistics and reduces the density operator of the field. If the cavity lifetime is long compared to the time between atomic injections, (17.39) can be inverted and sufficiently repeated measurements will eventually completely determine the photon statistics. If the cavity is not significantly coupled to any external reservoir, continual probing of the cavity by successive atoms will eventually result in the complete collapse of the field state to that of a number state. We shall illustrate this phenomenon by simulating repeated atomic measurements and examining the residual density of states. For simplicity, we consider a monokinetic atomic beam in which the longitudinal velocity spread is small compared to the mean velocity. The first atom which passes through the cavity acquires an output momentum po which gives us some information on the field statistics. The diagonal elements of the field density matrix P(n) are then altered by the back projection of the measurement P(nlpo) = MP(poin)P(n>



(17.40)



Fig. 17.13. Simulation of the collapse of the field density of the states to a single photon number after measuring five atoms. The interaction is chosen so that ( g / 2 t / ( 2 6 w= ) 1. The momentum of the five atoms leaving the standing wave were 12hk, 8hk, - 16hk, 8hk, 16hk
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where M is a normalisation constant. The next atom passing through acquires a momentum p l and the field density matrix is further reduced. A simulation of a sequence of five atoms and their effect on the field photon distribution P(n) is shown in Fig. 17.13. The number of times that each value of the exit momentum is chosen is completely determined by the initial photon statistics. Note the photon measurement of each individual atom extracts partial information from the field, and it is only the cumulative information contained in the full measurement sequence which contracts the field to a well defined number state.



17.5 Measurement of Atomic Position We shall describe a technique for localising the atom's position better than the wavelength of light. The atom is passed through a standing wave in an optical cavity. We consider the situation where the standing wave is far off the atomic resonance. Via its interaction with the standing wave the atom imparts a phase shift to the field. The magnitude of the phase shift depends on the atom's position relative to the nodes and antinodes of the standing wave. By making a phase sensitive measurement of the optical field, position information on the atom is obtained. The initial atomic wave packet needs to be localised better than the wavelength of the light or else one is not able to determine which portion of the periodic standing wave the atom passes through, unless the atom is passed through a second cavity containing light of a non-commensurate wavelength. The atom is modelled as an ideal two level system interacting with a single mode of the cavity field. The systcm is similar to that described in Sect. 17.4. The atomic transition frequency is highly detuned from the cavity frequency hence spontaneous emission can be neglected. The transverse motion of the atom during its passage through the standing wave is assumed to be negligible (the Raman-Nath approximation). We follow the treatment of Storey et al. C17.171. In a frame rotating at the cavity frequency o,the potential experienced by the atom as it passes through the standing wave is given by the effective potential (17.34) valid for large detuning. Before the interaction with the atom, the field is assumed to be in a coherent state la). The atom is assumed to enter the cavity in its ground state with a transverse spread in position given by ~ ( x ) . In order to observe diffraction and interference effects, the atomic distribution must be phase coherent across its width. The atom must therefore enter the cavity in a pure state



where the ket specifies the position and internal state of the atom.
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The initial state of the system is just the direct product of the initial field and atomic states



After an interaction time t , the combined atom-field state (in a frame rotating at frequency o ) is calculated by operating on the initial state with the evolution operator U ( t )= exp(- i Vtlh)



The evolution operator includes the factor exp[ig(x)a t a] where g(x) = ( 1 g 1 2 t / 6 ~ o ) ~ ~when ~ 2 ( kevaluated ~) over the atomic ket Ix, g). This operator changes the phase of the field by the amount g(x) which depends on the position of the atom



If the atom passes through a node of the standing wave, no interaction occurs and the field is unchanged. However, if the atom passes through an antinode of the standing wave, the phase of the field is altered by the amount lg I 2 t/6o. Thus, information about the position of the atom is recorded in the field, leaving the system in an entangled state of the atom and field, i.e.,



The position of the atom relative to the nodes and antinodes of the standing wave can be deduced by measuring a phase sensitive quantity such as the quadrature phase X, = a e P i H+ a t e i0 . A quadrature phase measurement is directly realised using balanced homodyne detection described in Chap. 8. If the atom is in a pure state before the interaction, determining the phase of the field does not simply provide an indirect classical measurement of the atom's position, the field measurement collapses the atomic wave function, producing a quantum localisation. A quantum mechanical treatment of the measurement process allows us to calculate the wave function of the atom after the field measurement. The measurement determines not only the probability of finding the atom at position x, but also the phase across the atomic wavefront. Suppose the field quadrature operator X o is measured, giving the result x,. The state of the atom after the field measurement is found by projecting the system onto the eigenstate Ize) of the quadrature operator Xo



where N is a normalisation factor. The probability amplitude distribution of the atom after the measurement is simply
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The position probability distribution P ( x l ~ of~ )the atom given that the value X , = Xe has been measured for the field is then



P(xJxe)satisfies the classical relation for conditional probabilities



where



is the overall probability of finding the atom at position x regardless of the field measurement, and



is the probability of measuring the value 2, for the field quadrature X, given that the atom is at position x. If the atom's position distribution is not phase coherent as it enters the cavity, the classical relation can still be used to obtain information about the position of the atom from the field measurement. In this case the process may be described as an indirect classical position measurement rather than a quantum localisation. The atom leaves the cavity with a statistical position distribution and no interference effect may be observed. Evaluation of (17.50) requires an expression for a quadrature phase eigenstate. 12,) may be defined as a squeezed state in the limit in infinite squeezing.



which satisfies the normalisation condition



Using (17.51) in (17.46) gives for the state of the atom after the field measurement



x, = Xs



where



and N is a normalisation factor. The localisation scheme depends on measuring the phase of the field. The phase change induced by the atom depends on the vacuum light shift (h/y I Z t / b )cos 2 kx of the atomic ground state, and is independent of the number of photons in the cavity. However, the resolution with which a phase change can be detected depends on the amplitude of the field. The position resolution of the scheme is found to be proportional to l/lal (Exercise 17.3).
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17.5.1 Atomic Focussing and Contractive States The measurement of the position of an atom described above may be used to prepare an atom in a contractive state discussed in Chap. 16. A standing light wave acts as an atomic lens which focuses an atom passing close to an antinode. Unless a field measurement is made, the atom leaves the cavity in a mixed state. A field measurement projects the atom into a (pure) contractive state. If the field measurement is such that the atom is localised near an antinode, the phase induced across the atomic wavefront is approximately parabolic and the atom is focused. In Fig. 17.14 we show the time evolution of the probability distribution of an atom prepared in a contractive state using the position localisation scheme. The distribution contracts until it reaches a waist beyond which it spreads out again. In Fig. 17.15 we depict the time evolution of the position uncertainty of the atom. This is compared with the theoretical maximum focussing achieved using Yuens twisted coherent state (Chap. 16) with the same momentum uncertainty and initial position uncertainty. The deviation from the maximally focussed state is seen to be small. In Fig. 17.16 we plot the Wigner function for the contractive state produced by the position localisation scheme. The focal length of the atomic lens produced by the standing wave field may be shown (Exercise 17.4) to be inversely proportional to the intensity of the field.
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X (in units of h ) Fig. 17.14. Time evolution of the probability of an atom prepared in a contractive state using the position localisation scheme. The contour levels are spaced logarithmically
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t



(in units of 2rn/T7k2)



Fig. 17.15. Time evolution of the position uncertainty of an atom (solid line). This is compared with the theoretical maximum focussing (dashed line) achievable with the same momentum uncertainty and initial position uncertainty



X (in units of A ) Fig. 17.16. The Wigner distribution for the atomic state after the field measurement which prepares it in a contractive state



Both focussing and deflection of atomic beams by standing light waves have been observed. However, a field measurement is required if the atom is to be prepared in a pure contractive state.
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Exercises 17.1 Derive (17.28 and 17.29) for ( q ) and o,Z 17.2 Derive (17.31) for



c;INAOUT s P



17.3 Show that the resolution of the position measurement described in Sect. 17.5 is



where Iri is the amplitude and k the wave number of the light field.



17.4 Show that the focal length of the lens created by a standing wave of intensity I and wave number k is



17.A Appendix Derivation of the Hamiltonian (17.34)



+ h o o o Z+ hcos k x ( g * o a t + go+a) 1 ) + hlg)ln) . write /$) = ale)ln YF = h o a t a



-



In the Schrodinger picture we have



Transforming to the interaction picture with X0= hwata + h s o o z a2 = a e + i [ ( n - l ) w + 1 ! 2 o o ] r h



2 -



hei(nw-li2wo)t



these equations become ig Jncos k ~ e ' ( " ~ - " ) ' h, ~



(17.57) (17.58)
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-



In order to remove the time dependence in (17.59) we need the component of U2 e i ( w ~ - w ) f. This may be derived by the following adiabatic elimination procedure. Integrating (17.59)



Integrating by parts



Now d b 2 / d z is very small in the large detuning limit and hence we may neglect the second term, thus



Hence



which is consistent with the effective Hamiltonian (1 7.34).
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